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Introduction.

The technique of using a double j3 -ray spectro¬
meter for the study of the modes of disintegration of

j3 -active bodies, which also emit y -rays, was proposed,
in the first place, by leatherAs its name implies,

a double |8 -ray spectrometer consists essentially of
two conventional spectrometers each of which is capable

of focusing, independently, electrons of a wide range of

momenta which are emitted by a single source centrally

situated to be common to both instruments. Application

of the technique of coincidence counting to the two j8 -
particle detectors of the double spectrometer therefore

enables a detailed study to be mace of time correlations

between either particles and quanta, or between quanta

of different energies, emitted by an unstable nucleus,

selection of a particular V -radiation is achieved by

focusing an internal conversion electron "line'1 be¬

longing to the y -radiation on to one j$ -detector;
this then leaves the B -detector of the other half of

the spectrometer free to accept either ^3 -particles of
the continuous spectrum, of any desired momentum within

the range of focus of the instrument, or to accept the

internal conversion electrons of a line caused by the

emission of a second y -radiation. Thus both
fittd $ coincidences may be stuaied. Study
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of coincidences leads to the determination of

the so-called "partial" |3 -particle spectra of an un¬

stable nucleus*, and therefore to the energies of those

excited states of the daughter nucleus which involve

directly the |3 -decay of the parent body. Study of
coincidences is of further assistance in the

determination of disintegration schemes* since those ^ -
radiations which are emitted in cascade will produce

coincidence counts whereas competitive $ -radiations
will not*.

A double jS -ray spectrometer is therefore
capable of providing detailed information regarding the

modes of disintegration of ^8 -active bodies possessing
complex spectra. Certain essential features however

exist which the instrument must possess before it be¬

comes of practical use. Xt is essential that the solid

angles for collection of the electrons by both halves of

the spectrometer should be large, otherwise the time

taken for coincidence counting to achieve the necessary

standard of statistical accuracy will be impracticably

long. In this connection it is equally important that

the resolving time of the coincidence set should be as

short as possible,

* Xt is essential that the ^ -radiations involved
originate from an excited state of the daughter body
which has a half-life for $ emission which is not grea¬
ter than the resolving time of the coincidence set.
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The first experiments made with an instrument

of this type were completed in 1948, by Feather, Kyles,
and Pringle^ on the active deposit of thorium. A

double semi-circular focusing spectrometer was used with

Geiger counters as the )8 -particle detectors. A co-
-7

incidence set having a resolving time ~ 2,5 x 10 sec.

was employed. Sue to the statistical time-lag between

the entry of the ionising particle and the appearance of
the voltage pulse across a Geiger counter, attempts to

-7
reduce the resolving time below ^5 x 10 sec. result

in the loss of genuine coincidences, unless specially

designed electronic equipment is used to detect the

voltage pulse at the instant of its initiation.

After the completion of the investigation of

thorium active deposit, the writer joined the group en¬

gaged on work with the double spectrometer, and a few

months later Dr. Pringle left the group.

It is well known that a semi-circular focusing

^ -ray spectrometer does not possess a large solid

angle for collection of electrons. The success of tne

work with thorium active deposit was due to the parti¬

cularly high intensity of the F line of ThB C. To

avoid excessively long counting periods in less favour¬

able cases, either an increase in the solid angle of the

spectrometers or a reduction in the resolving time of

the coincidence set was necessary. Little improvement
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was expected in solid angle without a major redesign of
the spectrometer butareduction of the resolving time by

a factor of ~25 was feasible*

In this connection, attention was given to the

replacement of the Geiger counters by scintillation

counters*

An integrated pulse possessing a rise time
•»8

~ 10 sec* is produced at the anode of a multi-stage

photo-electron multiplier by the incidence of a rapid

series of light quanta on the photo-cathode, due to the

passage of an electron through an organic phosphor.

Scintillation counters may therefore be used with a co-
-6

incidence set having a resolving time of ~10 sec.,

without loss of genuine coincidences. In addition to

the pulses due to the |8 -particles, noise pulses are

produced by the scintillation counters, and in conse¬

quence rather elaborate electronic circuits are necess¬

ary to discriminate against coincidences produced by

noise pulses, and at the same time to preserve the fast

leading edge possessed by pulses at the anode of the

multipliers, Moreover, in addition to recording the

coincidence counting rate, it is essential that the co¬

incidence set should provide the |3 -particle counting
rate appropriate to each input channel of the set, to

make possible the assessment of the number of accidental

coincidences included in the total number of coincidences
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recorded,

These requirements were reported to the Elec¬
tronics Division of the A.E.R»S, at Harwell, end, in

January 1951 an early model of a high speed coincidence
«.Q

set, possessing a resolving time ~ 10 sec, was de¬

livered,

Whilst this high speed coincidence set was

oeing developed at Harwell, an investigation of the de¬

sign of the semi-circular focusing spectrometer was

made to ensure tnat the geometry of the instrument gave

the largest solid angle possible without serious loss in

resolution. Preliminary experiments with scintillation

counters were also made, and the necessary mouifications

to the spectrometer were carried out to accommodate the

new detectors,

in addition to the improvement in the resol¬

ving time, scintillation counters possess a second im¬

portant advantage in that they may be operated as pro¬

portional ^ -counters, when connected to differential
pulse height analyzing circuits. Although such cir¬

cuits were not incorporated in the coincidence set,

only those ")/ -rays possessing energies above a certain

minimum value could be selected. Thus the ^ -radia¬
tions were to some extent, resolved. Used in this way

the solid angle for counting the $ -radiation was made

many times greater than for the solid angle subtended by
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the counter window when set on an internal conversion

electron line* Moreover, especially with energetic

*y -radiations, the number of ^ -quanta leaving the
atom is usually much greater than the number of elec¬

trons arising from the internal conversion of ^ quanta
in a particular shell of the atom. The efficiency of

scintillation counters for the detection of ^ -radia¬
tions is on the other hand only a few percent, whereas

all but the low energy |8 -particles, which arise from
internal conversion,may be detected with 100$ efficiency.

j£ven with this limitation, the observation of coinci¬

dences between ^ -radiations counted directly from the
source, with very limited resolution, and |6 -particles
of the continuous spectrum proved to be most valuable

in the determination of partial B -ray spectra. The

method moreover has an adaed advantage in that for

coincidence studies, the range of |8 -particle momenta
which may be focused by one half of the spectrometer is

no longer dependent on the energy of the ^ -radiation.
A return was therefore made to a technique

similar to that of Bo the and Maier-Leibrutz^, who in

1937 studied coincidences between -rays recorded

directly from the source with a Geiger counter and the

|3 -particles dispersed by a fixed radius semi-circular

focusing spectrometer, but now with the great advantage

offered by a limited degree of resolution for the ^ -
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radiations*

The apparatus in this form was used to inves¬

tigate the modes of disintegration of MsThg,
A detailed magnetic analysis of the j8 -particle

spectrum of this body had not been made since the in¬

vestigations by Black^^ (1924) using a semi-circular

focusing photographic spectrograph* and by Xovanovitch

ana d*Espine^ (1927) using the direct deviation method*

These measurements established the presence of a large

number of ^ -radiations, some of wiruch sere strongly
internally converted.

Cloud chamber studies by Lecoin, Perey, ana

Teiliae^ (1949) and Lecoin, Perey and Riou^ (1949)

shewed that 1*1 secondary electrons were emitted per

disintegration. There was, moreover, evidence of a

time delay^ between the emission of a primary ft -par¬
ticle and a conversion electron of less than 60 keV

energy. The estimated half-life of the delayed emission

was greater then 0.01 sec* Measurements of the maximum

energy of the primary |S -particle spectrum, made by
Yovanovitch and d'Espine^ (1927) by direct ueviation,

by Lecoin (1935 and 1938) with a cloud chamber,

by Lee and Libby^*0^ (1939) with a screen cathode spec-
(11,12) (1930, 1938) using

trometer, and by leather
absorption methods gave values of 1.59, 1.63, 1.6, 1.55

i QJ»7, 2.05, 2,04 MeV respectively.
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In the following chapters a study of the spec¬

trometer is made, and the results of the new investiga¬

tion of the disintegration modes of MsThg, employing, to
a large extent, coincidence techniques are presented*

A possible energy level scheme for the daughter radio-

thorium nucleus is suggested.
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The Double B-ray Spectrometer,

§ 1. Description of the Spectrometer*
The features of the spectrometer are illustra¬

ted by Figure 1,1, The vacuum box, which is evacuated

to a pressure of 10** mm. Hg. by a two-stage oil diffu¬

sion pump, is constructed of brass, lined internally

with aluminium, and is locked in position in the 5.5 cm*

gap between the poles of a large permanent magnet, des¬

cribed in Chapter 4. The lines of force of the mag¬

netic field are perpendicular to the plane of the dia¬

gram.

Into a port-hole, of square cross-section,

situated centrally in the top edge of the box, the alu¬

minium frame, F, fits. Grooves cut in the sides of

the box are used to locate the position of this frame

accurately, A ribbon of aluminium foil, of width 2 mm.,

upon which the source of MsThg is evaporated, is mounted
centrally on a rectangular aluminium holder, petroleum

jelly being used as the adhesive. This source holder,

A, which is illustrated by Figure 1.2, fits into grooves

cut in the frame so that the ribbon is parallel to the

magnetic field and the source is set at an emission

angle of 45°. This effectively reduces the width of

the source in a manner discussed in § 7 of Chapter 2.
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Slits, S, and S2 , select two sheaves of oppositely
moving |3 -particles which are focused by the magnetic
field in the horizontal planes containing the slits of

the detectors D( and B2 and the source slits* The
source slits* which are constructed of aluminium* fit

into grooves in the frame* so that they are situated

equidistantly from the source* The vertical slits, V,
and V2 * which are cut in the sides of the frame* do not
impose a further limitation on the sheaves of electrons

defined by the slits S( and Sx , for trajectories of
radii between 2.5 and 6 em* The port in the top of the

box is sealed with a neoprene ring which fits into a

circular groove cut in a brass disc* This disc carries

a shutter; rotation of the arms* B, causes the alumin¬

ium block, C, of square section* to be moved down to

cover the slit S( , and so to cut off electrons from D,*
Phosphor bronze spring strips, P, prevent upward move¬

ment of the frame which carries the source* when the

shutter is raised. Vacuum sealing of the aperture,

through which the rod to operate the shutter moves, is
achieved by the neoprene packing, N.

Lead blocks, L, and L2 * of suitable thick¬
ness* screen the detectors from the y —radiations emit¬
ted by the source. The blocks* which are covered with

perspex to reduce scattering of electrons* are held in

position by lugs which fit into horizontal grooves cut
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in the sides of the box. These grooves also serve to

support the detectors, each of which may be moved hori¬

zontally by the rotation of arms, situated outside the

box. A description of this mechanism is given in

Chapter 3, in which the detectors are discussed. En¬

try of each detector into the box is made through a

rectangular port hole in each end of the box, which is

again sealed by a neoprene ring fitting into a groove

cut into a brass plate. These plates are bolted to

the ends of the box. The circular aperture in each

plate, through which the detector moves, is sealed by a

neoprene packing, similar to that used with the shutter.

§ 2* Calculation of the bevelling of the Source Slits.
For those electron trajectories which lie in

a plane perpendicular to the lines of force of the mag¬

netic field, (i.e. lying in the "medial" plane), it is
clear that the angle © made by the tangent to a trajec¬

tory, of a particular radius , at one edge of the

source slit, with the normal to the plane of the source

slit, will vary with the particular point of the source

from which the electron is emitted, and with the width

of the source slit. This angle will, moreover, depend

on the radius of the electron trajectory.

let the edge of the source slit nearer to the

plane of focusing be considered. In this case the

angle &6 will be greatest, for given widths of source
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ancL source slit, when the reuius of curvature is a mini*

mum, ana the trajectory starts from the cage of the

source remote from the image.

Reference to figure 1,3 shews that

0e = h - (<*> + -Y) (1.1)
where 4> - (1.2)

end T 5 *1
in which;*

d represents the distance between the centre line

of the source end that of the source slit,

e is the effective half width of the source,

(lilted sources of width 2b are replaced by horizontal

sources of width 2e where e is given by equation 2,43

of 7, Chapter 2).

s is the half width of the source slit.

How the mass of aluminium required to stop

-particles of energy ~2MeV is 1,03 gm, per square
(13)

era.;* the source slits are therefore required to

possess a thickness of ~4 mm, «hen j& -particles of
this energy are focused.

It is then necessary to know the effective

position of the slit cut in this thickness of material,

since the distance between the source and the source

slit enters into calculations of the radius of curva¬

ture. If the aperture defining the slit width were

cut in the surface of the material remote from the
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source end if the walls of the slit were bevelled to

avoid restriction of the trajectories passing through

the aperture, scattering of electrons from the walls

would occur, due to the entry into the portions of the

slit nearer to the source of a sheaf of electrons
J I

broader than that finally defined. The defining aper-
i ;

ture was therefore cut in the surface of the material

nearer to the source and the slit was bevelled so that

electrons of the defined sheaf do not again strike the

walls-.

Inspection of figure 1.4 shews that the angle

of bevel for the edge of the slit nearer to the image

will not be ©a, but the angle between the chord and the
normal to the plane of the slit, given by ^ - V
where ^ is given by the expression

2^ = (| + - ee
in which the thickness of the material of the slit is I.

The value of the orcein term of this expression has to

be taken in the second quadrant. The minimum value

for £ is used.
for the edge of the slit remote from the image,

the angle @A (measured in an anticlockwise direction
for figure 5) will be greatest when the electron is

emitted from the edge of the source nearer to the image,
and follows a trajectory of the maximum radius focused.
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In this case

-- V-<t> (1,5)

where Y and 4> have the meanings given by equations

(1.2) and (1.3).

The required angle of bevel for this edge is

then given by the value for 0A at the maximum radius
of curvature,

The slight modifications to this bevelxing

required by electron trajectories lying in planes in¬

clined to the medial plane is neglected.

§ 3. Calculation of the Bevelling of the Counter.Slits.

The aperture in the surface of the counter

slit upon which electrons are incident is used to de¬

fine the width of the counter slit, for the reasons

given in $ 2, For the edge of the slit nearer to the

source, Figure 1.5 shews that the angle made by the

tangent to the electron trajectory with the normal to

the plane of the slit is given by equation 1.5. If

the thickness of the brass of the counter slit is k» the

angle mad© by the chordQf figure 1.6, and the normal
to the surface of the slit is given by \ - S where

2 S = | -»• -ctw (1»6)
when the arcsin term is again taken in the second quad¬

rant.

Reference to figure 1,4 shews that the angle

of bevel for the edge of the counter slit remote from
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the source is ©e, given by aquation 1*1*
@e ia calculated at tha smallest radius to

be used# whereas & is found at tha largest radius*

The affect of trajectories inclined to the

medial plane is again neglected*
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The Theory and the Design of the Spectrometer,

$ X# Introduction,

The profile of a j8 -ray line produced by the
l

internal conversion of a y*rey depends on the exact di¬
mensions and position of the source, on the width of the

source slit and on the width and length of the detector

slit. This profile extends over an appreciable range

of p , the radius of curvature of the electron trajec¬
tory; the range increases with the source width and

with the width of the slits. The minimum width of the

source was usually set by practical limitations which
i

are discussed in Chapter 6, The choice of the slit

sizes for a given size of source presents difficulties

since a compromise has usually to be made between ob¬

taining a large solid angle for collection of the elec¬

trons and yet achieving a sufficiently high degree of

resolution of the electron momenta. The complexity of

the problem is further increased by the dependence of

the line profile on the radius of curvature of the elec¬

tron trajectory. This has the effect of increasing the

solid angle at small radii, and increasing the resolution

at larger radii. The particular experiment to be per¬

formed governed the final choice of slit widths. For

example, when searching for lines using one half of the
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double spectrometer, the elite were chosen to give a

high degree of resolution, with, in consequence, a

large reduction in the solid angle. She statistical

accuracy in the number of particles counted in a given

time interval set the limit to the resolving power

which could be used, The search for coincidences

between internal conversion lines, on the other hand,

demanded both a fairly high degree of resolution and a

large solid angle, the emphasis usually being on the

latter requirement. Coincidence experimenta involv¬

ing the -ray continuous spectrum were not so exac¬

ting, since the need for a large solid angle became

predominantly important*

The study cf the variation in the line pro¬

file with various changes in the geometry of the

spectrometer is therefore of considerable importance.

It has been mentioned that the line profile
extends over an appreciable range of p * Tho par¬
ticular ^ -value within this range to be used in
finding the H? value of the line is only found from
,a knowledge of the theoretical line shape* The ob¬

served continuous spectrum may be regarded as the in¬

tegration of elementary line profiles, each of appro¬

priate intensity, For any counter setting, electrons

of a certain momentum range may enter the counter, due

to the finite width of the counter elitt A "repre¬

sentative" ^ - value for a given setting of the
counter on the continuous spectrum which differs from

the "representative" f in the case of internal
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conversion lines, therefore exists, and is found from

the theoretical line shape, The numerical value for

the solid angle is often of considerable importance

and this is only given by the theoretical line shape.

The resolving power may be obtained by observing the

shape of a single line experimentally, and this pro¬

vides a useful cheek on the theory.

In the following paragraphs, the method for

determining the theoretical shape of a |8 -ray line,
based to a large extent on the theory due to

will be given, together with an example of the line

shape for slit widths giving high resolution. A

more rapid approximate method for studying the manner

in which the line shape changes with various changes

Of the geometry of the spectrometer will then be out¬

lined. Problems relating to the continuous spectrum

will be discussed, and finally the most suitable

geometrical conditions for various types of experiment

wiH be considered.
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§2. Li*s analytical method for relating points in the

source and source slit to ima^e points.

The fundamental equations used by Li to re¬

late points in the source and points in the souroe slit,

with image points will, for the sake of completeness,

be re-established in rather more detail.

Figure 2.1

Referring to figure 2.1, let £,"■),£ be the
co-ordinates of the source space, with the centre of

the source as origin, S. Let x, y, z be the co¬

ordinates of the source slit space, with the centre of

the slit as origin, 0, and let x*, y*, z* be the co¬

ordinates of the image space, with origin P determined

by making SP the diameter of the circle, radius q ,

passing through 0. XOY ana X'PY* are coplan&r and
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OZ and St, are collinear. Let PO » a, QS = d,

AB ■ 2s,

The equation of motion of an electron of

charge © in a uniform magnetic field of intensity JJ

parallel to the y axis is

1 H) = (2.1)
where m is the mass of the electron of velocity jr, and

acceleration _£ «

Letting v have components (x, y, z) and £
have components (x, y, z) when the electron is at

(x, y, z) the following equations are obtained:

ac -+• Xx » 0

<£ - Xx * O ; (2.2a)

and -y - 0 (2.2b)
v e H

where - A * (2.J)

Integration of the simultaneous oifxerential equations

2,2a gives, for the complementary functions.

3c, B CoS Xt +• SlnXt
A X

/q » - CosXt + S^-wXt3 A, X

where the constants of integration are determined in

terms of the components of the initial velocity

<v v U*K
The particular integrals involve two further

constants of integration given by the initial co¬

ordinates of the electron in the (x. y, z) frame, viz.
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( £ f -r^-d), where, for the moment, attention is con-
fined to sources set at an emission angle of 0° (i,e,

sources lying in the (^^ ) plane).
The complete solution of equations 2,2a is

x » cosXt + u^sli-vXt - (%.- X£)J |

* a T [" + uzsl^Xt +" (-X- ^°0] ) (2,4a)
Equation 2,2b may be integrated directly to give

xj = 17 + u^t (2.4b)
where the y co-ordinate possesses this value at a time

t •

The space co-ordinates ( X" > -x" > "tt ) may now

be related to spherical polar co-ordinates (Y, ^ )

according to the equations

ux =■ X ^ Sir*. 0

^ = X^cos-y f (2.5)
U-x * \ ^ Slrv Y CoS 0

and the equations 2,4a and 2,4b then become
36 " ? s ~ (^Si*v 'Y)(cUrS 0 ~ CcrS X)
£ +■ d - air- 0 4- Sd* %)

= (^c^-y)(x+ 0)
where X = ^ ~ ^ (2,7)

The co-ordinates of the points of intersection

of an electron with the slit plane and with the image

plane are required, and. z is therefore set equal to

zero giving

dL = ( ^ si**. /\y 0 + X (^ (£.8)

(2.6)
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The parameters ( ^Y, <f> ) are independent

of time, but X depends on time in accordance with

equation 2*7.

fith z = 0, equation 2*6 is satisfied when

X, = Xt, - 0 «, This is the smallest value of t which

gives a solution and therefore corresponds to the case

in which the electron cuts the source slit plane*

Hence the point of intersection of the electron with

the source slit plane is given by the equations

01- £ s - xuiv "Vp)(ooO 0 - c*ro X)
(e<^v)(x, + 0) I (2<9)

* - o 3
in agreement with Li*s equations 2*

The next value of X which satisfies equa¬

tion 2*8 is

xx . W- X, . Xq-* (2>10)

Substituting this value for Xa in equations
2.6, the point of intersection of the electron with the

image plane is given by

3C - £ = ~ ^ -Uu-, /ty"X do-0 0 + C-oO X, ^
^,-->3= X, -v 0) ^ (2.11)

5: - C

Transferring the origin of co-ordinates to

the point P, equations 2.11 become

3c' - ^ = Co - ({3 si** '\j/)(c*r0 0 + c<r0 *^*i)
oj'.-K, = '\|/)(/7-%( + 0^ ^ (2.12)

*' = 0
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in agreement with Li1a equations (3).

By eliminating y, 0 , X from the two sets of

equations 2.9 and 2.12 a relation Between (x, y, z) end

U*, y* # z*) may be derived.

This elimination is facilitated by setting
96 + X p 0 — Xr\ = —^ ana tS - —^

to give the equations in the form

cL = 'V) A <ur* 8 (2.13a)

3t- ^ fa ■Aa** *V) a**- A B (2.13b)

(^c^oVj(aA) (2.13c)

0z'~ £ - cc = - 2- fa -<^ Y) C«r3 A C^a B (2.13d)

fa c^ro ^(77+ 2.8) (2.13e)

Equations (a) ana (b) give

5^1 . t~*.BoL

Equations (d) and (&), give

fa'- £- <0* + <e = a**" 6
and equation (e) yields

(V " v)* ^ ec3V y
(7T + i B)A

Hence

3u
_ fa'- 'n)3' + fa'~ £ - Q-)* +^ (/i + 3.8) 4- Oo-a*" 6 (2.14)

This equation reduces to

(»•-?)('-#)[' 4£ (*-$)*
ana with obvious approximations becomes

..-i . £ L.. ft
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.Equations 2.13(c) and (e) together with equa¬

tions (a) and (d) yield
d.

N - "1 3- a-Hstbyw tx + £ - 3c' / \
±-t— = 2—

*9 h + 2 0>ctcLAv ^ '

_ r cL "l

"

77 li^TT^ZT ]

. a* [,,' - ]
fro. [i + ""3

- 3:a (a-17)
ha. y

In this approximation terms of the same sign

ana similar oraer of magnitude are neglected in the

numerator and in the denominator.

Equations 2*14 and 2.It are exact, whereas

equations 2,15 and 2.17 are Li's approximations to the

exact solution; these equations relate source points,

source slit points, and image points, and form the basis

of Li's method for the determination of line shapes.

The approximations made in deriving equations

2.15 and 2.17 are necessary to obtain the Jacobian of

the transformation

cLaed'Vj » J d.sc'
in a form which may he handled in the later analysis.
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| 3. Geometrical method for establishing the basic

equations 2,15 and 2,17.

The nature of the approximations made in

establishing equations 2,15 and 2#lt is more easily

seen when the equations are derived geometrically,

figure 2,1 shews that the electron trajectory

of radius p , starting from the centre of the source,

S, and passing through the centre of the source-slit,

0, strikes the image plane at the point P. A similar

electron trajectory, again in a plane perpendicular to

the field, but this time passing through the point A of

the source-slit possesses the equation (referred to 0

as origin),

0* +i+ sjlS) + (2 * i**?
and hence it strikes the image plane at a point,

tance e, , from P, measured along the positive V

where

e « a - d rs
' 'V cL + s

Neglecting terms of the order of — and £ ,a.4 oL4
becomes

2sV
e. - ~z$-

Proceeding now to the three-dimensional case,

an electron with the same momentum, starting from the

source point s, but passing now through the point

(0, •£ , 0) of the source-slit, will arrive in the image

plane at the point whose co-ordinates are ( e3 , 0);

(2,18)

dis-

s-xis

(2.19)

this

(2.20)
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e and. e, are found as follows.
o

The trajectory of the electron Is that of a

helix on a cylinder of radius pcos© where - © ) is
the zenith angle of the trajectory at S, as shewn in

figure 2.2.

z!
A

*3/4^'
v'

P
->x'

Figure 2.2

Reference to the figure shews that

u 6 . _e_ „ i
ct-»-c So

where is the azimuth of the trajectory at S.

Hence

A little consideration will shew that
e

and
ht

6 q-
in which terms like <-

4 i 0
have been taken as being

negligibly small compared with unity.
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If <P is now replaced by ^/a, » these equa¬

tions become

3-jx (2.21)€_

and
TTecC

e. ' -537 (2.22J
An electron which leaves the point (^,-^,0 )

of the source, and passes through the point (x, y, 0)

of the source-slit will therefore arrive at the image at

the point (x*, y*, 0) where

« e, + ex+ 4
-Vj' = €d + -T)

The -appropriate expressions for €, , ex and e3 , obtained
by substituting (£-*) for s, and (v»)) for t in

equations 2.20, 2.21 and 2.22, give;-

'Vj- "7 Id
— c y

/Vj' - tj n ct

again in agreement with Li*s equations 2.15 and 2.17.
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§> 4 • Errors in the approximations.

To test the extent of the approximations made

in adopting these equations, various values for x, y',

£ and ^ may be substituted into equation 2.14 and the
corresponding (exact) values for x* found. The values

of x' obtained from the approximate equation 2,15 may

then be compared with the corresponding exact values for

x*• The greatest error occurs when a particle leaves

a corner of the source remote from the image, and pass¬

ing through the source slit touching the edge nearer to

the image, falls in the image space after travelling the

maximum distance in the direction parallel to the mag¬

netic field; that is half the source length, plus half

the length of the counter window.

i'or a source of area 2 mm. by 1 cm. set at an

emission angle of 45°,* a source slit of 4 mm. and a

detector slit of length 1.5 cm, the comparative fig¬

ures when ■ 3 cm., are as foliowsi-

Exect value for x* = 0,1474 mm.

Approximate value xor x' * 0.1457 mm.

The error in y* produced by using equation

2.17 is obtained b> substituting the value of y from

equation 2,16 for the chosen values of x, y*, , and

into equation 2,17 and solving for y*.

for the «torst case the values are:-

*
Tee f7.
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Exact value for y* » -♦750 am#

Approximate value for y1 « -.802 mm#

The errors involved for trajectories with

planes more nearly perpendicular to the magnetic field

are considerably smaller# The method of approxi¬

mation does not always over-estimate the magnitude of

y*, for in most cases changing the sign of x produces

an error of opposite sign in the approximate y'.

The errors in x* are similarly compensated.
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§ 5, Domains in the source plane which contribute to the

intensity at en image points

A method will now be discussed for establishing

domains in the source plane which are capable of making a

contribution to the intensity at a particular image point,

chosen for convenience on the X' axis* Only elec¬

trons of momentum f will be considered; hence, for

the medial plane, (that is the plane through the centre

of the source and source slit at right angles to the meg-
be

netic field), only those trajectories of radius f ^
will be discussed, In practical cases the source

occupies only a narrow strip of the source plane, but

all points of the source plane capable of contributing

to the image intensity of a chosen point in the image

will at first be examined,

£ 5»2 The effect of variation of the jmap.e point x*.

Reference to figure 2,3 shews that, through the

image point x*, which has co-ordinates (xf, 0, 0) two

circles of radius p may be drawn in the medial plane to
touch the edge of B of the source slit,* Let these

circles cut the source plane (in the neighbourhood of

the source slit) at points Bg and Bu respectively,

*
The edge of the source slit near to the image will

alwpys be referred to as edge WB". The edge remote
from the image will be called edge "a".
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i
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where Bft is always to the right of BL in the diagram.
In the particular case chosen a real point Bu does not
exist. Similarly* two circles of radius p may be

drawn through the edge A of the slit; these cut the

source plane at points AR and AL •

The remaining circle shewn cuts the plane of

the slit at L and the source plane at M where L lies

perpendicularly above M.

Let x* be chosen so that L lies in the slit.

Then through every point lying between Aft ana li a

circle (of radius p ) may be drawn to pass through the
image point x*; every member of tnis set of circles

(referred to as set 1) will cut the slit at a point be-

tween A and L. A second* and quite distinct* set of

circles (set 2) may be drawn through the point x9 and

all points lying between Bft and M. Members of this
set of circles are distinguished from those of the first

set by their intersections with the slit, which now

occur between S and L. No circle of radius may be

drawn through the point x* to pass through the slit and

to cut the source plane between A^ and Aft • Circles
may* however* be drawn through the right hand region of

the slit to cut the source plane at points to the left

of Au ; this set of circles (set ?) is finally limited
in the case chosen by the member which is tangential to

the source plane.
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Let the point x* now move to the right; the

points L ana M will move with x*• When L lies to the

right of A as shewn in figure 2.4 the distinction be¬

tween the first two sets of circles disappears, and a

single set of circles of radius may be drawn

through the new x' to pass through points lying between

Bg and Aft ; members of this set of circles cut the
slit at points between B and A. The circles of set 3

no longer exist since Au is not a real point.
When the image point x( takes positions to the

left of that originally considered, a point is reached

(when x*A = 2^ ) beyond which circles may no longer be
drawn through the edge "A" of the slit. Such a case

is illustrated in figure 2.5, in which x*0 = 2 ^ ; the

trajectory through C cuts the source plane at Gftu •

The sets of circles 1 and 3 now merge; members of the

set originating at points to the left of CftL (limited
again by the circle tangential to the source plane

which cuts the slit at D) pass through points lying be¬

tween D and C of the slit; those circles originating

at points between CftL and U may only pass through the
slit at points between 0 and L. Set 1, given by

points between Bft and M have corresponding slit points
between B and L as previously discussed.

§ 5.3 Extension to three dimensions.

The discussion above has been limited to
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electron trajectories lying in tne medial plane, in

tne three dimensional ease it is necessary to find the

domains of the source plane which contribute to the

image point x' chosen. the boundaries of the domains

are found by substituting the appropriate slit and im¬

age co-ordinates into equation 2,15, The results are:

(1) Boundary set by the edge "A" of the slit,

£hen x * & and y* * 0 equation 2,13 becomes

c^>
A a o.d

This is the equation to an ellipse, referred to as the

"A" ellipse.

Come features of the ellipse are:-

Centre of symmetry:-

£ <xd> - d-s px ~C - i— * Or\ s O
Ai q.p'- J /Ai

Minor axis:-

J 'Ai s (2,24)

aA * |a.<0 - 8^(s-ac.')j (2.2b)

^fajor axis:-

L —
A "" (2.2b)

The source points Au and Aft , given by the
co-ordinates of the extremities of the minor axis are:-
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5^= +4se1] * (2.27)

4ar' 4?- [J V(<-*')} - ^ ■*■ •*■"('] * U-28)
(2) Boundary set by the edge "B* of the slit.

This is obtained by putting x = -s end y* * 0 into

equation 2,15.

The equation becomes

+ (2,29)

This gives a second ellipse, referred to as the

ellipse: this has features similar to those of ellipse

"A" with s replaced by -s,

(3) Boundary set by trajectory passing through the

slit immediately above the source point.

This is given by putting x =£ and y' = 0 into equation

2.15:-

55

(£.*>)

This is the equation to a parabola. The co-ordinate of

the apex M. is:-

^ * *' (2,31)
The shape of the domains of the source plane

which contribute to the various image points already dis¬

cussed are shewn in figures 2,3, 2,4 and 2,5. The

*
These equations are only applicable to cases In

which $ is small, because of the approximations of
4 2.
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following comments apply to the cases considered#

■fflflure hi*
The approximate equations give satisfactory

values for ?A , and , but the value for £A£ K L

is unreliable, since 4 is large. Moreover, the

approximate equations give a real value for *

The exact shape of the domains when 4 large is

therefore uncertain* ThOBe regions of the source con¬

tributing doubly and singly to the image point are dis¬

tinguished by shading.

Eifluye 2,4.

The same general remarks apply to this case*

iRrnra ■?■?£»

Equations 2.25 and 2.26 shew that the ellipse

"A" shrinks to a point when x* takes the value x'A

given by;-

/ Vfs - <*■<£
(2.32)

Hence electrons of momentum [a with trajec¬
tories touching the edge A of the slit contribute only

to those image points for which x* > x*A •

for the case illustrated by figure 2.5, let
9 p^s - ctrf.1

CA = ^ j then, when x* - f end
x = s the ellipse again shrinks to a point.

£ 5.4 Exact equations corresponding to equations 2.27.

2.28 and 2.32.

It is interesting to digress now to consider
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the exact equations corresponding to approximate equa¬

tions 2.27, 2.28 and 2.32.

With y* and nj set equal to zero, equation
2.14 is a quartic in $ •

Hor the edge "A" of the source, x is set

equal to s.

The solutions of the equation are more easily

written by putting:*
at'-tx+s

M - ^
and .

N = a

The solutions then take the form:*

?Ar - M a.1 + !*(<■■- N1)1'*
-- N\ +JN"- cLl - 2.a(/- N1)'7'

(a-35)

(The other two solutions correspond to the second inter*

sections of the circles with the source plane in the

neighbourhood of the image).

The corresponding points for edge B of the

slit are found by interchanging SI and ft.

Equation 2.32, in its exact form, is

s ■+■ a - (2.34)

which is obtained from the condition that £_ - £„ .

§ 5.5 Typical source domains in practical cases.

In practice the source occupies only a narrow

region of the source plane (parallel to the ^ axis)
and is situated either symmetrically about the origin of
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source co-ordinates or just to the left or to the right

of the origin* The effect of off-setting the source

is discussed in 4

for suitable positions of the point x1, tra¬

versing the X* axis of the image space, boundaries will

exist in the limited region of the source plane occupied

by the source*

These boundaries select those domains in the

source capable of making either zero, single or double

intensity contributions to the image point in question.

The manner in which they do so depends on the position

of the centre of symmetry of the ellipse "A" relative

to the centre of the source.

The case which has been discussed is one of

small radius of curvature, so that the centre of sym¬

metry of the ellipse "A" lies to the left of the source.

Equation 2.24 shews that, as ^ increases, this centre
of symmetry moves to the right until when

a. <x

f - 7^ (2.35)
it occupies a position at the origin of the source plane

co-ordinates*

Thus three distinct cases have to be examined,
1 a-ckl

with q less than, equal to, and greater than —

respectively.

Let the source, of width 2b and of length 2k,

be situated symmetrically about the origin of the source
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plane co-ordinates.

sm-!• el < ^ •
The diagrams of figure 2.6 shew the general

character of the source domains as x* traverses the 2*

axis of the image.

As x* increases,the axes of the ellipses in¬

crease, their centres remaining at rest; hence the re¬

gion lying to the left of AL of figure 2.3, which is

capable of making a contribution of single intensity to

the image, can never lie in the source.

2» -• Si ■

The A ellipse is now situated symmetrically

about the origin of the source plane co-ordinates,
il

When f is substituted into equation

2,32, it is found that the A ellipse cannot exist for

x* < f; ♦ This ellipse has shrunk to a point when
x< « I ana assume* its usual form ebon x" > § .

The centre of symmetry of ellipse B is situa¬

ted at £ = -2s, and the ellipse shrinks to a point forHl

x* - - 3sX - T .

When the point C of figure 2,3 has a co-ordin-

ate x in the slit, x* = and CRl_ has a £ co¬
ordinate in tne source plane of -(s-x).CgL and the cen¬
tre of symmetry of ellipse B (which has shrunk to a point)

are coincident when x * -s; ana , the centre of

symmetry of the "A" ellipse, and the point Be (of figure
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B (3) B (4-).

&A (5).

A - Ellipse A.
B i Ellipse B
P 2 Parabola.

Source domain oj weight 2..
11 It •«

II It II

Figure 2-6. Typical Source domains, when £>a < ad2, t fQr
4"S

various image point's (See texbj.
Not drawn to scale.
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2.5) are coincident wnen x - 6.

For values of x between -8 and + s, 0Ru lies
to the left of BR«

Figure 2,7 illustrates the types of domain

encountered with this radius of curvature*

£&§& b t > ~ •

Let p1" = where r > 1*
*+ o

the centre of symmetry of the "An ellipse is

situated at s » and the ellipse is real

when x» > ' $ •
•1-r

The centre of symmetry of ellipse B is at

<^g * - s • This ellipse is real when x* >-^7^5 .

For values of x# between these limits, the

point C (of figure 2.3} lies between the slit points B

and A* When C has a slit co-ordinate = x, x»= a^"s »

and CgL has a £; co-ordinate of - (-| - o=.) . CRu lies
to the right of Be in the source*

figure 2.3 illustrates the types of domain en¬

countered in this case

General case*

Zn all cases source domains lying between the

following limits contribute to the intensity of the par¬

ticular image pointj-

(1) from the left hand side of the "A" ellipse to

the left hana side of ellipse WBW.

(2) From the right hand side of ellipse "B" to the
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B

Source domain of weigkt 2..

O.

Typical Source domains, wken p3- s ad.3, foiTT
various ima^e points (see text).
Nat drawn to scale.



Figure 2-8. TyP ical Source domains , wken p* > ad*v 4s
various image points (s«e text^.
Not drawn, to scale.

A = Ellipse A.
B » Ellipse B.
p s parabola.

Source domain oj weigkt Z.
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parabola ♦*
(3) From the right hand side of ellipse MAH to

the parabola.*
4 5*6 The source domains which contribute to the in¬

tensity along the lines y* ate of the ima^e*
Only those domains which contribute to the

intensity of image points along the X" axis have so far

been discussed. To extend the discussion to points

along the image lines y* ate, where o is a constant,

it is convenient to move the source a distance + c

along the •») axis and again to consider boundaries of
the source domains appropriate to points along the X'

axis of the image.

Such a case is illustrated in § 8.

* If the parabola cuts the slit plane to the right of
the slit, then the right hand side of ellipse "A" re-
places the parabola in (2), and (3) does not oontri-
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§ 6, Analytical expression for the intensity at an

image point,

£ 6,1 general case.

The source domains which are capable of con¬

tributing at a single or double strength to the inten¬

sity of an image point hare been established, and now

the particular function which has to be integrated over

these domains to give the intensity at the image point

has to be found.

The argument differs from that of Li, in minor

detail only.

Let n be the number of electrons leaving the

source, per unit area of the source, per second. Of
-n. Is. 3. R,

these electrons, a fraction —— pass through

the slit and finally fall in the image space; 2s and

2h are the width and length of the source-slit respec¬

tively. it is assumed that the intensity of the beam

is uniform over the slit, and this is true if s« d.

Mow

TV. Is. 5.t Tv (ft Tv / ( .

w = (2.36)
£W slit. °%£-*e

When a detector slit is used in the image

space, the length of this slit, rather than that of the

source slit, defines in practice the limits of the y*

co-ordinate, and then2h, (which is always greater than

the length of the source and/or the detector slit)
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as_umes an appropriately restricted value*

Using equations 2*15 and 2*17, the Jacobian

J of equation 2*36 is found to be:-

_ 'J Jx'-S (2.37)

The negative sign comes from the root; this

is because equation 2.15,when solved for (* - £ ), is

only satisfied when a negative sign is given to the

radical*

Equation 2*36 she a-s that the number of elec¬

trons per unit area of the image space per second

originating from each unit area of the source is •

Restricting the discussion to the line y*> 0 of the im¬

age, this becomes

IOn,
~

- 5? (2.38)

The intensity at the point (x1,G) of the im¬

age plane is therefore obtained by integrating 2.38

over the whole source, and by applying weights of 0, 1,

and 2 respectively to those domains contributing with

zero, single and double strength. The intensity §
at the image point (x( ,0) then becomes;-

§= a|jKJ.?<u, + jj (2i39)
So-main of domain of
double Strength. Single Strength .
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6.2 special case of the integral ff KcL^d?).
The integral jjKcL^dU) may be evaluated

exactly only when the domain in the source is bounded

on one side by a straight line, say i * , and on

the other by the parabola as shewn in figure 2,9.

figure 2.9.
i

In this special case, the integral assumes the form:-

1x (^v i —
= ^ (2.40)h

When

it1 =. N
PX -"

"

T^a. >

h J (2f41)

the integral obtained becomes
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r L v

P*nx rri—ii. - a>c-<M^v —'-pryL + fh*
AP

<S, Ii- gs
-u- -V1

- L21i
-v A

_ fjaL]-v^ J
(2,42)

It is convenient, for numerical work, to set

the lower limit of integration of *) equal to zero.

Hence arith tj, « 0 and. ^ 1 » equation 2,42 becomes

M^r
j- * —l AP ap

[7-
"̂ir" (2.43)

which may now be written as F (a>,a)) ,
Equation 2,42 then takes the form

i - f(«,d.) - fk,.j (2t44)

It has been presumed that the integrandof

equation 2.40 remains real at the upper limit or inte¬

gration, This will not be the case if the line £ * £
cuts the parabola within the source as shewn in iigure

2.10.

4' t

Figure 2 10
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In such a case equation 2,40 must be replaced by:-
rv/f iT = 0. H ( J-VJ-1"- oli-jS,

= FKVp) - FK^,)
(2.45)

where fr(i>,'Yp) reduces to ^ •

§ 6,3 Method for evaluating Klffctr) in the

general case.

The domain of integration does not usually

extend from a straight line to a parabola. In all

cases however* the correct domain may be obtained by

appropriate sums or differences of integrals extending

from suitably chosen straight lines* or from one or

both of the ellipses* to the parabola, an appropriate

choice for the limits for 17 being made for the var¬

ious integrals. Examples of such cases are given in

§ 8.

It remains therefore to establish a method

for integrating K over a region extending from an

ellipse to the parabola. The integration with respect
to £ may be performed analytically, but an approxi¬

mate method is required to integrate with respect to t) *-

Simpson* s Rule is suitable for this numerical integra¬

tion* since it is accurate for functions with constant

third differences* and the integrand here, in all cases,

possesses almost constant second differences. The

evaluation of three ordinates only is required to give
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accuracy to four significant figures.

To find the new value of ^ to replace the

constant value (used when integrating from the

straight line ) either equation 2.23 or 2.29

is solved for <£ , according to whether integration to

the parabola is required from ellipse nA" or ellipse

Substituting this $ in place of £> into

equation 2.40 gives, for integration from ellipse WA",

i = f CT^TT PV + (<-QV)''* (2.46)
in which:

pi ■ t*~l\ cu

0 d.

7Te
■ "*•
H »

and aA is given by equation 2.23.
The negative and positive signs to the root

of a* - Qx<rf apply to integrations from the right

hand edge and the left hand edge of the ellipse res*

pectlvely.

Equation 2.46 may, for e$se of reference, be

contr acted to

I - f V,
or

— r^
1 ■- 1 \

(2.47)
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»B" replaces "A* for integration iron ellipse

"B" to the parabola.
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§ 7* Tilted sources.

Only the case in which the source lies in the

source plane has so far been considered* It will be

shewn in £ 10*4 that it is desirable to use a source

which is as narrow as possible* (consistent with the

source being sufficiently thin), in order to achieve

high resolution. In the preparation of sources of

MsTh^ a minimum width of 2 mm* is set by practical
limitations* In order to reduce the effective width

of the source, it may be tilted to an emission angle,

°< , as shewn in Figure 2*11. The exact effect of

such tilting on the line shape is complicated by the

variation of the source to source-slit distance, d, as

the source is scanned* It was considered that a

Figure 2*11
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sufficiently good approximation to the line shape

would however be given by projecting all points of the

tilted source on to the ( t ^ ) plane, the projection

being in the direction of the tangent at the source to

that trajectory from the centre of the source which

passes through the centre of the source slit*

let b = actual half width of the source,

e * effective » « » « *

°< = emission angle,

= azimuth of the electron trajectory

from the centre of the source, through the centre of

the source slit,

figure 2*11 shews that:-

e = b (coO<=< - to^rv 0)
Substituting tan 0 = — (which is obtained from Figure

2*2) the effective width of a tilted source becomes;-

e = b(c*o°<- (2.48)

lilted sources of width 2 b may then be re¬

garded as equivalent to sources of width 2e lying in

the (£,-?) ) plane, and of intensity:-
b

~T~~ <2.49)

where n is the number of electrons leaving the actual

source per cm.2 per second*

Equation 2*48 shews that the effective width

of a tilted source increases with the radius of



«»$&*

curvature of the electron trajectories.
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$ Sxemole of the method for obtaining the shape of

a ft -re.v line.
To clarify the method for calculating the

line shape, (which is similar to that adopted by leather,

Kylea and Pringle^* ^for the same purpose) a specific

example will be considered, in which the values of the

various parameters are as followsi-

(1) Source, Width 2 mm*; length 1 cm.

Set at an emission angle of 45° end placed symmetri¬

cally about the origin of source co-ordinates. The

effective half-width of the source then becomes, by

equation 2.48, 0,04264 cm.

(2) Source slit. Width 4 mm.; length

greater than that of the source and of the counter

slit.

(3) Radius of curvature. - 3 cm.

(4) Source to source slit distance d- 2,2 cm.

(5) Counter slit. Length 1,5 cm. Width

0.8 mm.

The intensity at points along the X1 axis of

the image is evaluated at intervals of x1 of 0.01 cm.

This is repeated for points along the image

lines y* = 0.5 cm., and y* « 0,75 cm. by off-setting

the source as discussed in § 5.7. The counter slit

(th® effect of which will be discussed later) is of

length 1.5 cm., so that the image points beyond y* =>
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0,75 cm, do not contribute to the final intensity.

The various distinct types of domain in the

source encountered when, for example, y* =■ 0,75 cm, and

the corresponding expression for evaluating the inten¬

sity # at the image point are shewn in the diagrams

of ligure 2,12,

The notation set out below has been adopted.

The source extends from eT to in the

£ direction and from T), to in the ^ direc¬

tion.

F ('C.'n) and F(u, have the meanings
/"'Hi

indicated by equations 2,43 and 2,45 and J Afta.-r) and
fix ^

doj ere explained by equations 2,46 and 2,47,

The letters P, A, and 3 against the curves refer to the

parabola, and the ellipses "A" and "B" respectively.
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£ • o

£ = 2[F(v, - f(v, 17,)]

(v1 * x' - e").

f^ee-+ 3 8rc1t?-
I X , -\ "S. " '' x - e ],

Case 4(a).

Case 4(b).

* • 2F(.,|)-F(.,v)-F(v,v)

V ft«" 1.

(yfX * x'-e")

(7Be
1 BRd1B _ cLri 4- «Al?-

£ = 2-FK^) - " F(v» "7A.-)
r'ae"

+ J ^r^1? +
» R ' Jv,

/*) Ae~

L A«^"
(•V)2" = x'-€.~).

FI&ure 2-12

(See text). 'inutdL,
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V: +£ 8ft cL-rj

(y~ - x' - <L )

Jv,

^L,, A«ir>

V" FK.^-fkv) +( B«d^
"*) '*

+1, ~^FK'"p) + 2FK^.))
/ Z ( a. ' +\(■v( ® x - e. ; -vr2 = x - « ).

/* 'Z (IX t> ,

<?=» J A#«t^ +J B -2F(v,p)
+ 2f(v,^,)

(v* : *'- e*).

*?at*

/• ""la r'li „ %L tMi,+L ^_2F^'p).
r^a

Aftd/n +
"w

+ F('U''W-) + FK ■»?.)•
(v* « oc' - e+).

Vac

$x J A«eA''? 4"i'V,a br^ - 2 F(v,-»7^^ae- "So ♦ I
^ec'

»*)»
A r^

%• * 11 1)'*« ^be
+ F(V'%e*) + FK1?8e0-

(y1 - *' - a*).

£=( 1 bft^ -fk^)+f(v)v),
^Ise* ^Be*

(va

Figure 2-12.

(See text).
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It is essential to recognize which of the

above cases is applicable to the particular value of x*,

the image co-ordinate, under consideration, and to de¬

cide this the positions of the parabola and the two

ellipses relative to the source axe required.

Taking the parabola first, if

(i) s.'-e < , the parabola does not yetT\ a.

enter the source,

(ii) > ac'-e" >-5-Zh. , the parabola cuts the left
7x*CL

hand edge of the source (vide cases 2, 3, and

4(a)).

(iii) at' - e.* < ' , the parabola does not yet cutIs CL

the right hand edge of the source (vide cases 4(b)

and 5),

(iv) ^2±- >3C'- e+> t the parabola cuts the right
7i\x T\ ex.

hand edge of the source between and nrjx

(vide cases 6, 7, and 8),

(v) x'- e+ > , the parabola has left the
T\ ex

source altogether (vide cases $ and 10),

Turning now to the "A" ellipse, equation 2,25

is solved for , when 4 - e~ » giving;-

"w- ~

^ eX, cL
where P s —r~ and Q = as before, A table

T\ a. 7T^>
may then be constructed of for the various

values of x* employed; the entries, having constant
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first differences for equal intervals of the argument,

are easily evaluated#*
The following cases then arisej-

(i) The ellipse has not yet entered

the source (vide cases 2 and 3).

(ii) < if < if The ellipse cuts the left hand

edge of the source (vide cases 4(a) and (b), 5

and 6),

(iii) >-*£ Xhe ellipse no longer cuts the

left hand edge of the source#

In a similar way the tables for ^ # » ifQtr
and may be constructed to determine

(i) whether or not the A ellipse cuts the right hand

edge of the source,

(ii) whether or not the B ellipse cuts the left hand

edge of the source,

(iii) whether or not the B ellipse cuts the right hand

edge of the source,

respectively#

M
The table need not give entries for <r)\e- < o-o>r)\.

The actual values of the intermediate entries are used
in the integrations, and so it is more convenient to
complete these entries than simply to calculate the
range of x* for which ^ < tf . < <»£ .
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It is not necessary to know whether the

ellipses intersect within the source, because their

intersection does not alter the expressions for the

intensity § .

The particular form of the domain of integra¬

tion having been recognized, the intensity § may be

evaluated using the appropriate expression indicated

against that domain in Figure 2.12.

The results giving the intensity § * along
the line y* « 0,75 cm. of the image are plotted in

Figure 2.13. The calculations for the image lines

y* » 0 and y' = 0.5 cm. may be performed in a similar

way and the results are shewn on the same diagram.

The physical Interpretation of these curves

is that, if an ideal photographic plate were placed in

the image space, § would be proportional to the

blackening of the plate at the various points consider¬

ed.

From the curves of Figure 2.13, the variation

in intensity § with y* at each value of x♦ used may

be plotted, as shewn in Figure 2.14* These curves are

symmetrical about the line y* « 0$ therefore only one

half is plotted.

* § is the number of electrons per cm.2 of the image
arriving per second at the point (xSy*) from the whole
source which emits a single electron per cm.2 per
second.



*' cm.

Figure 2-15. (s ae text).

^ (See text).

Figure 2-14 (See text).
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If ona of these curves Is integrated with

respect to y'} between the limits +1 and - i (where
2i is the length of the counter window), the inten¬

sity over a narrow strip ©f width dx* and length 2i ,

for a fixed value ©fx*, is obtained. This is, in

effect, the solid angle Xl' , expressed as a fraction

of 47C , subtended by the narrow strip 2-£dx at the
pc

source, for electrons of momentum p where p = -fa
(p being the radius of the trajectory from the centre
of the source through the centre of the source slit).
The variation of this solid angle with x* is shewn in

Figure 2.15. (This curve would be expected if the

blackening of a photographic plate, as observed

through a very narrow slit of length 2l , were plotted

against the position of the slit).
An adaptation of Hardy's "37" numerical inte¬

gration formula may be used for this integration. De¬

noting the calculated ordinates by u0 , u0b. and u07ff ,

the formula becomes
-t-o is

J = 0-65 U.c -+ 0-8lu.OJ_ +■ 0,^u0.7i-
-0-7S

where the counter slit is of length 1.5 cm.

If the width of the counter slit is 2w, the

solid angle subtended by the entire window at the

source (the transmission factor f(x*)) when the centre

of the window is at x', may now be obtained by integra¬

ting the curve of Figure 2.15 between the limits



CX (See fcext).

Figure 2-16
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x' + w and x* - w. The results of this integration

(performed by counting squares} is shewn in Figure

2.16 for a counter slit of width .8 mm. which is the

width of the curve of Figure 2.15 at half the maximum

height. Figure 2.16 then shews the variation of the

transmission factor with x", or in other words, the

variation of the counting rate for electrons of momen¬

tum p as the counter slit is moved in the plane of

focusing in a constant magnetic field. This is then

the shape of a j3 -ray line of momentum p = •
The solid angle, for the particular condi¬

tions of this example, is 4.1 x 10""* of 4IT j the re¬

solving power, defined as , where £(Hf) is the

change in the value corresponding to the width

of a |S -ray line at half the maximum height, is
for a constant field spectrometer, and is 72 in the

case chosen.

The "representative" p value of a @ -ray
line is obtained when x1 » 0.

Feather, Kyles and Pringle^2^ have calculated

the line shape for broader slits and a larger radius of

curvature, by a similar method, and have shewn that the

analytical line shape agrees well with that found ex¬

perimentally ♦
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§ 9. An Approximate Method for Finding Line Shapes*

The arithmetical work involved in the calcula¬

tion of the shape of a -ray line by the method out¬

lined in ^ 6 is lengthy, and for many purposes a less
exact but more rapid method is desirable. The effect

on both solid angle and resolving power of variations

in the spectrometer geometry at various radii may then

be assessed*

The change in shape of a single member of the

family of curves of figure 2*13 is sufficient to indi¬

cate the effect on solid angle and resolution produced

by such a change in geometry*

To reduce the arithmetical work the following

simplifications will be made.

(1) It will be assumed that the function K

(which when integrated over the appropriate

domains of the source, suitably weighted, gives

the intensity at the image point x# chosen) re¬

mains sensibly constant over all source domains.

(2) The curvature of the ellipses and the para¬

bola in the source will be neglected.

The first assumption implies that the inten¬

sity at an image point x* is now determined simply by

the area of the domains of the sources, suitably weigh¬

ted. The second assumption means that, since the

skurce is rectangular in shape, the area of the domains
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is proportional to the distance between the straight

lines in the source which now replace the parabola and

the ellipses.

As an example, let the curve of figure 2.13

for y* = 0 now he obtained,making these assumptions.

Plotting 4 against x*, a diagram as shewn

in figure 2.17(a) is given*

The lines * t e indicate the extent of

the source.

The movement of the apex of the parabola

through the source, resulting from motion of the point
x* in the image, is obtained by setting *») » O in

equation 2,50 giving

*' 1 4 • (2,50)

This line is marked as PP*«

The movement of the extremity of the minor

axis of ellipse A is given similarly by putting *) - 0

in equation 2,25 which becomes;*

i . Ill (s-4)1S ^ (2.51)

On the (x* j £ ) diagram this is a parabola.
The B ellipse gives a second parabola inter¬

nes*
seating the first on the x» axis at x# « ~^dF~ •

These parabolae are marked AA* and BB* res¬

pectively, Their curvature is small, end they may

be replaced by straight lines.



Ficure 2-17 QQ.
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<

|
!

From this diagram the desired variation in

intensity with x* may be obtained immediately, Tim

shading indicates the regions of double and of single
i

weight. Hence the intensity at the point *•, say, is |

given by { )•

figure 2*17(b) shews the approximate variation
i

in intensity with x* obtained this way, The correspon¬

ding curve of figure 2,13 obtained from the more de-

tailed analysis is shewn for comparison (by a broken

line), the more exact curve has been normalized to the

height of the approximate curve. The agreement between

the two is satisfactory, shewing that the approximations

are justified,
|

The approximate method gives an absolute value

for the spread of intensity along the X1 axis but the
intensity is not given absolutely, Eelative intensities

at various redii may, however, be obtained approximately

by multiplying the ordinates by where e is the

effective width of the source* Equation 2,40 explains

the introduction of the factor * and the factor

i

gT is explained by equation 2,4$.

j

*" ■JLLtmbtWiy"lItto factor may be explained by the
variation of the solid angle subtended at a point source
with '4 or with Vk , since A/<? is nearly constant
for small values of d, (of, § 10,1),

i

!
!
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k General remarks on the dependence of the Una

profile on the spectrometer design.

$10*1 Variation of the solid angle end resolution aitft p

Zt is pointed out by leather^^ that, to a

first approximation, the solid angle subtended at a
rue

point source by the counter slit is given by •

Since f increases with a, the solid angle diminishes

as p increases* A more aetailed investigation of
tho dependence of the solid angle upon the width of the

source slit will be made in $ 10*2, in which extended

sources are considered*

the resolving power, defined for a constant

field spectrometer as ~ (of* §>8) will, on the

other hand, increase with $ *

§ 10*2 The dependence of the resolution end.solid englg
on the width of the souroe slit.

Zt is clear from figure 2*17 that, for the

particular width of source slit employed, the whole

source is not occupied by a domain of double weight for

any image point* This condition is characterized by

the flat top to the curve shewing the intensity at

various image points along the X9 axis which is caused

by the movement, through a relatively broad source, of

a narrow domain of double weight* An immediate improve¬

ment in the solid angle could therefore be effected by

increasing the source slit width to make the x9 co¬

ordinate of B (which is denoted by ) coincide with



that of ?* (denoted by x'p( )* The source ©lit width*
45iven by solving equation 2,29 for st with ^ = 0 »

x* = e (the effective half-width of the source) and

4 - -e iss-

The whole source would then contribute doubly to the

image point x'p/ .

were drawn for a radius of curvature of b cm* (which is

the maximum radius focused), using this increased source

©lit width, and bearing in mind that the effective

width of tilted sources increasea with f , it would
be found that x'B » *'p . The intensity curve,

although indicating a large solid angle, will again

posses© a flat top, which is due now to the movement of

a broad domain of double weight across a relatively

narrow source* This results in a loss of resolution

at larger radii with no compensating improvement in

solid angle*

Such a loss in resolution would be avoided by

reducing the ©lit width to make x'B * x'p at £ * 6 cm,

This would then cause x'B < x.'p < x'A at £ =• 3 cm*4

indicating a small reduction in solid angle, which is

compensated by an increase in resolving power* This

is advantageous, since the solid angle at small radii is

greater than at large radii, whereas the resolution is

+ e

if the diagram corresponding to figure 2*1?
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loawer.

Any further increase in resolution, by re¬

duction of the source slit width, is accompanied by a

loss in solid angle*

§ 10.3 The dependence of the resolution and the solid

angle on the position of the source, and on the

width of the counter slit.

To Investigate the manner in which resolution

and solid angle depend on the source position, the

curves of figure 2.18(b) are plotted by the approximate

method. The radius of curvature chosen is 6 cm.;

curves N, 0 and S refer to sources of width 2 mm. set

at an emission angle of 45°, which are displaced in the

plane of the cource respectively nearer to the image by

half the effective width, centrally, and farther from

the image by half the effective source width. In each

case the source slit width is calculated so that a do¬

main of double weight just occupies the whole source, in

order to obtain the largest solid angle without loss of

resolution at this radius. Thus, for source position

"H", equation 2,29 is solved for s, with x* = 0, s ~

and *9*0 . This gives

s = (2.52)

J?or the central source position, x1 - e ,

£ = -e , and t) » o to give

S - -v e |2,53)
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x cm.

Figure 2-18 (z). Approximate variation in intensity
wK&n y'aO for different S«ufcC
positions- p*3cm. (See text).

Relative a

intensity/
(Arbitrary

Figure. 2-i8(t>). App.

x cm.

lity
when yj'*0 for different Source

positions. p * 4tm. (See text).
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ior source position *M"t x* = ae , £ = O and

*>•) =0 , arid s is given by I-
s - A.„/^7 (2.54)

It is assumed that off-setting the source doesi
not significantly alter 2e , the effective source width.

The curves of figure 2,18(a) shew the inten¬

sities along the X* axis of the image in these three

cases, when the radius of curvature is reduced to J cm.

The ordinates are normalized to give the correct heights

relative to the curves at ? * 6 cm., as discussed in

§9.

Hegloating any further spreading due to

similar curves relating to the intensities along image

lines parallel to the X* axis, an idea of the line shape

would he given by scanning each of these curves with a

counter slit. Taking the 6 cm, oases, and choosing a

counter slit of width equal to that of each curve, in

turn, at half the maximum height, it is clear that the

case H will produce a line shape pos~es~ing the largest

solid angle but with the smallest resolution. Case I,

on the other hand, gives a high decree of resolution,

but the solid angle la smaller; moreover this line

shape possesses an undesirable "tail* on the low energy

side. Care C possesses intermediate features.

Turning now to the smaller radius a difficulty

becomes apparent* The optimum counter slit width is,
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in all cases, smaller than the corresponding value at

6 cm,, but the ratio of the optimum width at & cm, to

that at 3 cm* is ~ 1,22 for source position I as against

~ 1,80 for position C and ^2.03 for H.

For experiments in which both a large solid

angle and the best resolution are essential, the counter

slit width appropriate to the particular radius at which

the line is focused may be chosen,

FOr experiments in which a fixed width of coun¬

ter slit is required a compromise between solid angle and

resolution is necessary.

The effect of the choice of counter slit width

on the ratio of the height of a ft -ray line to that of
the background will be discussed in £ 12,

£ 10*4 The effect of the source size and of the length

of the counter slit on solid angle and resolution.

In considering the most suitable choice of

source size the thickness of the source has always to be

borne in mind,

For narrow sources, a narrow source slit is

sufficient to allow a domain of double weight completely

to occupy the source. This in turn implies that a re¬

latively small movement of the image point is sufficient

to move the domain of double weight off the source, A

narrow counter slit may then be used and high resolution

is obtained. The solid angle, however, is correspondingly
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amall*

Treated analytically, the total spread of in¬

tensity for electrons of momentum p in the image plane,

may be obtained as follows.

The source (which is assumed to be placed

centrally) will begin to contribute to the image inten¬

sity at the point x», for which the parabola enters the

left hand edge. From equation 2.31 it is found thati-
= — €

Provided ^* < (cf• § 5.5) the source
will cease to contribute when the B ellipse leaves; the

image point x' in this case is given by equation 2.29,3.

and is

/
„ 2(2+k.) 2.^ ( xa.

acx e + -4. (s + €)

in which*-

2 i is the length of the counter window

and 2k is the length of the source.

Putting into this equation the value of s, the

half width of the source slit, for which the source just

doubly contributes, given by equation 2.53, the total

spread of curves similar to that of Figure 2.16 becomesi-

A ' 11 ol-vla a.dix A-K\x. J (2.55)
in which the term 2w (which is the width of the counter
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window) accounts for a further increase in spread*

Sor sources off-set from the central position*

equation 2*55 remains unaltered* save for the variation

in the term 2w discussed in 6 10.5* provided that the

appropriately modified value for s* given by equation

2*52 or 2*54* is used*

It is clear that narrow sources reduce the

image spread very considerably.

The resolution will also be increased* but

only by a small amount* by reducing 21 * the length of

the counter window. Such a reduction however causes

an almost proportionate reduction in solid angle

(cf. $ 10,1) so that in actual fact the counter window

is alwqys made as long as possible,

lor high resolution* equation 2,55 shews that

the source should be made short* (consistent with it

being sufficiently strong am thin) but this again Is

of secondary importance to keeping the source narrow,

$ 10,5 the effect of variation of the distance, d,

between the source end the source slit.

The image spread (x* - x*), of equation 2,55

may be written as Aa * where a is given by:-

- CK -+- cC~

Using this equation* the resolving power may be writ¬

ten as;-

_e_
^

Ae ' (2>56)
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for a given value of d, in which the fraction f relates

the Image spread at half its maximum height to the

total image spread, A ex. ,

Examination of equation 2*55 shews that A a.

is reduced by increasing d, A further small increase
ue1-

in resolution is produced by increasing d, since ^

increases with d.

To a first approximation, the solid angle is

proportional to 4; (of* § 10.1). lor sources displaced
from the central position tow torus the image by half

their effective width, s is given by equation 2*52 and:-

(*«)

The first term -decreases slowly ad d increases
c

and the second term causes a further reduction in g* ,

The effect of this second term diminishes as the source

Is moved in the source plane away from the image, and

it becomes zero under the conditions of equation 2,54.

The reduction in solid angle, a® d increases,

is therefore smallest for sources displaced by half

their effective width from the central position to the

eftde remote from the image. This source position, how¬

ever# gives an objectionable *ieiin to the line shape as

discussed in §10.5.
In all oases an increase of d is accompanied

by an increase in resolution.



£ 11* The ft -ray Continuous Spectrum*
§ 11*1 Introduction*

A jS -ray continuous apeotrum is observed by
plotting the fi -ray counting rates at various settings
of the detector slit,in the plane of focusing,against
the detector setting* The abscissa chosen for such a

plot is the distance, denoted by a , of the centre of the

counter slit from the centre of the source slit*

Corresponding to every value of a , there is a value of

p, and from the value, H, of the intensity of the mag¬

netic field for the plot, Hp values corresponding to
each detector setting may be calculated* Superimposed

on this continuous spectrum will be internal conversion

electron liaee, and it is necessary to estimate the

shape of the continuous spectrum for regions tn which

lines are situated.

For any particular setting of the magnetic

field only a limited range of Hp values is focused
(corresponding to values of p from -3 cm* t© ~6 cm*).
Hence a complete mapping of a continuous spectrum

usually involves several plots, each mad© at a differ¬
ent field setting* The values of the field are

chosen in such a manner that the Hp values of adjacent
plots overlap slightly.

It is then necessary to deduce the true momen¬

tum spectrum from the observed series of p -particle
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counting rates at various field settings. To achieve

this, a detailed study of the nature of the observed

continuous spectrum is necessary.

§ 11«2 General nature of the observed continuous spec¬

trum.

Xn this discussion frequent reference to line

profiles similar to those of figures 2.15 and 2.16 will

be made.

A profile, such as that of figure 2.15* shews

the variation, with x9, of the fraction of the electrons

(leaving each square cm. of the source) which arrive in

a strip of width dx9 and length 21 in the plane of

focusing. The rate at which electrons arrive in an im¬

age strip of these dimensions is then given by multi¬

plying the ordinate^ of the profile by the rate at which

electrons of this momentum leave the source (per sq. cm.

of the source). A profile modified in this way will be

referred to as an *unscanned" profile.

By the terra "'scanned* profile" reference will

be made to the line shape produced by scanning the "un-

scanned" profile with a counter slit of width 2w and

length 26 , A profile similar to that of figure 2.16,

but with ordinates modified in the manner indicated

above, is an example of a "scanned" profile.

The distribution of electrons which fall in a

strip of the image plane of width 2 i (arising from a
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portion of the continuous spectrum) may then be regarded

as the integral of an infinite number of overlapping "un¬

seasoned." profiles. The area unaer each member of this

set gives the rate of arrival of electrons, with momenta

in a range of dp scout a momentum p, in this image strip

of width zl .

Por a source which, for the sake of argument,

is now supposed to possess a flat momentum spectrum, the

areas under the Hunscanned" profiles, focused at various

positions in the image space, will not be equal, due to

the diminution of the solid angle as p increases. If
allowance could be made for this variation in solid

angle, the areas enclosed by these "unscanned" profiles

would have to be plotted against the momentum p, or the

Hp value of the "representative" point on the profile
(rather than the appropriate value of a) before a true

representation of the original momentum spectrum would

be given.

The discussion has been limited to the case of

one specific field intensity H. Doubling the value of

H will double the total range of momentum focused. The

"unscanned" profiles of the continuous spectrum may then

be regarded as being packed twice as closely as before.

The integrating effect of the finite width of

the counter window now has to be considered. Movement

of the slit through an "unscanned* profile gives a



"scanned" profile. Hence, for a source possessing a

postulated flat momentum spectrum, movement of the

counter window through the whole plane of focusing

gives an infinite number of overlapping "scanned" pro¬

files of gradually changing size and shape (which again

become packed twice as closely together on doubling the

value of the field intensity).

hue to the fact that electrons of a specific

tra4ectory are counted repeatedly when a counter slit

of finite width traverses an "unscanned" profile, the

area under a scanned profile will bear a definite re¬

lation to the area under an "unscanned" profile, (both

profiles being plotted against the distance a). The

ratio of the area under a "scanned" profile to that

under the corresponding "unscanned" profile will, how¬

ever, vary with the position at which the profiles are

focused unless the areas under "unscanned" profiles,

focused at all image positions, are made equal.

That this is the case may be shewn by writing

the double integral corresponding to the area under a

"scanned" profile, as a doubly infinite series of terms,

each of the form f(a), where this function gives the

shape of the corresponding "unscanned" profile.

Since the ratio of the area of any "scanned"

profile to that of the corresponding "unscanned" profile

is constant when the areas under all "unscanned"
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profiles are made equal, the ratio will also be constant

when the areas under all "scanned* profiles are made

equal«

This means that if normalizing factors could

be found to make the areas under "scanned" profiles all
!

equal, in the case of a source with a postulated flat

momentum spectrum, then for any other source, the area

under each "scanned* profile, after normalization, would
be proportional to tne rate of emission of electrons by

the source,in the momentum range dp at the momentum p, to
which the profile refers.

To summarize the argument, the rate of emission

of electrons per square cm, of the source, possessing

momenta in the range dp about a momentum p is given by

the area enclosed by the appropriate "unscanned" profile.

When normalized the area of the corresponding "scanned*

profile is proportional to the area of the "unscanned"

profile, the constant of proportionality ceing indepen¬

dent of the position ill the image plane at which the

"scanned" profile is focused. Hence the area under a

normalized "scanned* profile is proportional to the rate

of emission of electrons, by the source,of momenta in the
range dp about p.

Three problems then remain, Pir^tly the area

under a "scanned" profile has to be determined from the

observed ^ -ray counting rate. Then normalizing
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factors must be found to make such areas equal in the

case of a postulated source with a fiat momentum spec¬

trum• Lastly the p value representative of a given

counter setting, in the case of the continuous spectrum, j
has to be determined in order to find the momentum, p,
to which the "scanned* profile under consideration, re¬

fers,

£ 11,3 The determination of the area under a "scanned"

profile from the observed & -ray counting rate.

Due to the finite width of the counter window,

a range of electron momenta, Ap , enters the window at

any given setting of the detector. One limit to this

range is set by the momentum of the "unscanned" profile

whose leading edge falls in the image space at a position

occupied by the edge of the counter slit nearer to the

source, and the other limit is set by the momentum of

the "unscanned" profile, the tail of which falls in the

image space at the position occupied by the edge of the

counter slit remote from the source, The rate at which

electrons, possessing momenta in the elementary range dp

about a momentum p (which lies within the finite range

Ap ), ertfcer the counter slit is then given by the

area, subtended by the counter window, of the appropriate

"unscanned" profile,

II It is assumed that over the range of momenta

Ap , the shape and size of all elementary "unscanned"
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profiles remains sensibly constant, the momentum distri¬

bution of the electrons which enter the detector window

is obtained from the movement of an "unscanned" profile

across the fixed counter slit, by plotting the areas of
the profile subtended by the slit against the momentum

corresponding to each position of the profile* The

total area under this distribution gives the counting

rate for electrons in the range Ap *

Let the abscissae of this distribution, now

expressed as Bp values corresponding to the momenta
p, be divided by H. The area of this distribution is

now || of the area of the distribution plotted against
Bp • Let this distribution now be plotted against a

(that is the distance from the centre of the source slit

to the centre of the counter slit) instead of p . p

and a are related by the equation

b- px « a*" -4" c£~
where d is the distance between the source and the

source slit.
da bro

Hence
oL p a

Over small rarges of p , ^ will remain effectively
constant, even when p is small, and the value appro¬

priate to the position of the centre of the counter slit

may be taken to apply to the whole range Ap of the
distribution under consideration*

The area of the distribution plotted against



1 , is therefore of the area of the distribution

plotted against p, and ^ of the area of the
distribution in top «

Kenea the area of the distribution in a is

§"TT^f of the oounting rate for electrons in the

range Ap of the continuous spectrum, since top = •

But this distribution in a is the "scanned'1

profile corresponding to the "unscanned" profile (of

constant shape) which was moved across the fixed detec¬

tor slit, since the process of scanning may either be

performed in this fashion or by moving a counter slit

across a fixed "unscanned" profile.

The argument applies to all settings of the

magnetic field, since division of the observed counting

rate by H in effect standardizes the "packing" of "un-

scanned" profiles referred to earlier.

To summarize, let A represent the area of a

"scanned" profile which refers to momenta in the range

dp about the momentum p. Then
A . Of. . N"

-

e H a

where N is the counting rate for electronsof momenta

in the range Ap, which are capable of entering the
detector window.



$11*4 The normalising factors for the continuous

The appropriate normalising factors oould he

obtained analytically from the areas under calculated

"scanned" profile# focused at various positions in the

image space. Th® arithmetical work involved would,

however, o« very considerable, and, moreover, an experi¬

mental objection to this method exists which will he

discussed in Chapter 5.

To obtain the normalizing factors, experimen¬

tal methods were therefore adopted which are described

in detail in Chapter 5.

The problem is to find numerical factors by

which the areas of individual "scanned* profiles, resul¬

ting from a postulated source with a flat momentum spec¬

trum# are mad® equal.

Clearly a direct approach is impossible for

such a source does not exist. If instead a flat por¬

tion of a real momentum spectrum is selected, which is

situated about an value of, say, k, then from ob¬

servations of the counting rates, ft, , ft^, ————

with the detector set at radii (>, ,

and the field intensities H, , Hx , —— chosen so
that H, f, « Hx^~—— « k, normalising factors may

be found•

The areas under the "scanned* profiles

focused at radii f, * f,. , — - will he given by
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C. ' . N C ' KJS- If,' —• N- > 7-hx'T: • .

These areas, when normalized, are proportional to the

rate of emission of electrons by the source in the mo¬

mentum range dp at a momentum p which corresponds to the

H^> value of k selected.
Hence, after correcting the rates N,, Nv

for source decay, the required normalizing factors are

i_. n , ±. K.ii *C. ' ff, fN, > C. x A-px Nx >
This method is similar to that described by

( 3. i
Feather, Kyles and Pringle* ', for the same purpose.

Other experimental methods for determining the

normalizing factors will be discussed in chapter 5*

£ 11.5 The normalization of the conversion lines.

"Scanned" profiles of conversion lines are ob¬

served, These profiles are usually superimposed on the

continuous spectrum, and so an estimate of the -ray

counting rate, due to the continuous spectrum has

usually to be deducted from the total counting rate on

a line before the "scanned" line profile itself is ob¬

tained, The area under the profile (plotted against

the distance a) will, after normalization, be proportion¬

al to the area under the corresponding "unscanned" pro¬

file, Normalization is required to make the area of the

"scanned" profile of a conversion line independent of the

value of a at which the profile is focused.

* See §11.6.
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The normalizing factors found for the continuous spee-

trum are therefore also appropriate to conversion lines.

To obtain a correct representation of the con-

version lines on the continuous momentum spectrum the

area of the line, after normalization, is plotted as an

ordinate at the momentum obtained from a knowledge of

the intensity of the magnetic field and the value of a,

appropriate to the "representative" point on the line,

discussed in § 8,

§ Alternative procedure for normalization.
Reduction in the arithmetical work of normali¬

zation results from plotting conversion line profiles

on the normalized continuous momentum spectrum, Each

normalized ordinate of the profile has then to be multi¬

plied by the factors •f'jv^to correct for the change
from an abscissa of a to an abscissa of p.

The area under the profile on the momentum

spectrum will then correctly represent the rate of

emission of conversion electrons of momentum p by the

source.

To normalize either a line, or the continuous

spectrum,the counting rate, after division by H, is

multiplied by , The result is then multi¬

plied by the normalizing factor which includes the

tern* i ^ .
These terms may therefore be omitted from the

M M
normalizing factors which then become -r±-y , -—-

N, Nx
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(adopting the notation of § H»4), and the observed

counting rates only require division by H before the

application of these modified normalising factors*

£>11,7 The "representative* momentum of the range Ap
which enters the counter window.

If the *scanned" profile is plotted against f

a curve is obtained which possesses the same shape as the

momentum distribution of tne electrons, arising from the

continuous spectrum, which eit er the counter window*

When the value of a, corresponding to the minimum value

of f of this distribution, is a, and when a^ corres¬

ponds to the maximum value of ^ of the distribution,
the ^ value for the setting of the centre line of the

2L 4- 3l
detector slit is given by ' v . This f value will
not necessarily "represent" the $ value for the distri¬

bution*

The method for obtaining the "representative"

£ value has been established by Lav»son and fyler^'5^.
Let the function t(?) refer to tne distribution in ^ .

Then the "representative" £ value, denoted by ,

is given by the equation

J(e-eo)T(e} a? » o .

is therefore the abscissa of the mass centre of

a card cut to the snape of the distribution in ^ *

The difference between ^>0 and the value of
corresponding to tne centre line of the counter slit is,
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in most cases, very small*
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§ 12. The ratio of the line height to the height of

the background.

In the first place, the continuous spectrum,

together with any internal conversion electron lines, is

plotted against a, the distance between the centre of

the counter slit and the centre of the source slit, for

various settings of the magnetic field.

To recognize the existence of weak conversion

lines, it is desirable that the design of the spectro¬

meter should not reduce the maximum height of a conver¬

sion line relative to that of the continuous spectrum.

Let H* be the rate of emission of electrons of

the continuous spectrum by the source ( per sq.cm. of

the source), in the momentum range A p about a momen¬

tum p. Ap is the range of electron momenta capable

of entering the detector slit at a particular setting.

Let A* be the area of a profile, corresponding

to that of figure 2,16, for the particular counter

setting.

Then the rate of counting electrons of the

continuous spectrum will be N»A* , -|- . . H (cf. §11,3).
Where N" represents the rate of emission of

internal conversion electrons of momentum p by the source

(per sq.cm. of the source), the maximum height of a con¬

version line is given by K" multiplied by the maximum

height of the profile of figure 2,16,
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The ratio of the line height to the back¬

ground will therefore be proportional to the maximum

height of the profile of figure 2,1b divided by the

area of this profile.

A high value for the line: background ratio

will therefore be given when a profile such as that of

figure 2,15 has steep sides and a flat top, and the

counter window is chosen to be equal to the width of

the profile at half the maximum height.

The conditions for high resolution will auto¬

matically give a high line:background ratio.

Lines of small momentum will be counted with

less background than lines of high momentum since the

background counting rate is proportional to H.
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§ 13, Summary of optimum geometrical conditions for

various types of experiment,

The particular choice of the source slit and

counter window widths, and of the source size, strength

and positron depends on the particular experiment to be

performed, Each type of experiment will now be con¬

sidered.

£ 13*1 Experiments to investigate the existence of

coincidences between internal conversion lines.

Before specifying the geometrioal conditions

for experiments of this type expressions for the genuine

coincidence counting rate and for the chance coincidence

rate will be established.

Let there be N disintegrations of the source

per second, Let:-

(i) f^ be the fraction of these disintegrations in
t■canst tC.ot\ ($,) fcoAees place..

which a particular "ft -r&y, cay—y, io emitted,
tcansttC.-n's

(ii) c^ be the probability of this y -rays giving
rise to a particular internal conversion electron, the

line of which is to be studied,

(iii) €, be the probability of detecting an elec¬

tron of this momentum, tailing into account both the

solid angle subtended by the counter window at the

source, and the efficiency of the counter to electrons

of this momentum.
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(iv) be the number of background electrons of

the ft •ray continuous spectrum counted when the detector
is set on the peak of the particular internal conversion

line of y, ♦

(v) f2, c2, €x and Kb2 refer to a second 'y -ray,
, in the same manner# which is emitted within a

time t of y, in a fraction, p2 of the occasions in
which yt is emitted, 1 is the resolving time of the
coincidence set*

With the detectors set on the peaks of the res¬

pective lines the following coincidence counting rates

will be obtained:-

(a) The genuine rate between the internal conver¬

sion electrons, which will bej-

C, =■ e,pxciex (2* 58)
(b) The genuine rate between the internal conver-

sion electrons counted in one detector and the electrons

of the f3 -ray continuous spectrum counted in the other

detector, which will be;-

Gx = N (■f/c,6lbx9x .+ fx c^b.9,) (2*59)
where the fractions g2 and g^ select, from the total
number of electrons of the continuum counted, electrons

of those partial spectra wnich are in coincidence

with yr and yx respectively, f£ and f| respectively
then refer to the fraction of the disintegrations in

which y, ana yx follow the appropriate moaes of
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(3 disintegration.
{©) The genuine rate between the internal conversion

electrons (or electrons of the {$ -ray continuous spectrum)
counted insane detector and the y -rays counted directly
from the source in the other detector which will increase

with €( and ex (or with 0^ and b2) and with the net
efficiency of the detectors to y -rays.

(d) The genuine rate between the y-rays counted in
the detectors directly from the source, which again in¬

creases with the net efficiency of the detectors to

y -rays.
(e) The chance counting rate which will be

C-- 2NX(\>, + f.c.e, + k, * ^)(bk+ fxcx€l + k, (2.b0)
where hh^ and Nhg are respectively the total number of
counts recorded in each counter per second due to y -rays

direct from the source and n^ and are the number of
noise counts recorded per second.

The geometrical conditions suitable for the

study of coincidences between conversion lines may now

be discussed.

The source and its baching must be as thin as

possible to allow the transmission of the Internal con¬

version electrons with the smallest loss of energy. Tor

all coincidence studies the strength of the source should,

wherever possible, be limited to make the genuine
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coinciaenie rate not less than the chance coincidence

rate. The source should not, on the other hand, be so

weak that excessively long counting periods are required

to achieve the required statistical accuracy in the num¬

ber of genuine coincidences. Geometrical changes which

produce an increase in the required genuine coincidence

counting rate, without en even larger increase in the

chance coincidence rate therefore lead to a reduction in

the time spent in counting. It is clear from equations

2.53 and 2.60 that en Increase in the solid angles sub¬

tended by the detectors at the source would produce an

increase in G^ with an almost proportionate increase in
G, (for b^ and b2 will depend on the solid angles).
Hence large solid angles are desirable to reduce the

time spent in counting.

In this connection it is noteworthy that

"line" sources do not offer great advantages, for the

source slit must be broad to obtain a large solid angle,

and so advantage may not be taken of the high resolution

usually associated with line sources (vide §10.4).
fhe electrons of the ^ -ray continuous spectrum

lead to unwanted genuine coincidences, in addition to

chance coincidences, and the ratio of line height:back¬

ground height should therefore be as large as possible.

Ifihen lines are closely spaced the resolution should be

as high as possible.



Hence, having decided upon the minimum width

of the source (set at a suitable emission angle if

necessary) for adequate thinness and strength, the slit

width is calculated from equation 2.32* The equation

applies to a source displaced towards the image, from

the central position, by half its effective width;

this positi. on is adopted as it gives an increased solid

angle as discussed in § 10.3. Moreover the absence of

&utail" to the line profile accompanying this source

position will tend to improve the ratio of line height;

background height, Equation 2,52 is solved for the

largest radius of curvature to be used (as discussed in

§ 10.2 ).

To improve further the line;background ratio

the width of each counter slit may then be chosen to be

equal to the half width of the approximate curve giving

the line spread along the X' axis of the image at the

particular radius at which each conversion line is

focused (cf. § 10,3)•
It may be necessary to adopt a modified value

for the source width if either the resolution or the

solid angle is inadequate.

The length of the counter window is always

made as large as possible, and the y background rate

is reduced to a minimum. This is achieved in a manner

discussed in chapter 3 «



£ 15,2 Experiments to study coincidences between y

rays direct from the source and the ft-ray
continuous spectrum#

A high degree of resolution for the ft detec¬
tor is not essential for these experiments but both the

and the y counters should subtend large solid

angles at the source* The source, (which again need

not be extremely narrow), should be off-set from the

central position towards the image by half its effective

width. The source slit width is then found from equa¬

tion 2,52 but now at the minimum radius of curvature to

be employed, since the need for high resolution is not

so important as the requirement for a large solid angle.

The counter slit width may be large to produce a further

increase in the solid angle subtended by the j3 -counter
at the source.

Under these conditions the range of momentum

of electrons of the continuous spectrum which eitters the

counter window at a particular setting will be higher

than usual, Xfcen an end-point of tne continuous spec¬

trum falls within this range, a "tail" is produced ex¬

tending beyond the true upper limit of the spectrum.

Even when a broad counter slit is used, the statistical
error involved in the coincidence counts does not warrant

the application of a mathematical correction for this

effect,
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The y -ray counting rat® in tae ft -detector
is reduced as much as possible*

§ 13*3 experiments to study coincidences between V -rays

direct from the source end internal conversion

electron lines*

Especially for closely spaced lines a fairly

high degree of resolution is required for experiments

of this type* This necessitates a reduction in the

solid angle subtended at the source by the window of

the j3-deunter, but the ^ -counter may be situated to
subtend a large solid angle, and the conditions are

therefore not so stringent as those of § 13*1. The

source, which should be narrow (but not necessarily a

"line" source), is placed in a central position to give

a moderate degree of resolution and the source slit

width is chosen by equation 2.53, using the largest

radius of curvature, to improve the resoltuion. The

detector slit is chosen to be of width between the opti¬

mum widths for small and large radii (vide § 10*3), with

a tendency towards the narrower value since this gives

an improvement in the line heignt to background ratio

at small radii as indicated in §12. The counting

rate in the ft -detector due to ^ -rays direct from the
source is reduced as much as possible.



§ Experiments to map out the continuous spectrum

and to determine the line positions usin& one

naif of tne spectrometer*

The source is made as strong and as narrow as

possible consistent with its being sufficiently thin, and

it is placed centrally* The source slit is now reduced

to a width limited only by tne required statistical

accuracy in tne final counting rate, without the need

for unduly long counting periods. The detector slit is

again chosen to lie between the optimum widths for large

and small radii as in §13.3. The resolution will be

high, and tne ratio of tne line to background height in

the initial plots will be as high as possible (cf. § 12).

The use of a high resoxving power will make the estimate

of the continuous spectrum in the regions occupied by

lines more accurate (cf. §§ 11.3 and li.b),

A furtner advantage of a high resolving power is

that the range of momenta of the continuous spectrum

which may eiter the detector slit is reduced. It has

been mentioned in § 13.2 that, when an end point of a

continuous |8 -particle spectrum falls within this range

of momenta selected by tne detector slit, a "tail" is

produced extending beyond the true upper limit. A

correction for this effect, such as that discussed by
(|fe )Saha* ' is hardly warranted^ especially as, in practice,

end points are found from the final linear portions of
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Fermi plots,

to improve the statistical accuracy of the

j8 -particle counting rates, the ^ background counting
rate should be reduced as much as possible,

§ 13,5 Experiments to determine tne positions of lines

photographically.
The resolving power of the spectrometer will

be increased by using a photographic plate to determine

the line positions, since by this method,the additional
broadening of the line profile by the width of the

counter slit is avoided, (The slit of a microphoto-

meter, used to determine the line positions, may be made

very narrow). The discussion of § 10,3 shews that the

source, which should be as strong and as narrow as

possible consistent with adequate thinness, is best dis¬

placed from the central position,by half its effective

width,away from the image, The source slit width is
then chosen by equation 2.54, into which the largest

radius of curvature to be used is substituted,

« »

J
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CHAPTERJ.

The Scintillation Counters and Associated Electronic

Circuits.

§ 1. Mechanical description of the counters.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the mechanical features

of the scintillation counters. The bevelled brass slit

D, of adjustable width, allows a narrow beam of elec¬

trons to fall upon the anthracene crystal A. Optical

contact between the crystal and the perspex rod, C, (of

1" diameter) is made by a thin layer of white petroleum

jelly which, when tested with a "Unicam" quartz spectro¬

photometer, was found to transmit radiations of wave¬

length down to 3500A° with nearly 100# efficiency.

Care is taken to obtain a highly polished plane surface

for the "shelf" on which the crystal is placed, and for

the plane reflecting surface cut at 45° to the axis of

the rod. The vertical plane surface, against which the

crystal butts, is likewise polished, and attention is

paid to the optical contact between this surface and the

edge of the crystal. Light quanta, emitted during the

passage of an electron through the anthracene, which

occur within a suitable solid angle, are transmitted by

total internal reflection along the perspex rod to the

plane end, E. Petroleum jelly is again used to ensure

good optical contact between this end and the glass win¬

dow of the photomultiplier {E.M.I, Type 5045). The
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photo-sensitive cathode of this multiplier is deposited

directly upon the glass window, and associated with

each conducted light quantum there is a certain probab¬

ility of the emission of an electron from the cathode

surface. The base of the photomultiplier is spring

loaded to maintain adequate pressure of the perspex rod

on the window, without the risk of breakage of the win¬

dow.

To focus P-particles of various radii of
curvature at will, the perspex rod and the multiplier

have to be pushed in and out of the vacuum box. This

is achieved by rotation of the arms, F, attached to the

screwed flange, G, which runs on ball bearings, H and I,

The flange is retained by the screwed cap, J, which is

held in position with grub screws. The screwed thread

of the flange engages in an accurately cut double-start

thread of 4 mm. pitch cut on the outer surface of the

cylinder accommodating the multiplier. The pin, K,

runs in a groove cut in the inner surface of the cylinder,

M, and prevents rotation of the multiplier assembly.

The cylinder M is attached to the brass plate, N, which

is bolted to the end of the vacuum box and sealed with a

neoprene ring. The perspex rod fits into a brass tube,

P, which is pushed through the neoprene vacuum packing,

Q. Vacuum sealing of the perspex rod is obtained by

the neoprene ring, R, at the crystal end, and the
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neoprene packing, S, at the multiplier end, A brass

cap, T, which carries the slit system, screws on to the

brass tube, P, and retains the ring R, Lugs, U, engage

in horizontal grooves cut in the walls of the box and

serve to locate the detector.

The radius of curvature of the B -particles

which enter the detector is determined by the setting

of the detector expressed in turns on the setting screw

thread.

Every precaution is taken to ensure that

light, other than that emitted by the phosphor, does not

reach the cathode of the photomultiplier.
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§2. Limitation of the length of the detector slit.

It has been observed in $10.4 of Chapter 2

that the solid angle of the spectrometer is improved by

increasing the length of the detector slit. If all the

$ -particles which enter this slit are to strike the

anthracene crystal, irrespective of the inclination of

their trajectories to the medial plane, then it can be

shewn that the length of the slit must be limited to

1.5 cm., when the length of the source is 1 cm. and the

length of the crystal is 2.5 cm. If this criterion is

not imposed and a detector slit of length 2.5 cm. is

used, then the fraction of the electrons entering the

slit which strike the crystal will increase with the

radius of curvature. This, in turn, will produce

normalizing factors of more nearly constant value.
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£3. The electronic circuits.

The coincidence set was designed and construc¬

ted by the Electronics Division of the A*E,R,E«,at Har¬

well, The units of which the set consists are:-

Biscriminator unit type 1153A,

Coincidence mixer unit type 1153A.

Power units.

Head amplifiers.

A detailed description of the circuits will not be

given, but their functions will be discussed.

The integrated pulse at the last dynode* of a

photo-electron multiplier, which arises from the burst

of electrons ejected from the photo-cathode, due to the

rapid series of light quanta emitted by a phosphor

through which an ionizing particle passes, possesses a

rise-time dependent on the phosphor employed, and to a

smaller extent, on the statistical spread in the electron

transit times in the valve itself, For anthracene,

used with the E.M.I. Type 5045 multiplier, this rise
mB

time is -10 sec., and a coincidence resolving time
Q

of 10 sec. may be used without loss of genuine co¬

incidences.

The last dynode rather than the anode is used to
obtain a positive pulse which is required for the rapid
operation of the pulse shaping circuits.
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It is of great importance to preserve the

rapidly rising leading edges of the pulses until they

are mixed with similar pulses from the second channel

in the coincidence unit. In order to achieve satis¬

factory operation of the coincidence mixer, pulses of

some 10 volts amplitude are required. This means

that the pulses obtained from the multiplier require

an amplification of about 50, at a bandwidth from 0 to
~ 100 Mc/s.

The multiplier itself generates noise pulses

with a distribution shewing a rapid increase in the

number as the amplitude falls. The output pulses of

the multiplier due to mono-energetic -particles are,
i

on the other hand, of nearly constant height (of. § 5).

It is therefore necessary to restrict the number of

noise pulses counted, by means of a pulse height dis¬

criminator. Present discriminators do not possess the

requisite bandwidth, and cannot therefore be incor¬

porated in the circuits delivering pulses to the co¬

incidence mixer.

The block diagram of figure 3.2 shews the

manner in which this difficulty is overcome.

The multipliers pass their pulses through

wide-band amplifiers to a coincidence set with a re-

solving time of 10 sec. At the same time the pulses
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axe amplified at a bandwidth of ~ 5 Mc/s. and those

pulses over a pre-set amplitude of - 5 volts are mixed
-7

in coincidence with a resolving time of 10 sec#

For a sour ce which emits [3 -particles in co-
•*8

incidence, the output of the 10 sec. mixer records

genuine coincidences^the number of which will be pro¬

portional to the strength of the source# In addition,

a large number of accidental coincidences is recorded,

due to the small amplitude noise pulses of each channel,

together with a number of accidental coincidences be¬

tween |3 -particles which is proportional to the square
-7

of the source strength. The output of the 10 sec#

mixer, on the other hand, records the same number of

genuine coincidences, together with ~10 times the num¬

ber of accidental coincidences between ,8-particles
-8

recorded by the 10 sec# mixer# The number of acci¬

dental coincidences between noise pulses is, however,

very small. The total number of accidental coinci¬

dences included in this output may be assessed, when
-7

the resolving time of the 10 jsec*rffiixer is accurately

known (cf, £8), from the single channel counting rates

recorded by the scalers monitoring the output of each

discriminator unit#

If the outputs of the two coincidence sets are

passed into a third coincidence mixer (which possesses
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a resolving tiro® of ^ 10*"^ sec.) tha output of this

mixer will not include the noise coincidences of the

10*® sec. mixer, nor will it include all the accidental

coincidences between |3 -particles in the output of the
ml *6

10 sec. mixer. The output of the 10 sec. mixer,

will, in fact, record coincidences with a resolving

time of 10 sec., the number of accidental coinciden¬

ces included being assessed from the single channel

counting rates end en accurate value for the resolving
••8

time of the 10 sec. mixer*.

The following remarks refer to the design and

function of the individual sections of the circuit.

More detailed descriptions are given by Wells^1^.
The pulse shaping circuits. The output pulses

from each multiplier decay exponentially with a time
-6

constant of ~10 sec. determined by the output cir¬

cuit, For high pulse rates there is a danger of a

"piling up" of pulses due to the arrival of a second

pulse before the output voltage of the multiplier,

arising from a previous pulse, has returned to zero.

A pulse shaping circuit is therefore incorporated

which gives output pulses, of approximately rectangu-
O

lar shape, with a 5 x 10* sec. duration. Pulses of

this shape operate the following circuits more effic¬

iently, and pulse rates up to 5 x 3X? per 6ec* may be
be used. The circuit is mounted adjacent to the base
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of the multiplier and has a low impedance output.

The 100 Vc/a, amplifiers are of the "distributed

amplifier" type in which delay lines, inserted in the

grid and ©node circuits of a sequence of parallel pen¬

todes, are used to increase the apparent gain-bandwidth

product of the pentodes

The pulse height limiters are incorporated to en¬

sure that the input pulses to the coincidence mixer are

of nearly constant amplitude. The circuit employs a
I

pentode which is cut off by a negative input pulse ex¬

ceeding ~4 volts in amplitude. An output pulse of
~ 0.2 volts amplitude is produced, which possesses a

rise time equal to the time taken for the input pulse to

reach the level required to cut the valve off.

The delay lines. By matching the delays in the

two channels, loss of genuine coincidences is avoided.

The 10 sec, coincidence mixer, receives pulses

of 0,2 volts amplitude from the limiters of each

channel. These pulses are reflected, with a change

of phase, from the short-circuited termination of a

coaxial cable. The time taken for the pulses to tra-

vol to and fro along the cable is 10 sec, so that the

pulses are shortened to this duration. If the leading

edges of pulses, from each channel, occur within 10-8

sec. of each other, they will overlap and a 0*4 volt

amplitude will be given during part of the resulting
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—8
pulse. Nominal resolving times of 2, 3, 4 and 5 x 10*
see, may be selected by switching longer coaxial cables

into the mixer. The output pulses of this unit ere

lengthened by a germanium diode circuit in order to op¬

erate later circuits more satisfactorily.

The amplifier and discriminator unit receives the

lengthened output pulses of the coincidence mixer. The

gain of the amplifier (which has a bandwidth of ~ 2l!c/s)

is adjusted until pulses of 0,2 volts amplitude at the

coincidence mixer give output pulses of ~10 volts.

The coincidence pulses will then produce output pulses

of ~ 20 volts, and are distinguished from non-coinci¬

dence pulses by the use of a discriminator set at 15

volts, which follows the amplifier.

The 5 Mc/s, bandwidth amplifiers are conventional.

The discriminators operate at a fixed level of 5

volts. Pulses of equal amplitude are given by a

triggered output circuit.

The scales of 5 are provided for rapid counting

without losses. The outputs are taken to scales of

100, (A.E.R.E, type 1009). In this way the input

"paralysis" time of each channel of the coincidence set

is reduced to 2,5 x 10*7 sec.

The 1Q sec, coincidence mixer is a "delay line"

mixer similar in operation to the 10~9 sec. circuit.

The output pulses operate a triggered circuit for pulse
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height equalization*
•6

The 10 see* coincidence set is again a "delay

line" mixer similar to the other coincidence sets.

Type 1009 sealers are used to monitor the
.7

outputs of both the 10 sec* coincidence unit, and

the 10*6 sec* unit (which supplies coincidence pulses

with a resolving time of 10 *"8 see*).
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§ 4. Screening; of the electron multipliers from the

stray field of the spectrometer magnet.

To check that the electron trajectories between

the dynodes of the photo-multiplier were not being de-

focused by the stray field of the spectrometer magnet, a
!

radium source was fixed to the tube P (of Pig. 3.1) and

the counting rate of the multiplier was compared, at

various positions In the stray field, with the rate when

the multiplier was situated in a region free from the

spectrometer field. Initial tests shewed that a re¬

duction in the counting rate occurred when the multi¬

plier entered a field at right angles to its axis of in¬

tensity exceeding 1 oersted. Double-walled Bmu-metaln

screening cans, shewn at W of Figure 3.1, were fitted,

and after extending the perspex light guides, (and the

brass tubes M and P), by eight inches, no detectable

change in the counting rate was observed as the multi¬

plier was moved in to the operating position closest to

the magnet. These tests were made at a field setting

of ~2000 oersteds, which exceeded the strongest field

used in later experiments. Tests were made to ensure
!

that the proximity of the "mu-metal? cans did not affect

the field in the box by observing that the position of

the F line of ThB -»C focused at a radius of 6 cm,, re¬

mained in exactly the same position whilst a similar
i .

"niu-metal" can was placed in various positions near to

the top of the spectrometer box.
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§ 5* Counting rate/raultlplier voltage characteristics.

With mono-energetic |3 -particles of energies
exceeding ~80 keV, the scintillation counters shewed

plateaux in the counting rate/multiplier voltage'curres,

starting at a voltage which decreased as the energy of in¬

cident |8 -particles increased. Corrections for the

noise and $ -ray background counting rates were made,

and typical curves are shewn in Figure 3*3,

The interpretation of these curves was that,

at the starting voltage of a plateau, the gain of the

multiplier was sufficient for all pulses arising from

the corresponding p-particles to exceed an amplitude
of 5 volts at the discriminator* That the character¬

istics shew a fairly steep rise indicates that pulses
: I

obtained from mono-energetic p -particles are of al¬
most constant amplitude. This in turn implies that

the light collection from various parts of the crystal

is uniform.

The counting rate due to $ -radiations from

the source increases with the multiplier voltage. This

counting rate was reduced by operating the multipliers

at the starting voltage of the plateau for $ -particles
of the particular energy counted. Unnecessary sensi¬

tivity to low-energy scattered |3 -particles was, at
the same time, avoided.

It was assumed that the -particle counting

* E.H.I, power vir>cts (Tvjpa lo33A)t wHCch cUrCve tHeir outputs
from HIS K«/i oSeilUtors, were used fe SuppU, the v.lUgc l, the multipliers.
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efficiency, on a plateau, was 100$* Although jS •
particles of 30 keV could be counted, those ft •particles
of energies below ~ 80 keV were counted with efficien¬

cies which become less as the 3 -particle energy was

reduced*
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£ 6# Noise and its reduction*

It has been mentioned in £ 3 that the dis¬

tribution of noise pulses obtained from a photonsulti-

plier shews a rapid increase in number as the ampli¬

tude of the pulses diminishes. Discrimination against

noise is achieved by allowing only those pulses of am¬

plitude greater than a certain pre-set value to pass

to the counting circuits. Since the pulse height ob¬

tained at the output of a photomultiplier Increases

with the voltage applied, the noise also increases,

A limit to the lowest energy |3 -particles which may

be counted with 100£ efficiency is therefore reached

when the starting voltage of the plateau is at a value

so high that the noise counting rate is large compared

with that for the jS -particles.
It is therefore of great importance to ensure

that, for p -particles of a particular energy, the
largest possible intensity of light is transmitted from

the phosphor to the photoelectric cathode of the multi¬

plier, for then the largest number of electrons will be

ejected from the cathode and the pulse height at the

output will be a maximum. Unfortunately the particu¬

lar arrangement of the spectrometer does not favour a

light collecting system of high efficiency. Of

several different geometrical arrangements for mounting

the crystal at the end of the light guide, the method
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adopted proved to be the most efficient. Arrangements

requiring crystals of large volume would give high back¬

bond. counting rates for y -radiations. Various re¬

flecting surfaces, including aluminium foil and layers

of magnesium oxide, placed in different positions, were

tested, but none was found to improve the efficiency of

light collection, judged by the starting voltage of the

plateau. The situation of the detector slit in a re¬

gion of high field intensity does not permit the use of

short light guides with correspondingly low transmission

losses.

Attention was then paid to the reduction of

the multiplier noise itself. A very considerable con¬

tribution to the total noise counting rate at high

multiplier voltages was found to be due to discharges
\
\

between the\cathode of the multiplier (operated at a

high negative potential) and the earthed box in which

the multiplier was mounted. To shew that this was the

case, the box was insulated from earth, end with a

multiplier voltage of ~ 3000 v. it was found that the

noise counting rate gradually fell. An electrostatic

voltmeter indicated that the box had acquired a poten-
the bo* was

tlal ~1500 v. Wben^earthed, the noise counting rate
immediately increased to its former value, A coating

of paraffin wax on the oathode connections to the

multiplier and on the interior of the box, together with

a sheet of polythene for additional insulttion were found
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greatly to reduce noise caused in this way*
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§7, The Phosphors,

Anthracene was en obvious choice of phosphor

for ft-ft coincidence studies with a resolving time
~ 10""® see., since the light yield for ft -particles
is very high. The decay time moreover is sufficiently

small, the emission of light falling to Ve. of its ini¬

tial value in ~3 x 10*"® sec. at room temperatures. ^,20)
Moreover large single crystals of anthracene may be

grown, which leads to efficient light collection. The

vapour pressure of anthracene at room temperature is

sufficiently low to allow the crystal to be kept in the

vacuum box of a spectrometer over long periods without

detectable loss by evaporation. The spectral emission

of light by anthracene matches closely the photoelectric

response of the cathode material of the particular type

of photomultlpliers used.

A large single crystal of anthracene was ob¬

tained from the A.E.R.E, at Harwell, from which two

pieces of 2.5 cm. x 2,5 cm. x 0.4 cm, were cut and

polished.

Before this crystal was obtained, a furnace

was constructed for the growth of anthracene crystals

by the method due to Bridgjnan^2^, A sealed evacuated

glass tube of ~ 2 in, diameter containing dry anthra¬

cene powder was to be dropped very slowly through the

temperature gradient produced by boiling distilled

ethyl salicylate in an electrically heated jacket
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surrounding the upper half of a guide tube, and by

boiling distilled para-oresol in a similar jacket round

the lower half of the tube# Well regulated tempera¬

tures of ~16°C above and ~16CC below the melting point

of anthracene (217°C) were obtained in this way# with a

very steep temperature gradient between the jackets.

The development of the method was abandoned when a suit¬

able crystal was obtained elsewhere• It is interesting

to note that a similar method has been developed by

Leininger^22^ for the growth of crystals of stilbene.

Uniform and transparent crystalline layers

of anthracene of thickness ~2G mg./cm.2 were however

formed on the surface of a liquid. The method was

used by Curling and Newton(23) for the same purpose.

Anthracene, twice eodistilled with ethylene glycol,
was dissolved in distilled amyl acetate, and boiled.

With a solution containing 1 gnu of anthracene per 8 co.

of amyl acetate, on cooling a very uniform clear poly-

crystalline surface layer formed due to the rapid loss

of heat from the liquid surface • Such layers were

found to be very satisfactory for counting those 3-
particles which were completely absorbed by a crystal
of this thickness, since unnecessary sensitivity to

$ -radiations was avoided by using such a small vol¬
ume of phosphor,

for more energetic jB -particles, the whole
of the particle energy is not absorbed in the phosphor
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which means that the light output of a thin layer is

unnecessarily restricted, with a. consequent reduction

in the jS-perticle pulse height* Thicker crystals

were therefore preferred, so that the counting rate due

to noise, to ^ -radiations3 and to low energy scattered

ft -particles could be reduced. (cf. § 6),
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§ 8, The measurement of the resolving; times of the

coincidence sets.

To assess the contribution of the "accidental"

coincidences to a total number of coincidence counts re¬

corded, the resolving time,^ , of the coincidence set

must be known accurately, for the accidental coincidence

counting rate, A, is given by

A » 2N,NaT

where H, and Na are the counting rates recorded in the
separate channels of the coincidence set.

The "double source" method was used,in which

a -source, such as radium or cobalt, was placed near

to each detector. An observation of the total number

of counts in each channel in a given time, together

with the number of coincidences recorded by both the
J Q

"10* sec," and the "10* sec," coincidence sets in

that time, allowed the resolving times to be calculated.
Since it was presumed that all the coincidences recorded

were "accidental", care was taken to eliminate the

possibility of recording genuine coincidences from the

disintegrations of either source by screening each detec¬

tor from the source counted by the other detector.

This method does not check that the channels

carrying pulses to the coincidence set are accurately

matched in time, and a separrte check was made to ensure

that this was the case by determining the number of
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genuine coincidences recorded with delay lines of var¬

ious lengths switched into the channels in turn. Cor-

rect matching was obtained when the genuine coincidence

counting rate was a maximum. To ensure that no losses

of genuine coincidences occurred,this rate was compared
j with the genuine coincidence counting rate obtained from
i ' :

-7
the "10 sec,'1 coincidence mixer#

The resolving time of the *10"" sec." coinci¬

dence mixer was found to depend on the voltage applied

to the multipliers. This effect was presumably due to

changes with voltage in the shape of the output pulse

of the multlpliers# and to consequent variations in the

rise time of the pulses at the coincidence mixer.

Small changes in the resolving time were

found to accompany changes made in the setting of the

magnetic field. These changes were attributed to

changes in pulse shape caused by the small residual

magnetization of the *mu-raetal" multiplier screening

cans as a result of the stray field, of several oersteds,

which is present at either de-magnetization or re-mag¬

netization of the permanent magnet,

for these reasons it was found necessary to

determine the resolving time of the coincidence set

after every change in the magnetic field or in the op¬

erating voltages of the multipliers.
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§ 9, Use of the counters for the detection of -rad¬

iations.

The relatively high detection efficiency of

scintillation counters for $ -radiations was found to

be troublesome when detecting -particles of low energy*

for the voltage applied to the multiplier has then to be;

relatively high. However, this disadvantage is more

than outweighed since this type of detector may be used

to count only those $ -rays, coming directly from-the

source, above a certain minimum energy which may be sel¬

ected by adjustment of the voltage applied to the multi¬

plier,

A rough calibration of the minimum energy of

the radiation registered by the counter at a particular

setting of the voltage on the multiplier was made in the

following way,

With the detector set as close to the source

possible, the counting rates due to the $-radiations
from a source of 4°Co, placed in the source holder, were

observed at a series of multiplier voltages with 50 v,

increments, An anthracene crystal of 5 mm, thickness

was used, A histogram was drawn of the increase in

counting rate corresponding to each (equal) increment in

the voltage applied to the multiplier#

In addition to the Compton electrons produced

by the $ -radiations in the anthracene crystal, a small

proportion of photoelectrons from the metal in the
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neighbourhood of the crystal was detected, since the

application of a strong magnetic field reduced the

counting rate.

For the cobalt source, a marked peak in the

histogram occurred, of width ~ 150 volts. The counting

rate fell to zero on decreasing the multiplier voltage

by a further 100 volts below this peak, The broad

peak was attributed to the 1,17 and 1,33 MeV $-radia¬
tions.

With a source of thorium active deposit the

voltage of the peak due to the 238 keV $ -radiation of
ThB ->C was easily found, and with a radium source the

peak due to the 607 keV $ -radiation of RaC -» D was

recognized.

The detectors were presumed to become insen¬

sitive to a $ -radiation of a particular energy at a

voltage somewhat below that of the corresponding peak,

and in this way the calibration curve of Figure 3,4 was

obtained. This calibration was used in later experi¬

ments with MsTh2 to assess the minimum energy of the
-radiations counted at a particular multiplier volt¬

age.
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CHAPTBR 4.

The Magnet. and the Magnetic Field*

§ 1* The magnet and the method for setting the field#

The spectrometer field was provided by the

large permanent magnet designed by Cockroft, Ellis and

Kershaw^) and oonstructed by Messrs* Edgar Allan & Co.

The air gap between the high permeability steel pole

pieces of the magnet was 5.5 cm. wide and the pole

pieces themselves were IT cm. by 29 cm. in size. The

ooils for adjusting the magnetic field were slipped over

35$ cobalt steel laminations# eaoh 42A cm. x 14.6 cm.

x 1 em, in size# clamped together to form the magnet

arms. These, in turn, were attached to a U-shaped

soft iron yoke# 133 cm. long and 61cm. high.

The use of modern high coercivity magnetic

alloys would appreciably reduce the sixe and weight of
such s permanent magnet.

The current for adjusting the magnetic field

was obtained from the 230 v. D.C, mains through a rever¬

sing switch and adjustable series resistances. Six

exciting coils were provided each of 1300 turns of Ho.

15 3.W.G. copper wire. The maximum current used was

of the order of 15 amp, per coil# providing fields up

to 2000 gauss in the air gap.

In order to obtain a new field# the magnet was

firstly demagnetized by using the original current but
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in the reverse direction,and then a suitable re-magnet¬

ising current was passed for some 10 sees. The magni¬
tude of this current was obtained from a calibration of

the series resistances. The whole process of setting

the field to within 2% of any desired value was usually

accomplished in a matter of 4 or 5 minutes.

The magnetic field, once having been set, was

never found to change by a detectable amount, and such a

constant field greatly facilitated the work of long

period coincidence counting.

The uniformity of the magnetic field between
f25}

the pole pieces had been investigated by Ellisv ' dur¬

ing his investigation of the ^ -rays of thorium B and
G. His investigation was however confined to the cen¬

tral regions of the magnetic field,

The need for focusing ft -particle trajec¬
tories of a large range of radii of curvature in two

separate sheaves meant that the electron paths could no

longer be confined to the uniform central region of the

magnetic field used by Ellis with his single spectro¬

meter vacuum box. The paths of those |3 -particles
which approached the edges of the pole faces of the mag¬

net were therefore expected to be governed by a smaller

effective magnetic field than that for ft -particles of
small radius of curvature which are confined to the cen¬

tral regions of the magnetic field. That this was the
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oaae became apparent during the calibration of the mag¬

netic field*
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§ 2. Initial attempts to determine the field Intensity,

For early experiments a search coil was moun¬

ted in the stray field on top of the spectrometer box

and when rotated through 180° produced a deflection in

a Grassot fluxmeter. The initial experiments were de¬

signed to obtain a constant factor which, when multiplied

by the fluxmeter deflection, would give the value of the

field in the spectrometer box. This factor will be re¬

ferred to as the fluxmeter factor.

A conversion electron line of known , when

focused on the slit of the detector, provides a method

for determining the value of the magnetic field if the

radius of curvature of the conversion electron trajec¬

tory is known from the position of the detector slit.

Variation of the detector setting is obtained in a man¬

ner described in Chapter 3. let &0 represent the dis¬

tance between the centre line of the source slit and

the centre line of the detector slit when the counter

is set at zero turns on the adjusting screw thread, and

let this distance be a when the detector is at n turns.

Then where k represents the pitch of the screw thread,
a * a0 + -nk (4a)

and a, (4'2»
where ^ is the required radius of curvature, and d is
the distance between the centre line of the source and

the centre line of the source slit.
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The determination of the radius of curvature

of the electron trajectory from the setting of the de¬

tector therefore depends on a knowledge of the distance

ao .

A second conversion electron line,of known Hp,
focused by the same magnetic field would therefore give

both the fluxmeter factor and the distance a.c . Let

the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the first and second

conversion lines respectively.

Then

e.
e (a.+ <LV (4.3)

This ratio is known since the Hp values of both the
lines are known, H being presumed constant.
Let

Solving equation (4.3) for ao and rearrang¬

ing, the expression becomes
- k TV,) + ^ d*"(b1"- l)V

°S £\Tj <4'4>
and H is then given by

a H?,H
(4.5)

from which the fluxmeter factor may be determined.

The experiment was performed using sources of

thorium active deposit obtained by the exposure of

aluminium foils of 0.2 mg./cm.2 thickness to the thoron

given off by a "dry* emanating preparation of radio-
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thorium. For activation the foil was bent over a

brass blade so that an area of 1 cm. x 2 mm, of foil

was exposed. The blade was maintained at a potential

of 240 v, below that of the pot containing the radio-

thorium.

The activated foil was mounted on an aluminium

frame, petroleum jelly being used as the adhesive. The

frame was placed symmetrically under the source slit

(that is, in the "central" position of Chapter 2 $10.3)
and was set at an emission angle of 45° • The source

slit had a breadth of 4 mm. and the counter slit was

1.5 mm, wide and 1.3 cm. long.

The F- and I- lines of ThB-»C spectrum were an

obvious choice, their Bp values being well established.
The line shapes were observed by plotting the counting

rate against the detector setting, and the mean of at

least four fluxmeter deflections was obtained. That

setting of the counter for which electrons from the

centre line of the source, which travel normally to

the magnetic field,and pass through the centre line of

the counter slit1was known from the theoretical method

outlined in Chapter 2 §8, Such "representative"

points were used throughout to determine the radii of

curvature of the conversion electrons from the line

profiles,

A small displacement of an internal conversion

electron line occurs if the source is slightly off-
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centre. Errors due to this were reduced both by pay¬

ing particular attention to the mounting of the source,

and by rotating the source through 180® about an axis
normal to the plane of the source, and then re-deter¬

mining the line profile. The mean of the two repre¬

sentative counter settings obtained in this way was

used to determine the radius of curvature of the elec¬

tron trajectory.

Prom a series of observations of P- and I-

lines focused by various* settings of the magnetic

field a set of values of the fluzmeter factor and of

the distance a0 was obtained. The values for
the P- and I-llnes used in the calculations were those

obtained by Ellis^), being 1385.8 gauss-cm. and

1751 gauss-cm. respectively. The values of a0 ob¬
tained in this way are shewn in Table 4A.

TABLE 4A.

Position of Position of
I-ilne P-line (mm.)
(turns) (turns)

5.0625 0.9063 51.742^
5.1406 1.1094 48.721
5.6250 1.3438 52.174/ Me<xn
6.8750 2.4063 51.156Li,
7.1875 2.6563 51.22V _ 1 _j

50.488=~7.9453 3.3047
8.6875 3.9063 50.452 mm'
9*5547
11.8438

4.6563
6.3281

49.414J
52.906

12.3750 6.8203 51.573
13.9063 7.9063 54.439
16.0937 9.6719 54.140
17.5625 10.6875 57.289
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These results clearly indicate that there is

a marked increase in the value for when the radius

of curvature of the I-line trajectory is large. On

the other hand,the agreement between the value for ao

and the measured value (50,85 mm.) is satisfactory

when the I-line trajectory has a small radius of curva¬

ture, it was therefore apparent that the effective

value of the magnetic field for electron paths of large

radius was smaller than the value in the central re¬

gions of the field.
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§ 3. Later experiments to determine the magnetic field.

At this stage of the investigation it was no¬

ticed that the proximity to the search coil of the "mu-

metal" cans, (used for shielding the multiplier from

the stray magnetic field) made a slight difference

1%) to the fluxmeter deflection. The search coil

mounted in the stray magnetic field was therefore re¬

placed by a coil of much smaller area-turns (and con¬

sequently lower resistance) which was inserted into the

magnetic field at the position normally occupied by the

source. The search coil was rigidly mounted in a hol¬

der equipped with locating pins to ensure that it would

occupy the same position in the field every time it was

used. A second coil^of smaller area-turns, was mounted
in an exactly similar holder, and was used for the

measurement of large values of the field.

The mir-or attached to the suspension of the

fluxmeter was now used with a distant lamp and scale to

improve the reading accuracy of the instrument.

A second series of experiments was then per¬

formed. A similar source of thorium active deposit

was used and the representative position of the F con¬

version line determined at various field settings to¬

gether with the mean fluxraeter deflection. The source

was reversed as hitherto, to reduce errors due to its

positions possibly being off-centre.
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Each value of the magnetic field was found
I

from equation 4.5, using the directly measured value of

50.85 mm, for &ot and from this, the new fluxmeter factor

««as determined.

The fluxmeter factor shewed a definite varia¬

tion, low values being obtained for small fields, when

the eleotron paths approached the edges of the pole faces

of the magnet. The factor was constant for larger values

of the field when the electron paths were confined to the

central regions of the field.

It would be possible to obtain such an effect

if the fluxmeter deflection were a non-linear function

of the magnetic field, being somewhat smaller than the

correct value for large fluxmeter deflections. To

shew that this was in fact not the chse, the magnetic

field was set to focus the F-line at a radius of curva¬

ture of 3.5 cm. and then reset to focus the .Inline St

the same radius. The fluxmeter factors were calculated

in both cases and although the magnetic field r.as 1,26

times stronger for focusing the I-line, the factors

were found to agree closely, as shewn in Table 4C. It

was therefore assumed that the fluxmeter deflection was

a linear function of the magnetic field.

The experimental results shewn in Table 4B

indicate that the fluxmeter factor was constant for

counter settings over the range from 0 to 7^ turns of

the setting screw thread. The mean value of the
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fluxmeter factor was found over this range, and the

fluxmeter factors for focusing the F-line for the range

7& to 19 turns were expressed as percentages of the mean

fluxmeter factor for the range 0 - 7£ turns. This per¬

centage was plotted against the counter setting and the

circled points of Figure 4.1 then shew the manner in

which the ratio of the effective magnetic field for

focusing a conversion line, at any particular counter

setting,to the value of the field at the centre, depend
on the counter setting. It was assumed that the shape

of the magnetic field itself did not change as the field

was changed.

TABtE4B*

PolUien
of Mini,
(Tuvns)

Poii felon
of F* I Int.
<r

Flu*m«tir
deflection.
(Arbitrary

to),

H
(ga.ua#),

Fluxmeter
f.c tor.

footer
T Ifefaxt
x loo.

mm 1.7500 26.90 447.81 16.647 100.13$
- 3.575 23.92 399.21 16.689 100.37$

4.25 - 29.60 490.97 16.587 99.76$
- 3.9375 23.83 395.15 16.582 99*73$
- 5.9375 21.37 356.36 16.675 100.29$
- 7.2500 20.19 334.63 16.574 99.69$

Mean flux-
meter fac¬
tor 16.626

mm 14.8125 15.02 246.86 16.435 98.85$
— 16.5625 14.21 232.62 16.364 98.42$
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§4* Re-exeroinetion of the results of the earlier

experimerit s,

The experimental results obtained earlier

using the search coil mounted on top of the spectro¬

meter box were then re-examined. The dir ectly mea¬

sured value for ae was used to give the value of the

magnetic field using equation 4,5. Two values were

obtained for each field setting, one being the effec¬

tive field for focusing F-line conversion electrons,

and the other for focusing electrons of the I-llne.

The position of the F-line was known end with this as

the abscissa the corresponding ordinate was obtained

from the graph of Figure 4.1, The ratio of the field

found from the I-line position to that found from the

position of the F-line was calculated, and this number

was multiplied by the percentage read off the graph

corresponding to the F-line setting. The crossed

points of Figure 4,1 shew this new percentage as a func*

tion of the I-line setting. All the points determined

in this way were found to lie close to the curve al¬

ready drawn. The results Of these calculations are

shewn in Table 4C.
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TABLS 4C.

Position
of I-Unft.
CTu«-nf).

Co.

PoSi tion
of F-li-ne.
(Tu<-„s).

C*)-

Hi
HF
<5>.

F-U-x. ovAi-nate
from graph,

(7o )
<»)•

T-lima ofolimate
s Col, (S) * Col.

(s).

5.0625 0.9063 0.99739 100 99.74

5.1406 1.1094 1.00618 100 100,62

5.6250 1.3438 0.99619 100 99,62

6.8750 2,4063 0.99915 100 99.92

7.1875 2.6563 0.99898 100 99.90

7.9453 3.3047 1.00097 100 100.10

8.6875 3.9063 1.00104 100 100,10

9.5547 4.6563 1,00364 100 100.36

11.8438 6.3281 0.99512 100 99.51

12.3750 6.8203 0.99831 100 99.83

13.9063 7.9063 0.99199 100 99,20

16.0937 9.6719 0.99312 99.97 99.28

17.5625 10,6875 0.98706 99.90 98.61
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£ 5. Calculation of Mg values.

A tabulation of the radius of curvature of

the electron trajectory as a function of the setting of

the counter, measured in turns of the setting screw

thread, was made using the directly measured value for

a0 • From this table the Wp value could be obtained

directly from a knowledge of the effective value of the

field at any particular counter setting, which was de¬

termined from the fluxmeier doflection, the fluxraeter

factor,and the graph of Figure 4,1. To facilitate
calculation of Hp values, the tabulated values of p

were multiplied by the percentage at that counter set¬

ting obtained from the graph, and a constant value of

H was then assumed, this value being that given direc¬

tly by the fluxmeter deflection and the fluxmeter fac¬

tor.

The fluxmeter factor for the smaller area-

turns coil was obtained directly from that of the lar¬

ger area-turns coil by comparing the fluxmeter deflec¬

tions for each coil produced by a suitably chosen mag¬

netic field.
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CHAPTER 5.

The Experimental Methods for Determining the

Normalizing Factors.

$1. Introduction.

The problem of obtaining, from experimental

observations, a true representation of a momentum spec¬

trum together with internal conversion lines of correct

relative magnitude has been discussed in $11 of Chapter

2, In this connection, the need for appropriate nor¬

malizing factors has been established.

It was mentioned in $11.4 of Chapter 2 that,

apart from the quantity of arithmetical work involved

in obtaining normalizing factors analytically, an ex¬

perimental objection exists to this method. Allowance

cannot easily be made analytically for such effects as

the scattering of electrons from the walls of the detec¬

tor slit. Although these walls are bevelled (vide

Chapter 1) the number of electrons which is likely to

be scattered may vary systematically with the detector

setting, since the range of angles at which electrons

irrive at the plane of focusing varies with ^ . A

proportion of the scattered electrons may fail to be

registered by the detector. For this reason it was

decided that a more reliable set of normalizing factors

would be obtained experimentally.
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§ 2. First experimental method,

In £ 11.4 of Chapter 2 the theory of an ex¬

perimental method for determining normalizing factors,

due to Feather, Kylee and Pringle, ' has been outlined.

With the simplification discussed in $ 11,6, the method

consists of observing the jS-ray counting rates K,,
for electrons of a specific Hp value, selected

in the flat portion of a momentum spectrum, at various

radii ...... focused by field settings of H(,
so that h,p, =
After correction for source decay, the normal¬

izing factors appropriate to the settings of the detec¬

tor are given by ^ ^ .
The experiment was performed with a source of

thorium active deposit, of dimensions 1 cm. by 2 mm,

which was mounted centrally with respect to the source

slit, and set at an emission angle of 45°. The source

was prepared by exposing an aluminium foil of thickness

0,2 mgm. per square cm,, maintained at a potential of

240 v, below that of a pot containing a dry emanating

preparation of RdTh as described in Chapter 4, $2, The

source was covered with a similar aluminium foil to pre¬

vent loss of atoms, in particular those of ThC% by

°< -particle recoil. The decay products of ThB were

allowed to reach transient equilibrium before observations

were commenced,
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A source slit of 4 mm, width wes used with a

counter window of length 1.5 cm, and width 1,5 mm*

The value of selected was 3600 oersted-

cm. to satisfy the requirement for lying at a flat

portion of the momentum spectrum, and to be clear of

internal conversion electron lines*

The voltage on the photo-electron multiplier,

which was used with a single crystal of anthracene of

4 mm* thickness, was chosen to lie near the knee of the

counting rate/voltage characteristic for this value of

, to avoid unnecessary sensitivity to ^-rays
counted directly from the source*

Each setting of the magnetic field was found

by multiplying the mean of four observations of flux-

meter deflection by the fluxmeter factor, as described

in Chapter 4*

The ^-particle counting rates were found by

deducting the counting rates due to $ -rays and elec¬
tron multiplier noise pulses, observed with the shutter

down, from the total counting rates given with the

shutter up. Corrections for source decay were made.

Counting losses were negligibly small.

The relative variation of the normalizing fac¬

tor with the detector setting (expressed as the number

of turns on the setting screw thread) is shewn in

Figure 5*1, for the particular geometrical conditions

of the experiment. A factor of unity at a detector
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aetting of 9 turns was arbitrarily chosen.

In assessing the errors in the normalizing

factors# a ljS error in H has been allowed together

with the usual estimate of the standard deviation in

each value of K«
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£ 3. Second experimental method.

With the geometrical conditions of the experi¬

ment described in the previous paragraph, the contin¬

uous spectrum of Th(B+C+C") was observed over the regioh

i from H ? = 2100 oersted-cm, to = 3800 oersted-cm, A

single setting of the magnetic field, measured by tak¬

ing the mean of four fluxmeter deflections, focused

this range of H? values.

The $ -ray background counting rate was re¬

duced by Inserting a lead block (covered with a perspex

sheet to reduce scattering) between the detector and tho

source. The minimum radius of curvature which could

be employed was consequently increased, but the statis¬

tical accuracy of the ^-particle counting rate, ob¬
tained in a given counting period, was improved appre¬

ciably.

The ^-counting rates, observed at various
values of in the range, were corrected for source

decay, and then compared with the corresponding heights

of the normalized momentum spectrum observed by Martin

and Richardson with a fixed radius semi-circular

focusing spectrometer. The factors by which the

counting rates had to be multiplied to yield the height

The original large scale plot of this momentum spec¬
trum was kindly made available by Dr. H,0,W, Richardson,
for this purpose.
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of the normalized spectrum then gave a set of relative

normalizing factors.

These factors, again adjusted to be relative :

to a factor of unity at 9 turns, are shewn on Figure

5.1. The effect of statistical errors in the counting

rates are indicated.

This method, having been shewn to yield

values for the normalizing factors in agreement with

those of the previous method, was adopted to determine

normalizing factors for other geometrical conditions

of the spectrometer, to avoid frequent re-setting of

the magnetic field.
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§ 4, Further experimental check of the method of

normalization.

To observe the entire continuous spectrum of

MsThg, which extends to an H p value of ~8800 oersted-
cm,, several different field settings were required.

The fact that a smooth curve was finally obtained from

the overlapping junctions of the portions of the spec¬

trum focused by each field setting, provided a useful

check of the accuracy of the method of normalization.
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CHAPTBR 6.

Preparation of Sources of Mesothorium 2,

§1* Chemical separation of mesothorlum 2,

Prom a stock solution containing mesothorium

1 and its decay products, associated with an apprec¬

iable activity of radium and its daughter elements#

the mesothorium 2 was extracted by a method based on

that of Halssinsky^), Frequent separations were

made, and it was found that more than 1 mC activity,
due to MsTh2, could be obtained from the solution
some 24 hours after each extraction,

k-vjdroxide.
With as little as 0,015 mgm. of ferric^ohlor-

ide as carrier, the MsThg, with all decay products ex¬

cept ThX and Tn and Rn, was precipitated by neutraliz¬

ing the stock solution (in hydrochloric acid) with
ammonium hydroxide. The precipitate was filtered

off, using a sintered glass filter, and after washing

the residues, the filtrate of MsTh^, Re and ThX was
acidified with hydrochloric acid and set aside for the

re-growth of MsTh2,
The residues were dissolved from the filter

in dilute hydrochloric acid and ~1 mgm, of both lead

and bismuth nitrates were added, as oarriero. Hydrogen

sulphide was bubbled through this solution and the

sulphide precipitate formed carried activities due to
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polonium, bismuth, lead and thallium isotopes* After

filtering and washing, the filtrate was boiled to re-

move eny excess H^S, and ~1 mg. of barium was added as

hold-beck carrier. The KsThg end iron were reprecipi-
tated by neutralising the solution, end were removed

by filtering. The filtrate and washings were kept to

ensure no loss of KsTh^ or Ha, Restoration to the
stock solution of activity in these washings is des¬

cribed in §3, The residue of ISsThg (with carrier) was
dissolved in IH nitric acid and after evaporation to

dryness, was taken up in the minimum quantity of N/10

nitrio acid,

Ko attempt was made to separate radiothorium,
|")Q)

although a method for doing so was available v'

since after the first extraction of KsTh^ (which was
not used as a source) the contamination due to RdTh

resulting from ~24 hours growth was of negligible

proportions.

The chemical separations were made in a fume

cupboard, lead screening was used for protection.

The UsTh,, may equally > ell be carried with

cerium, and in this case a method for obtaining carrier-

free sources is outlined by Peterson^2^, The method

was initially used, but was later abandoned in view of

the very small weight of ferric chloride which proved

to be effective.
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Particular attention was paid to the cleanli¬

ness of the glassware as any dirt present greatly in¬

creased the quantity of material in the final source.
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§>2, Techniques for making sources.

To obt&in sources suitable for use in the

spectrometer from the final solution of HsTfcu (with a

smell quantity of carrier) in nitric acid, the follow¬

ing general technique was adopted. The active mater¬

ial was taken up in a glass dropper, drawn out into a

fin© bore. The solution was then applied drop by drop

to a ribbon of aluminium foil cut to the breadth of the

final source, Each drop was evaporated to dryness

under an infra-red lamp before the next drop was applied.

It was found impracticable to reduce the breadth of the

aluminium ribbon below 2 mm,, otherwise the drops were

not confined to the ribbon. This set the limit to the

narrowness of the sources which could be made in this

way,

then sources of this breadth were set at an

emission angle of 45°, the effective breadth was re¬

duced to 0.85 mm. at a radius of curvature of 5 cm.

and 1.15 mm. at a radius of 6 cm. (cf, §7 of Chapter

2). For coincidence studies with the spectrometer,

sources of this breadth gaveasatisfactory degree of

resolution, together with an adequate solid angle

(cf. §13.1, 13.2 and 13.3 of Chapter 2).

For the study of coincidences between inter¬

nal conversion lines it is essential to minimise the

p
amount of material present per cm* of the source.

Aluminium foil of thickness 0.2 mgm./cm. was therefore
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used to form the ribbon* The acid solution, which was

necessary to dissolve the MsThg, was found to attack the
thin foil, which was therefore supported on a collodion

film* The length of the foil placed on the film was

confined to 1 cm*, this being the desired length of the

final source (cf* §10*4, Chapter 2), It was found that

only three drops of solution Could be applied be fore the

foil became so dissolved that the final source failed to

conform with the original dimensions of the aluminium

foil* Provided the solution applied was reduced suffi¬

ciently in volume, activities of ~1 mC were obtainable

in three drops of the liquid* The total thickness of
2

sources made in this way amounted to ~0*7 mg»/cm* ,

after allowing for the increase in thickness due to the

emission angle at which they were set* The collodion

film was finally placed on to the rectangular source

holder, described in $1 of Chapter 1, so that the

source occupied a central position*

Whenever the requirement for sources on such

a thin backing could be relaxed, (such as in coincidence

studies between $-raya, counted directly from the source,

and the |3 -particles of the continuous spectrum at all
but low energies) an aluminium ribbon of thickness 1 mg./

2
cm* was used* This was stretched across the source

holder, as illustrated in Figure l,2of Chapter 1, petroleum

jelly being used as the adhesive. Careful application
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of the active drops ensured that the length of the source

approximated closely to 1 cm, this thicker foil

allowed the application of about twelve drops of active

material before it was appreciably reduced in thickness

by the acid solution, and sources of ~2 mC, strength

were regularly obtained.

For detecting line positions with photographic

plates (using only one half of the spectrometer), the 1

drops were evaporated on to a loop of platinum wire of

diameter 0,3 mm,, bent into the shape of a hair pin.

In this way narrower sources were obtained leading to

increased resolution. The wire was straightened after

the application of the drops and was then clamped into

position in a source holder designed for the purpose.

i
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£ 3. Treatment of the stock solution end restoration

of active material*

It was found that after separating the MsThg
from the stock solution some 20 times, the ferric
k^cL<©w.CdlG.
ohlorldo ceased to carry the activity efficiently*

This was due to the excess of ammonium salts present*

The volume of the stock solution moreover usually be¬

came inconveniently large at this stage { ~5cc*) due to

repeated additions of ammonium hydroxide in the chemi¬

cal separation, and to subsequent addition of hydro¬

chloric acid* To restore the solution to a small vol¬

ume and to remove the excess ammonium salts, about 10 j

cc. of a saturated solution of ammonium carbonate was

added to the stock solution previously neutralised with

ammonium hydroxide* The insoluble barium carbonate}
formed in this way,carried with it the MsTh^ and Ra,
After filtering and washing thoroughly, the residue was

taken up in a small quantity of hydrochloric acid*

The filtrate was discarded if it were found to possess

no detectable activity, due to the growth of MsThg, after
several days. If MsTh^ activity were found to grow in
the solution, it was added to the filtrate and washings

from the separation of MsTh^ and Ra from the final
sources of MsThg,

These washings were found to possess consider¬

able activity after repeated separations of MsThg, The
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MsTh^ and Re, giving rise to this activity, were re¬
stored to the stock solution in the same way by addition

of ammonium carbonate after reducing the volume sub¬

stantially by evaporation.
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CHAPTER 7.

An Investigation of the Spectrum of Mesothorium 2.

§ !♦ The Internal conversion lines.

Geometrical conditions of the spectrometer

which lead to the relatively high degree of resolution

required for the study of internal conversion lines

have been discussed in §13.4 of Chapter 2. The

source, of width 2 mm, and of length 1 cm.' was set, at

an emission angle of 45°* centrally beneath the source

slit which was of width 4 mm. These conditions gave
rtsclvii\9 power

a theoretical resolution at a radius of 3 cm. of ~ 45,

with a solid angle of Vxooo of 47T , when a counter slit

of length 1.5 cm. and width 1.5 mm. was used.

A survey was made of the spectrum from an HpM *

fe:
value of ~600 gauss-cm. to ~10,000 gauss-cm. using

one half of the spectrometer. The counting rate for

ft -particles was found from the difference between

the counting rates observed with the shutter C (of

Figure 1.1) open, then with it closed. This rate was

corrected for source decay. With sources of ~ 1 mC.

strength ,the accuracy in the (3 -particle rate was

for counting periods of 40 sec.

It was confirmed that the stroig est lines of

the spectrum occur below an energy of 80 keV, It has

been observed in Chapter 3, § 5, that the counters are
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100^ efficient only for incident |8 -particles of ener¬
gies exceeding this value, and without a calibration of

the counter efficiency at energies below 80 keV, any

attempt to measure the intensities of the lines was

precluded. Had the detector efficiencies been assessed,

only a very rough estimate of the area under a line

profile would have been possible, since conversion lines

are broadened by the effective thickness of source

material (~0.7 mg./cm, , including the weight of the

dissolved aluminium backing, referred to in § 2 of Chap¬

ter 6) required to obtain sufficiently large counting

rates. This, together with the scattered electrons

from the box walls, causes considerable overlapping of

the lines, and a spectrum consisting of peaks standing

out from a high background was observed. It was im¬

possible to assess the shape of the true -particle

continuous spectrum beneath these overlapping lines,

without which the area under an individual line pro¬

file could not be estimated.

Typical curves obtained before normalisation

are shewn in figures 7.1 and 7.2, for this low energy

region.

Estimates of the intensities of these low

energy lines were however made possible from the low

energy region of the spectrum, recently observed at

Edinburgh by Broclie using the lens spectrometer with a

post-focusing accelerator, described by Buttif*,°'"^
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Figure7-1.
Lowline*.MsTK1*»R«JlT|i.



Figure7-2
Fo«-tti«rlowe-ncr^icncs.m^th^-*R<iTK.
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This instrument focused electrons of energies up to

~ 300 keV only, but, with the larger transmission of a

spectrometer of this type, weaker sources could be used.

This, in turn, meant that the thickness of source mater-
o

ial could be reduced to ~ 0.1 mg,/cm. , in the case of

KsThg, Corrections were made for back-scattering from
the source backing, and for counter window absorption.

It will be shewn in §5 that an estimate of

the shape of the continuous spectrum of MsThg, shewn in
Figure 7»9, may be made from the superposition of the

observed partial spectra.

This estimate of the continuous spectrum was

fitted to the region of the continuous spectrum obser¬

ved by Brodic and in this way the absolute intensities

of the conversion lines were found.

The resolution of the lens spectrometer was

not sufficiently high to allow the determination of the

individual intensities of closely spaced lines. The

results of the measurements are shewn in column 7 of

Table 7,1, No estimate of the intensities of weak
(*)

lines was attempted. Black*s values for the line in¬

tensities are shewn, for comparison, in column 6 of the

table. These have been normalized to give the same

Intensities for the pair of lines at 948 and 977 gaus^-

cm,, not resolved by the lens spectrometer.

Column 3 of Table 7.1 shews the H^> values
for the lines observed with a counter in one half of
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the double spectrometer# For the region of the spec¬

trum above an energy of 80 keV, the multiplier voltage

was chosen to be a little above that of the knee of the

plateau of the counting rate/multiplier voltage charac¬

teristic for the lowest energy $ -particles focused by

the particular field setting.

For the investigation of the low energy re¬

gion of the spectrum, a thin polycrystalline layer of

anthracene was used (of ~20 mg,/cm. ) in order to mini¬

mize the background counting rate due to ^ -rays.

For those ft -particles which were sufficiently energe¬

tic not to be absorbed by suoh a layer, a thicker

single crystal of anthracene was used. Lead screening

between the source and the detector was used to reduce

the background counting rate due to $ -rays.
To reduce any error due to possible placing

of the source in an off-central position, the line

positions were again observed with the source frame ro¬

tated through 180°. The mean values of the appropriate

representative points of the various lines (of,§ 8 of

Chapter 2) were then used to evaluate the values.

The magnetic field setting was found from the mean of

several fluxmeter deflections in the manner described

in Chapter 4. Each portion of the spectrum was sur¬

veyed with at least four different sources, and weak

lines were distinguished from statistical fluctuations
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by detailed comparison of the spectra observed.

The first column of Table 7,1 shews the

corrected* values of Blaok^, found using a semi¬

circular focusing spectrograph with photographic plates.

To determine the positions of the more intense

low energy lines with greater accuracy, the lines of a

source of thorium active deposit, on a platinum wire of

0.3 mm. diameter, were observed photographically using

a plate with an emulsion thickness of 30 microns (II-

ford type 05). With the same field setting, the lines

due to MsThg, evaporated on a similar wire, were obser¬
ved with a second plate.

The distance between the edge of the plate

and the centre line of the source slit was accurately

measured, and the distances of the various lines from

that edge of the plate were then found by scanning the

plate with the slit of a microphotometer (Hilger and

Watts type B451). The mean values of four separate

runs along the plate were used.

From the positions of the lines of thorium

active deposit, the radii at which they were focused

were calculated, and, assuming the lines to possess

Black determined his field settings from the
values •"•*nes R&(B+C) observed by Ellis and
Skinner* * Black*s values have been altered to agree, »
with the more recent measurements on Ra(B+C) by Ellis,* '
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th© Hp values determined by Ellis*25*, the magnetic
field intensity was calculated.

From this field intensity the Hp values of
the stronger lines of KsThg were determined, and are
shewn in column 4 of Table 7,1, Allowance was made

for the manner in which the effective field Intensity

changed with radius (vide Chapter 4),

The energies corresponding to the Hp values

of the lines are shewn in column 5, The Hp values
determined photographically were used when available,

otherwise the values of column 3 were taken.
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TABTJS 7.1.

Line.

0>

Up
(GlacW).

GO

HP
observed wifck

Covnter.

(5)

Hp
observed.

pk.t03ro.pk-
ic.a.U'g.

(4-)

En.rgv.
(kftV).

(s)

Block's

per loo dLis-'
integrations.

Intensities
observed,
per loo dxs-
int*C)ttxtvortS.

1 *» 652 * 36.34 - )
2 665 661 659 36.91 9.4 44
3 696 689 690 40.33 8.0 1
4 mm 715 - 43.14 - Weak
5 *» 750 47.28 - Weak
6 «• 776 50.47 • Weak
7 790 787 789 52.16 6.1 ) 15
8 816 816 815 55.41 4.2 i
9 836 «» . 58.19 0.56 A —

10 864 872 - 61.91 0.38 Weak
11 900 901 • 66.97 1.5 .1
12 929 - 71.03 mm Weak
13 946 949 948 73.76 4.7 \ 8,0
14 975 976 977 77.98 3.3 i
15 1017 1000 81.49 - Weak
16 1069 1077 1072 92.66 1.5 } 1.3
17 «» 1114 1099 97.04 mm 1
18 1162 1166 1166 108.1 3.3 ) 5.6
19 1183 1182 1185 111.3 2.3 }
20 mm 1205 * 114.8 mm Weak
21 1248 1248 1247 122.2 2.1 \ 1.8
22 1267 « 125.8 0.56 1
23 1299 - 131.6 0.38
24 1336 1357 - 140.3 1.7 Weak
25 m 1376 * 145.8 m Weak
26 - 1435 mm 157.0 mm Weak
27 1459 1475 * 164.9 1.9 ) 1.3
28 1528 1545 • 178.7 0.56 )
29 1681 1660 «N» 202.4 1.5 Weak
30 - 1721 • 212.0 «. Weak
31 1770 1771 W 225.9 0.75 Weak
32 2081 2102 mm 300.5 0.56 Weak
33 2159 2168 mm 315.9 0.19 Weak
34 2303 2305 348.6 0.75 Weak
35 2663 mm mm 437.0 0.38 mm

36 2722 mm mm 451.9 0.19 mm

37 4012 4013 mm 796.4 0.56 Weak
38 4214 4237 • 858.5 0.28 Weak
39 4347 4345 e» 888.6 0.19 Weak
40 - 4475 925.1 Weak
41 4530 . <■» - 940.4 0.19
42 «w 4689 • 985.1 Weak
43 6430 6406 — 1477 0.09 Weak
44 6564 6588 «•» 1530 0.09 Weak
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£ 2. Analysis of the final portion of the continuous

spectrum.

The results of preliminary studies of the

final portion of the spectrum hare already been pub¬

lished and details of the two most accurate series i

of observations will now be given.

It is desirable to find a method for checking

the value of the magnetic field, obtained from the flux-

meter deflection, for experiments on the end-point of a

spectrum, and, in this case, the end-point of the

particle spectrum of ThC provided a useful reference

point for this purpose.
i

A source of thorium active deposit of dimen¬

sions 1 cm. by 2 mm. was prepared by exposing this area

of a foil of aluminium of equivalent thickness 0.2 mg./
2

cm , to a dry emanating preparation of RdTh. The acti¬

vated foil was covered with a similar aluminium foil to

prevent loss of atoms to the walls of the spectrometer

box by -particle recoil. With the magnetic field

set to focus electrons of energies up to ~2.4 MeV, ob¬

servations of the j3-particle spectrum, above the end-
point of ThC" (at 1.805 MeV), were commenced after the

source had attained transient equilibrium; corrections

for source decay could then be made using the decay con¬

stant for ThB.
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i

For these observations, together with those

using MsThg yet to be described, the spectrometer geo¬
metry was the same as that of £ 1* An anthracene

crystal of thickness ~ 5mm. was used.

Counting rates were taken with the shutter C,

of Figure 1,1, open and with it closed, the difference

between these readings giving the counting rate for

ft -particles only. Corrections were made for source

d^cay, and in addition a small constant deduction was

made from the observed counting rates to allow for

scattering of ft -particles into the detector from the
spectrometer box. That scattering was, in fact, pre¬

sent was shewn by the persistence of a small and almost

constant ft -particle counting rate beyond the end-
point of ThC up to the on-set of the X-line at 10,000

H^> , The average value of this rate was used for the
correction mentioned.

The experiment was repeated with the source

rotated through 180° to correct for non-central source

mounting.

The corrected ft -particle counting rates
were normalized (cf. Chapter 5), and a Fermi diagram,

shewn in Figure 7,3(a),plotted for each set of observa-
*

tions. The extended tables of Fermi functions

*
Issued in 1952 by the National Bureau of Standards.
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referred to by Feister^"*^ , were used throughout.

Straight lines were fitted to these diagrams by the

method of least squares. The mean Hp value corres¬

ponding to the two end-points given by this analysis

was compared with the Hp value for the end-point of
ThC, corresponding to an energy of 2,256 MeV, which was

(2)
obtained by leather, Kyles and Pringle*

The estimate of the intensity of the magnetic

field obtained from the fluxraeter deflection was then

adjusted slightly to produce agreement between these Hp

values.

With this field wetting the spectrum of MsThg
was observed over the range of electron energies focused.

Corrections for the background counting rate due to

$ -rays and to photomultiplier noise, for source decay

(assuming the half-value period to be 6,13 hours^®^),
and for scattering of electrons beyond the end-point,

were made as before.

The results, after normalization, were plotted

on a Fermi diagram shewn in Figure 7.3(b). The curve

obtained was analysed into the three straight lines

shewn, which gave a final end-point at an energy of

2.17 MeV, with partial spectra possessing end-points at

energies of 1,89 and 1.61 MeV.

The straight lines were again fitted by the

method of least squares. By fitting straight lines,
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it is implied that the spectra possess allowed shapes.

The correction factors for forbidden spectra, given by

Konopinski and Uhlenbeck^"5"^, did not alter the linear¬

ity of the curves, over the range of energies involved,;

sufficiently to change the analysis significantly.

Due to the limited source strength available,:

and to the fairly short half-value period of MsThg, a
second series of observations over this range of ener¬

gies (extending upwards from ~1,2 May) could net be

made with the source fisme rotated through 180°, without

a considerable reduction in the statistical accuracy of

the observations.

To Improve the accuracy of the value for the

end-point of the spectrum, the counting rates over a

smaller energy range, confined to the region above
~ 1.7 MeV, were therefore observed, A second series

of observations was taken with the source frame rever¬

sed, to correct for possible errors due to non-central ;

source mounting. The magnetic field was determined,
1

as in the previous experiment, from a Fermi plot of

observations on ThC which is shewn in Figure?.4(a).

Figure 7.4(b) shews the Fermi diagram for MsThg, in
which a single straight line has been fitted to the

points obtained with the two source positions. An

end-point at an energy of 2,18 MeV was given by this

analysis. The existence of a partial spectrum with
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an end-point at an energy of 1.88 MeV was also shewn.

With this field setting, observations of the

spectrum below an energy of — 1,90 MeV were then made

with a freshly prepared source. The Fermi diagram

was drawn (Figure 7.4(c)) and,by assuming the end-

point to be at an energy of 2.18 MeV,the final linear

portion of the Fermi plot of the spectrum was Inferred.

Analysis of the Fermi diagram into linear components,

shewed partial spectra with end-points at energies of

1.85 MeV and 1,70 MeV,

Finally a survey of the spectrum was made, at

fairly widely spaced intervals, from an energy of —1.90

MeV down to an ener^r of ~275 keV, all the observations

being made with the one source. Below this energy,

strong internal conversion lines are found. The ob¬

served points of the spectrum, after application of the

corrections for background counting rates and for source

dacay, were normalized, and are shewn in Figure 7.9.

The shape of the spectrum suggests the existence of at

least one other partial spectrum with an end-point at

-1.2 MeV.
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§J» Checks on the purity of the sources.

With the source strengths used in these and

in later experiments, a single source of MsThg could,
in general, only be used for work on the spectrum dur¬

ing the day on which it was extracted, otherwise long

counting periods would hare been necessary to obtain

the desired statistical counting accuracy. On fre¬

quent occasions, however, observations of the particu¬

lar portion of the spectrum under investigation were

repeated during the following morning, before replace¬

ment of the source, in order to check the decay of the

source over periods of ~ 2 half-lives. In all cases

the counting rates agreed with those calculated, assum¬

ing a 6.13 hour half-life, to within ~ 2% providing a

useful check on the purity of the sources extracted.

Moreover, on no occasion was Evidence found of the

strong F line of ThB -*■ C or of the strong, F, G and H

lines of RaB —>C.
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§4. j§^ coincidence studies.
To investigate further the existence of par¬

tial jS -particle spectra, and, in particular, to
search for less energetic components than those already

observed, coincidence techniques were applied.

One counter was set as close to the source as

possible to count the $ -radiations directly from the
source. The j9 -particles were screened from this
counter with a shutter covering the source slit. By

adjusting the voltage on the multiplier, only those

-rays above a certain minimum energy, chosen from the

calibration curve of Figure 3.4, were detected. The

same anthracene crystal, of thickness - 5mm., pre¬

viously used to obtain this calibration curve, was

used with the -counter.

The second counter was used to scan the con¬

tinuous fi -ray spectrum, and for this purpose a source

slit of 8mm. width was used^with a counter slit of width
5mm. The source, placed at an emission angle of 45^
was off-set from its central position towards the image

by half its effective width. In this way the solid

angle for p -particles subtended at the source by the
slit of the p -particle detector was made comparatively
large, (cf. §13.2 of Chapter 2), An anthracene crys¬

tal of thickness ~ 5mm« was used with the jS -particle
detector.
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Wlth the voltage of the -counter set to

the highest usable value, making the counter sensitive

to $ -rays of energies greater than ~ 50 keV, genuine
coincidences were recorded with -particles of ener¬

gies up to 1.83 MeV only. Observations were slmul-
wl7

taneously made at resolving times of 10 sec. and 10

sec. Although only those readings obtained with the

shorter resolving time were analysed, the number of

genuine coincidences obtained with the longer resolving

time was not significantly different from that given

with the shorter resolving time at any setting of the

jS -particle detector. At each |8 -particle detector
setting an observation was made to give the 2t~df back*

ground coincidence counting rate, the shutter C (of

Figure 1,1) being lowered. After making the necessary

corrections to these observations for decay of the source,

the genuine coincidence rate was subtracted from

the genuine counting rate observed with the shutter

raised. The genuine yS- 2f coincidence counting rates,
thus obtained, were normalized, using the factors

appropriate to this geometry of the spectrometer, and

were plotted, as shewn in Figure 7.5, on a Fermi dia¬

gram, The straight line, fitted by least squares, in¬

dicates an end-point at an energy of 1,83 MeV. Although

the same value was found on repeating the experiment, no

great reliance can be placed on the value for this end-
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point since the statistical errors were large, due to

the small number of j8 -particles counted, and to the
relatively high background coincidence rate.

For these reasons it was not expected that the two par¬

tial spectra with end-points at energies of 1.85 and

1.70 MeV, suggested by the experiments with a single

counter, would be resolved.

On lowering the voltage to make the 2f -counter
sensitive to radiations of energies greater than ~ 900

key, (3-2( coincidences were recorded for /3 -particles
of energies up to ~ 1.1 MeV only. Due to the rela¬

tively large number of ^-particles emitted in this

energy region by the source, the statistical accuracy

of the coincidence counts, after correcting for

coincidences (in the manner of the former experi¬

ment), was higher. A Fermi plot, shewn in Figure 7.6,

was made, and on analysis into components of allowed

shape, end-points of partial spectra were given at

energies of 1,11, 0.64 and 0.45 MeV.

On an earlier occasion a similar experiment

gave partial end-points at energies of 1,14 and 0.60

MeV. A partial spectrum with an end-point at 0.45 MeV

was not resolved, but only four experimental observations

were made in this energy region. The Fermi plots are

shewn in Figure 7.7,

The relative intensities of these partial
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spectra cannot be deduced from.the relative slopes of

the Fermi lines, since it is unlikely that the -particles

of each partial spectrum will be in coincidsnce with the

same -radiations of energy greater than ~ 900 keV.

That this conclusion Is valid was shewn by reducing the

voltage of the ^-countar still further, so that only
radiations of energies exceeding ~1.1 MeV were counted.

Coincidences between ft -particles and these 2f-rays now

disappeared at a ft-particle energy between 0.6 and 0,7
MeV, Statistical errors in this case were again large,

due to the small -counting rate, and no great reliance

can be placed on the end-point of 658 keV obtained from

the Fermi plot shewn in Figure 7.8, An end-point at

~450 key was not resolved from these observations.

This may be due to the large statistical errors involved

but could be accounted for by postulating that the level

of the RdTh nucleus fed by the spectrum with an end-point

at -450 key is not de-excited by a $-re.y of energy
greater than 1,1 MeV,



Figure78
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§ 5. Further deductions from the j&'$ coincidence
experiments.

Apart from establishing end-points of compon¬

ent spectra, the |S*2f coincidence experiment® shew other
features of the disintegration of MsThg which are smnaar-
ized below,

(i) No 2f -rays, with a half-life of less than 10*^
sec. follow the partial spectrum with an end-point at

2,18 MeV.

(ii) The $ -rays which de-excite the states of the
3L«t8

daughter nucleus ( ^RdTh^fed by partial spectra
with end-point energies of 1,85 and 1,70 MeV are of ener¬

gy not greater than-900 keV.

(iii) De-excitation of the state fed by the partial

spectrum with an end-point at 1,11 MeV involves either

one, or more rays of energy between-0,9 and -1.1 MeV,

but does not involve $ -rays of energy exceeding -1.1
MeV.

(iv) De-excitation of the states fed by the partial

spectrum with an end-point at ~640 keV (and possibly

the state fed by the partial spectrum with an end-point

at -450 keV) involves one or more ^ -rays with energy

exceeding -1,1 MeV.
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$ 6. The relative intensities of the partial spectra

observed.

The relative intensities of the partial spec¬

tra with end-point energies at 2,18, 1,85 and 1,70 MeV

were deduced from the relative slopes of the component

lints of the Fermi plots of Figure 7,4(c), the spectra

being assumed, for this purpose, to possess allowed

forms. With a knowledge of an end-point and the slope

of a line of the Fermi diagram, a value of the jS -par¬
ticle counting rate may be computed at any desired Hp

value. In this way, these three momentum spectra were

constructed and the ratio of the areas enclosed by

each curve was then proportional to the relative inten¬

sities of the three modes of -disintegration,

Since each partial spectrum, found by

coincidence studies, may not be followed by the same

-radiations, this method cannot be adopted to deter¬

mine the relative intensities of the lower energy com¬

ponents, using Fermi plots such as those of Figure 7.6.

The intensities of these less energetic partial spectra,

relative to those already determined, were found by a

detailed examination of the normalized momentum spec¬

trum, observed with a single source, and illustrated

in Figure 7,9.

The final portion of the sum of the component

momentum spectra with end-points at 2.18, 1,85 and 1.70

MeV was fitted to the high energy tail of this observed
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spectrum. The relative intensities of the three com¬

ponents already calculated were now modified by multi¬

plication by the constant factor required to fit the

calculated ordinates of the three component spectra to

the observed spectrum. j

Although accounting for all the high energy

disintegrations the sua of these three components

clearly only explained a small proportion of the dis¬

integrations of energies up to ~1.2 MeV, and those

disintegrations not yet included were found from the

differences between the two curves.

A Fermi plot of these excess disintegrations

was constructed (Figure 7.10)* and was found to possess

a linear final portion with an end-point at 1,09 MeV,

shewing good agreement with the partial end-point of

1.11 MeV from coincidence studies.

Assuming an allowed shape for this component,

the partial momentum spectrum was constructed using the

slope of the Fermi diagram, and its area gave the in¬

tensity of this component relative to the intensities

of the partial spectra already found.

The remaining excess $-particle counts ob¬

served, after deducting those of this partial spectrum,

||
The Fermi plot was based on the information obtained

by drawing a smooth curve through the observed points.
Elsewhere the observed points themselves were used.
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!
was again found, and used to construct a further Fermi

diagram (Figure 7.11)* This again shewed linearity in

its final portion, with an end-point at an energy of

655 keV (cf. 641, 600 and 658 keV of the jS-J coinci¬
dence studies). The intensity of this component was

given by finding the area enclosed by the calculated

spectrum, again assuming it to possess an allowed form.

It was found that the remaining fS -particle
counts of the observed spectrum could be accounted for

by a sixth component (shewn in Figure 7.11) with an

end-point in the region of 460 key (cf. ~450 key of a

1$-$ coincidence experiment).
The line, of Figure 7.9, shews the disinte¬

gration spectrum produced by the sum of these six com¬

ponent spectra, possessing relative intensities calcula¬

ted in this way whereas, the points marked are those

found experimentally,

A summary of these intensities is given in

Table 7.2, together with the decay constants of each

component, calculated by assuming the lifetime of MsThg
to be 6.13 hours.

TAB!1? 7.2,
Ervfll> pOvrtfc of
partial Spectrum,

(MaV.)
0)

Relative
vntcntlt^i ,

<%)
w

Constant, X.
<Mfy

2.18 10 3.14 x 10-*
1.85 9 2.83 x 10"fc
1,70 7 2.20 x 10"fc
1.11 53 16.65 x 10"'
0.64 8 2.51 x 10"'
0.45 13 4.08 x 10"'
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§ 7. Coincidences between 'f -radiations and internal
conversion electrons.

Only the more Intense electron lines may be

studied in experiments of this type, without excessively

long counting periods, owing to the presence of a con¬

siderable background of coincidences between the elec¬

trons of the continuous spectrum and the ^f-rqys.
For the (& -particle counter a source slit of

7 mm. width was used,with a counter slit of 1,5 ®nu widtK.

Sources of 2 mm. width were set centrally beneath the

source slit at en emission angle of 45°• In this way,

an adequately large solid angle for collection of elec¬

trons was obtained,without undue loss in resolution

(of. §13.3 of Chapter 2). The closely spaced lines

were, in several instances, only partially separated butj

fortunately, in most cases the overlapping lines were

assigned to the conversion of the same $ -ray in differ¬
ent shells.

The $ -counter was set as close to the source

as possible,and the voltage applied to the multiplier
was selected to make the counter sensitive only to

rays above a certain energy, chosen from the calibration
curve of Figure 3.4. The more intense lines super¬

imposed on the continuous spectrum were scanned with the

jB -particle counter and coincidences were recorded at

resolving times of both 10"*8 sec. and 10~7 sec. After

correcting for accidental coincidences, the genuine
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ooincidence rate was divided by the corresponding

count for the observation. In this way correction for

source decay was made, and furthermore an indication

was given of the relative importance, in producing co- t

incidences, of the additional energy range of $ -rays

included when the multiplier voltage was progressively

increased.

In all, three multiplier voltage settings were

used, to select $ -rays of energies greater than ~ 900

key, -400 keV and - 50 keV.

The results of these experiments are shewn in

Figure 7,12, in which the normalized shape of the spec¬

trum observed with the j8 -particle counter is given

together with the corresponding plots of the co-
—8

incidence rates (taken at a resolving time of 10 sec,),

per count recorded. The less exact results of ob-
"7

servatlons with the 10 sec. resolving time are not

shewn,as they only served to confirm the results pre¬

sented.

To discuss the features shewn by this figure,

the assignment of the conversion lines involved, to

radiations of various energies, summarized in Table 8,1

below, is anticipated. Notable features are thenj-

(1) The $ -ray of energy 57 keV which is converted
in the L|( and L|n shells to give the unresolved lines
at 660 and 690 gauss-cm,, and in the M and N shells to
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the unresolved lines et 790 and 815 gauss-cm. shews no

coincidences with any other ~ray> when the resolving
—8

time is 10 sec. A similar negative result was given
-7

with the longer resolving time of 10 sec. It there¬

fore appears that the 57 keV $ -radiation may have a
-7

lifetime considerably in excess of 10 sec.

(2) The K-shell conversion electrons of a 184 keV

$ -ray give a line at 948 H^> , which overlaps the L,
and Ltl conversion electron lines of a 98 keV $ -ray,

A considerable coincidence counting rate is obtained for

all ranges of -radiation energies recorded by the

counter, shewing that one, or both of these ^ -rays is

in coincidence with most of the other $-radiations,
(5) Observations on the unresolved lines at 1166

and 1185 Hp , which are attributed to the L)#|| and the

L,,, conversions of the 127 keV -ray, shew that this

radiation is also in coincidence with most of the other

-rays. The line at 1247 Hp is attributed to the
M-shell conversion of this J -ray.
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£ Coincidences between internal conversion electrons

of different lines.

Again, only the stronger lines may be studied j

in these experiments without impracticably long counting

periods due to the small solid angle for collection of |
i

electrons of the semicircular focusing spectrometer, andj
to the presence of a considerable background of coinci¬

dences between electrons of the continuous spectrum and

-rays, Moreover, having set one |8 -particle coun¬

ter on a particular conversion line, the second counter

may be adjusted to receive electrons of internal conver¬

sion lines of a limited energy range only. Fortunately,

in the case of MsTh2, coincidence studies could be mad®
with the double spectrometer between electrons of all

the strong lines of the spectrum, since suitable conver-|

sion lines exist which are sufficiently closely spaced.

The source, evaporated on to a rectangle of

aluminium foil of length 1 cm. and width 2 mm,, and of
o

thickness 0,2 mg./cm. , which was supported on a collod¬

ion film, was set at an emission angle of 45°. The

source slits of width 7 mm, were cut so that the source

was effectively displaced towards the image by half its

effective width from the plane containing the centre

lines of the source slits. The counter slit was of

width 1,5 cm, Tliin polycrystalline layers of anthra-

cene (of ~ 20 mg./cm. ) were used to reduce the back¬

ground counting rate due to -rays.
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With on© counter set to receive the Lu ltl

shell conversion electrons of the 127 keV $-radiation
(at an Hp value of ~1175 gauss-cm.), the second coun¬
ter was moved to receive electrons over the range of

energies from 700 to 1200 gauss-cm. Genuine coincidence

counting rates were deduced from the observations at re-

solving times of both 10*" and 10 sec. The curve of

Figure 7,13 shews the variation in the counting rate ob¬

tained by moving a single counter through this region of

the spectrum. The $-ray and noise background count¬

ing rates have not been deducted from the counting rate

shewn in this case, and represent approximately one

half of the counting rate at *-700 H(> and one third of
the counting rate at ~1200 Hp, The peak at ~800 Hp
is attributed to the M and N shell conversion electrons

of the 57 k©V ^-radiation, that at-950 Hp to the K
shell conversion electrons of the 184 keV $ -radiation,
and that at ~1175 geuss-om, to the L , ,,, shell con¬

version electrons of the 127 keV jf" -radiation. The

points marked below this curve represent the genuine co¬

incidence counting rates observed.

It is clear that the coincidence rate shews no

tendency to follow the peaks of the single channel curve

belonging to the 57 and 184 keV $-radiations.
An estimate will now be made ofthe coincidence

rate which might be expected between the electrons of

the Lhjl(l shell conversions of the 127 keV -radiation
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and the H and R conversion electrons of the 57 keV

1 mediation, if these two -rays are presumed to be in

| cascade and if neither possesses a lifetime greater than
—8

10 sec. Use is made of equation 2.58 of Chapter 2,

§ 13*1# which shews that the genuine counting rate 0
! i
: !

is expressed by
Q = Nj-.c.e, pxc4ev

i

The symbols are explained in §13.1 of Chapter 2.

The counting rate at the peak of the conver¬

sion lines due to the 57 keV $ -radiation, after deduc¬

tion of the background counting rate caused by & -particles
*

!

of the continuous spectrum# and by $ -radiations, is
-- tN^cx€l

The genuine coincidence rate, G, then becomes

« - cj-t
in which the suffix 1 refers to the conversion electrons

I

of the 127 keY ^ -radiation.
To estimate fg (which represents the fraction

of the disintegrations of the source in which the 57 keV
trains itCort occurs

$ -radiation io omitted) an assumption has to be made
vi

regarding the particular type of $ -radiation emitted.

Anticipating the discussion of Chapter 8 and in parti¬

cular the classification of the $ -rays summarized in
Table 6.3, f2 will be taken as 0.6.

The term f^c^represents the intensity of the
particular Internal conversion line on which the counter

is set, per disintegration of the source. For the L
"jiii
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shell conversions of the 127 keV -ray this will be

©hewn in Table 8.1 to be 0.056.
, tr.nSCtuOTV occurs

The 57 keV j-radiation is emitted in a frac-
tira-neCtuan

tion p2 of the occasions in which the 127 keV jif-redict-;
t.Kcs place.
tion is emitted, neglecting any possible delay in the

emission of the 57 key radiation, p2 is taken as ~ 1,
€, represents the solid angle for collection

of the electrons of the conversion line due to the 127

keV 2t -radiation and is estimated as not less than
of 4 7T .

Taking 02 as 12,500 counts per 40 seconds, the
number of coincidences to be expected in a counting

|

period of 10 min», if the two -rays are in cascade,

and if neither has a lifetime of greater than 10 sec.,

becomes not less than 17.5. It would have been possible

to observe such a genuine coincidence rate, had it been

present.

Turning now to the possibility of coincidences

between the conversion lines of the 127 and 184 keV

radiations (which have been shewn in the experiments
. «,o

described in ? 7 to possess lifetimes of less than 10

sec.) a similar argument shews that ~140 coincidences

per 10 min. might be expected were the 2^ -radiations
emitted in cascade.

Using the suffix 1 to refer to the 127 keV

radiation, and 2 to refer now to the 184 keV ^-radiation,
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the following values have been adopted in this esti¬

mation :-

C2 » 10,000 oounts/40 sec*

P2 » 1
f2 - 0.072

flcl = °*056
e, -- o.ool

Clearly if the quantum emission of the 184 key

^ -radiation is higher than ~1.2$, then this coinci¬
dence rate will be smaller, but, even so, it seems

likely that genuine coincidences would have been obser¬

ved, were they present.

It was therefore concluded that the 127 and 184

keV -rays were not in cascade, and that the new re¬

sults involving the 57 keV $ -radiation did not violate
the previous conclusion that the lifetime for emission

of this ^ -ray exceeds 10~*^ sec.
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§ 9. ft coincidence studies.
*

Both detectors were placed as close to the

source as possible and were soreened from -particles

by closing both the source slits with shutters. Anthra¬

cene crystals of thickness -0.5 cm. were used.

With the voltage on one multiplier set so that

only ft -rays of energies above —900 keV were detected,
ft-ft coincidences were observed with various voltages

applied to the second counter. Table 7,3 summarizes

the results of these experiments.

TABLE 7.3

Energy of r»-yS
detected by

Counter #2 (W»V).
CO

'Totad 'humbif of
Qe-nui-n® cacneide-ncos.

Genuine coins idonccs

par 'jf-cety detected
by Counter ft t.

(5).

>400 75 * 16 6.2 t 1.3
> 500 157 ± 27 7.6 i 1.3
>650 86 l 21 3.9 t 1.0
>750 35 t 12 2.7 - 0.9
>900 14 i 12 1.0 i 0.9

Further experiments shewed that no coincidences

were recorded between ft -rays of energy greater than
1 MeV, and the 400-500 keV ft -rays.

It is therefore concluded that:-

(i) No ft -rays of energies greater than 900 keV
are in coincidence,

(ii) Coincidences exist between 2f"Yat*lations of
energies between 900 and 1000 keV and ft -radiations of
energies between 400 and 500 keV, but no coincidences

exist between ft -rays of energies greater than 1 MeV
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and the 400-500 keV $-rays.
The method was of Insufficient resolving power

to analyse further coincidences between $ -rays of

energy ~ 900 keV and $ -rays of energy less than «>4Q0
keV,
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§ 10. The estimation of the error in the estimate of

the number of genuine coincidences.

The number of coincidence counts, T, recorded

includes a certain number of accidental, coincidences,

A, arising from the finite resolving time of the co«'

j

incidence set, X . Jfrom a knowledge of X , this num¬

ber of accidental coincidences may be estimated using

the formula

A = 3 (7,1)
P

in which and l?2 refer to the total number of counts
recorded in the channels feeding the coincidence mixer, i-n a
pe<ri.odL, p.

It is assumed that the number of accidental

and genuine coincidences, and the total number of co¬

incidences, a, g and t, are distributed normally* with
expected values of a, g and t respectively and with

standard deviations of fit, fi and fi.
All that is observed is T, a sample reading of

t, and the resolving time t , which may be determined

very accurately with long counting periods (cf. 8 of

Chapter 3), Let 0^. be the standard deviation in this
observed X , Since T is the only estimate of t, it

follows that the best estimate of g is

G = T - A, (7.2)

*
Strictly they will form Poissonian distributions but,

with the number of coincidences usually recorded, these
will closely approximate to normal distributions.
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where A is the best estimate of a and is calculated from

equation 7»1*

The estimate of number of accidental coinci¬

dences, A, will possess a standard deviation of

given by

(7.3)

The standard deviation of 6, 0^, , will then be
given by

X. ^r- J.
• ' + ""»« (7.4)

where *[T is the standard deviation in 1, since the dis¬

tribution in a is independent of the distribution in t.

In practice, cr* is negligibly small, and the

standard deviation in the estimate of the number of

genuine coincidences becomes ^T»
It Is frequently stated that the standard

deviation in 0 is ^T +• A, but if there ere no genuine

coincidences in the recorded total, then T should be

normally distributed about A with standard deviation of

, and not of J2A as would follow from the ex¬

pression JT+ / ,
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§11, An Attempt to measure the half-life of the state

emitting the 57 keV j -radiation.

Let the pulses from a ^-particle counter be
fed to a scaler, the input oirouit of which is capable

of making the instrument insensitive to further input

pulses for a known "paralysis" time, cr , immediately

following the leading edge of an input pulse, Let;-

B be the background count of the ft -particle de¬
tector per second,

N be the number of disintegrations of the source,

per second,

f be the fraction of these disintegrations which are

followed by the emission of a delayed conversion electron,

et be the nett efficiency of the detector for dis¬

integration electrons, and

be the nett efficiency of the detector for de¬

layed conversion electrons,

For the hypothetical case in which the paralysis

time of the sealer and the counter "dead" time are sup¬

posed to be zero, the counting rate will be

Ca = 8 Ne, + (7,5)

The counting rates due to conversion electrons,

other than those mentioned, and to the quantum emission

of J? -rays may be regarded as adding to the background

counting rate.

Let it now be supposed, for simplicity, that

the internal conversion electrons, which follow the
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disintegrations of the source, are delayed by a constant
time interval t.

When o- is less than t (but is greater than the

counter "dead" time) the observed counting rate will be

C,, given by
I I . (T

C, = Ce (7.6)
Although the pulses from the detector do not

form a sequence which is striotly random, due to the
/ -TQ \

"pairing" of events, it has been shewn by Feather* '

that the seme correction for counting losses, due to the

introduction of a finite paralysis time, is equally

applicable here as it is to the case of a truly random

sequence of events.

The plot of against <r will give a straight

line (at 45° to the co-ordinate axes, if the scales

chosen for the axes are equal). The line, when extra¬

polated, will cut the ~ axis at ^ ,

If o- is now adjusted to exceed t, then, in

addition to counting losses due to the finite paralysis

time of the circuit, further losses will be incurred,

since those delayed internal conversion electrons, for

which a disintegration electron has been detected, will

no longer be recorded. The number of particles detected

if counting losses due to the finite paralysis time are,

for the moment, neglected, will then be Cg , given bvj

Cx ■ C0- NK*,. t7,7)
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Taking into account these losses, the recorded

counting rate will become C j, given by
5" • i +«■ (7.8)3 S-»

Thus, when <r > t, a second straight line is

given on plotting 3- against <r , which ,on extrapolation
3 !

intercepts the 3 axis at 3 . This line will be para-

lie! to the line given when o-< t, but will be displaced

upwards from it as shewn in Figure 7.14, The ratio of

the intercepts with the axis for the two lines will

be
C,

_ c.
C, * c. - N 0.9).

When 0- * t, a sudden transition from one line

to the other will occur, as shewn in Figure 7.14. In

real cases, the interval t is not constant, but varies

exponentially with a decay constant corresponding to the

half-value period for the delayed emission. This pro¬

duces a gradual change from one line to the other,

rather than the abrupt change shewn.

It is clear, therefore, that by observing the

counting rates for various paralysis times, it may be

possible, in certain circumstances, to detect the exis¬

tence of the emission of those delayed conversion elec¬

trons which follow disintegration ^3-particles.
For the method to succeed, the loss in counts

due to the "pairing'* of events should not be small when

compered with the loss produced by the finite paralysis
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time of the electronic circuits. The ratio of these

losses is easily shewn to be
N j-e, ex\_\ * <r(8 + N&, + Nj-e,)]

o-(8 + Ne, + Nf e,)x

If €t is effectively equal to €x , the ratio
becomes ^ [.. + „(,t j. + £)]

0
This is increased by reducing N end by increas¬

ing € , B should be as small as possible, especially

when H is made small.

The technique outlined above was applied to

study the disintegration of MsThg. Coincidence experi¬
ments had shewn that the 57 keV $ -radiation, which

gives rise to the emission of a conversion eleotron in

some 60^ of the disintegrations, had a lifetime In excess
*9

of 10 sec,

A very weak source of MsThg was evaporated on
to the cathode of a Gelger counter. In this way a 50%

geometry was obtained, making e, and ex ~§, The princi¬

pal features of the counter used are shewn in Figure 7.15,

Counters of this typepossessed plateaux, some 35Qv

in length,starting at ~900 volts with slopes of 0.05£

per volt. The output of the counter was taken via a

probe unit (type 1014) to two scalers (type 1009A) con¬

nected in parallel. Simultaneous observations, using

two distinct paralysis times were thus possible.

The various settings of the paralysis time of
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FlSURE 1'\S. The GtigW' Countev.

o % %' */,' v;
i—i—i—*

Scale-
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the input circuit of these scalers were measured in the

following way. A double pulse generator (type 1013C)

was used to supply pulses to the probe unit the "dead*

time of which was set at a nominal 200 yu-sec. Ibe out¬
put pulses from the probe unit were taken to each scaler

i
in turn. On increasing the Spacing of the pulses from

the double pulse generator, a pulse separation was found

for which the scaler ceased to shew single pulses, but

counted double pulses only. Thiscondition was clearly
W; "

indicated by the number one neon of the scaler either

staying permanently on, or being permanently extinguished.

At the same time the output of the double pulse

generator was fed to a timing circuit*. The first

pulse emitted by the pulse generator was used to operate

an electronic switch /which connected the output pulses

from a 50 kc/s crystal controlled oscillator to a scaler

(Airmec type 704)of very small input paralysis time.

The second pulse from the generator disconnected the

circuit. Thus a burst of pulses was counted by this

scaler during the paralysis time of the scaler (type

1009a) under test. Observation of the total number of

pulses recorded in about one hundred of such bursts

i mmmw————m

*
The writer is indebted to Mr.A. McDonald, of Edin¬

burgh University, for the use of this equipment.
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allowed an accurate determination of the "paralysis"

time of the scaler. Bach setting of the paralysis time,

(longer than that of the probe unit paralysis time) was

measured in this way for both scalers. An attempt to

measure the paralysis time of the probe unit (by setting

that of the scaler to ~ 2 ^sec.) shewed that it was do-
pendent on the shape of the input pulse, Por this rea¬

son, only paralysis times of the scaler input circuits

longer than that of the probe unit were used in the ex¬

periments with a Geiger counter. The counting rates

with a paralysis time of 502 jx. sec, were compared, in
turn, with those with paralysis times of 1,009, 5,230

and 10,285 msec. Table 7,4 summarizes the results,

TABLE 7.4.

time, <r(.
(m.Stc)
«

Count, per
SOO see.

c;
<»■)•

Poml^SiS
time, Cj.
(m.sec.)
<s).

Covr>tS p«r
3oo sec.

<■
<*)■

3oo Soo . .

-(»*■*,)
(m .see.)

(')■

c;
«-)

c;-c,"
C)

0,502 27015 1.009 25773 11.133 26947 + 68

0.502 27535 5,230 19221 10.879 27576 -41

0.502 27600 10,285 14516 10,884 27563 + 37

0,502 26107 1,009 25055 11,467 26162 -55

0.502 26784 5.230 18873 11.168 26862 -78

0.502 26977 10.285 14326
=sasBS—=

11.157
u- ... ~

26889 + 88

C" represents the number of counts which would be

expected with a paralysis time of 0,502 m sec,, estimated

from the number of countB observed with various longer
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paralysis times. This estimate assumes no losses due

to "pairing* of events. The differences between C* and

C' , the actual counts observed with a paralysis time

of 0.302 m. sec., are small and distributed about zero,

indicating that no substantial loss of counts due to

"pairing" of events occurs between paralysis times of

0.5 and 10 m. sec. The order of magnitude of the loss

expected, if "pairing" losses were to occur for para¬

lysis times in this range, is given by the expression

300 in which €, * ex = J- , and N - 125 counts/sec.

The expected losses due to pairing ere then ~4500 counts

per 300 sec. Only a small fraction of these losses

would be observed if the lifetime of the delayed emission

were considerably in excess of 10 m. sec.

It therefore seems clear that the half-life

of the state emitting the 57 keV $ -ray is either con-

siderably greater than 10 a, sec. or lies between 10

sec, and 500 yu-seo.

To test whether much shorter paralysis times

would shew pairing of events, the experiment was re¬

peated using a scintillation counter with anthracene as

the phosphor. The crystal was placed on the end-window

of the multiplier (8&I type 5045) and a weak source of

MsTh2 was placed on the crystal. The multiplier voltage
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was set to ~23QO volts to ensure that low energy fl-
particles would he detected with high efficiency. It

was assumed that this voltage was sufficient since# with

the much less efficient light collection of the optical

system used with the spectrometer, particles of this

energy were detected at this voltage, hut with reduced

efficiency.

Observations of the counting rates at input

paralysis times of 2, 100, 200 and 502 ^sec., with
further checks at 1.009* 5.230 and 10.235 m. sec. were

made, and the reciprocal of the counting rate was

plotted against the dead time. The experimental

points for low values of o- , shewn in Figure 7.16,
shews bo*, tendency to fall below the line drawn at 45°
to the aces.

It is possible that the life-time of the state

emitting the 57 keV $-ray lies between 10sec. and

2 yusec. but, especially in the light of the observations
of Lecoin, Perey and Teillac,^ using a cloud chamber,

it seems more likely that the half-value period exceeds

10 m sec.

The method described might possibly be extended

to investigate whether the lifetime of the delayed

emission exceeds 10 m see. but, unless extremely small

counting rates were employed, the paralysis time losses

would become very large compared with those due to

pairing of events. The background counting rate of the
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Figure 7-lt> Sec text.
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counter would eventually set a limit to the smallest

source strength which could be used«
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CHAPTER 8.

Discussion of the experimental results*

$1. T -ra,Y3 suggested by analysis of the con¬

version lines.

A summary of the analysis of the conversion

electron lines is shewn in Table 8.1, and the mean

2f -ray energies obtained are listed in column 7.
In this analysis, the electron extraction energies of

Cauchois ^9) were used, which, for Z « 90, are as

follows

K shell; 109.63 keV

h 20.46 M

It,, ,» 19.69 H

in
M 16.30 •f

H, M 5.18 M

MM M 4.82 H

M„, 4.04 M

MIV W 3.49 H

Mv H 3.33 M

*■ H 1.32 M

*« M 1,16 W

In some cases, where the interpretation of

a line is not unique, both values of the deduced

-ray energy have been included. All but nine of

the conversion electron lines, observed either by

Black, or in this investigation, have been assigned
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to 2f -rays • Of the remaining lines, which are all

of weak intensity, that occurring at an Hp of 901
gauss-cm. is interpreted as an Auger line; f -radia¬

tions associated with the remaining lines hate not

been identified.

The intensities of the lines listed in

column 4 of the table were derived, whenever possible,

from the recent observations by Brgdie, using the

lens spectrometer referred to in §1 of Chapter 7.

For those cases in which lines were not resolved by

this instrument# the total intensity of the unresolved

group of lines was divided in the ratio of the corres¬

ponding line intensities observed photographically by

Black. Certain weak lines at low energies, together

with all the more energetic lines, were not observed

with the lens spectrometer, and the intensity measure¬

ments derived from the observations of Black were used

in these cases. These intensities should be regarded

as indications of order of magnitude only.
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TABLE 8.1

Intensity Con¬ Mean "jf" roV
L*n«. Hp value. par 100 version fcnargg. energy.

(gauis-Cm). <k«V). dielntagrat ionS, shall. (kaV). (k«V.)
(») U>. (3). (A). <*>. («»). 0).

1 652 36e34 Weak L, 56.80
2 659 36.91 23.8 I'M 56.60 56.75
3 690 40.33 20.2 1,„ 56.63
7 789 52.16 8.9 M„ 56.98
8 815 55.41 7.1 N, 56.73
9 836 58.19 — K 77.88 78.05
10 872 61.91 0.1 78.21
14 977 77.98 3.3 K 97.67 97.77
15 1000 81.49 — 97.79
16 * 1072 92.66 mm M, 97.84
16* 1072 92.66 - 112.4 t

17 1099 97.04 mm K 113.3 113.0
18 t 1166 108.1 — M, 113.3
l8t 1166 108.1 3.3 127.8
19 1185 111.3 2.3 127.6
21 & 1247 122.2 — M, 127.4 127.5
22 1267 125.8 0.56 N, 127.1
12 929 71.03 — K 180.6 179.0
26 1435 157.0 — 1, 177.5
13 948 73*76 4.7 K •183.4
27 1475 164.9 1.0 L, 185.4 184.2
28 1545 178.7 0.3 M, 183.9
21 § 1247 122.2 mm K 231.8 232.2
30 1721 212.0 — L, 232.5
31 1771 225.9 0.75 K 335.5 336.0
33 2168 315.9 0.19 L, 336.4
32 2102 300.5 0.56 K 410.1 410.1
34 2305 348.6 0.75 K 458.2

2663 437.0 0.38 L, 457.5 457.6
2722 451.9 0.19 M, 457.1

37 4013 796.4 0.56 K 905.9 907.1
3? 4345 888.6 0.19 I., 908.3
38 4237 858.5 0.28^ X 968.1 964.5
41 4530 940.4 0.19 L, 960.9
40 4475 925.1 - K 1035 1035
42 4689 985.1 — K IO95 1095
43 6406 1477 0.09 K 1587 1587
4*' 6588 1530 0.09 K 1640 1640
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§ 2* Classification of the observed -partial spectra*

From the relative intensities of the si*

partial spectra observed# the half-value period# t#

for each mode of |8 -decay was calculated# assuming
the lifetime of MsThg to be 6.13 hours. The value
of lcglof for the maximum energy of each component
spectrum was read from the appropriate member of the

set cf curves given by Feenberg and and

the value of log l0ft was calculated for each partial

spectrum. These logloft values were then used to

identify each mode of B-disintegration in accord¬

ance with the grouping suggested by ITordheia^ ^. A

summary of the predictions of this method is given in

columns 7 and 8 of Table 8.2.

T.CBLS 8.2

Maximum
tnergvj of
ft-Spectrum

(•).

€

(me1)
w.

Relative
intensity.
(%).
(S).

^9.ofc
(4). (5).

lo9,.fk
(b).

Spin change
and parity

change.

(**>•

Degree of
forbiddannaSS.

(9).
2.18 5.26 10,1 5.34 3.55 8.9 \

1.85 4.62 9.6 5.36 3.30 8.7 2(Yes) 1st

1.70 4.32 6.7 5.52 3.12 8.6

1.11 3.17 53.0 4.62 2.44 7.1 Either Either

.641

.448

2.26

1.88

7.6

13.0

5.47

5.23

1.70

1.15

7.2

6.4

1 (no)
or
tTor 1
(Yes)

Allowed
(I -forbidden)
or
1st
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§ 3. A possible level scheme for RdTh.

la suggesting a possible level scheme for the

daughter RdTh nucleus, it is assumed that the six

partial j8 -ray spectra of the disintegration of MsTh2
de-excite directly a single energy state of MsThg*
The possibility of 8 -disintegration from more than

one energy state of MsThg will be examined in § 6.
Six energy states for the RdTh nucleus are

thus established, and possible spins and parities for

these states, referred to the spin and parity of the

state of MsThg de-excited by |8 -activity, are indi¬
cated by the conclusions summarised in column 7 of
Table 8.2.

To fit the transitions responsible for the

observed $ -radiations into the energy level scheme
for the RdTh nucleus, in a manner which did not vio¬

late the experimental results outlined in Chapter 7,

four energy levels, in addition to the six levels

indicated by the end-points of the partial |6 -ray
spectra, appeared to be required. Figure 8.1 illus¬

trates the tentative level scheme proposed. Clearly

the problem is one of considerable complexity, and

alternative solutions may be equally valid.

Possible spins and parities were chosen for
these four additional levels, and the spins and pari¬

ties of the remaining six levels of RdTh (together
with the spin and parity of the state of MsThg in¬
volved directly in the j3 -transitions) were tentat¬
ively identified by ensuring that the probability of
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Figure 81 ■ Suggested deca'g Scheme.
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each $-transition possessed a feasible value.
Such transition probabilities were calculated from

the conversion line intensities shewn in Table 8.1#

in conjunction with the It-conversion coefficients of

Rose* Goertzel and PerryColumns 5# 6 and 7 of

Table 8#3 summarize these deductions. For those

transitions involving a mixture of types of radiation#
the transition probability obtained by assuming the

radiation to be entirely of one or of the other type

is shewn. It has been assumed that the ground state

of the even-even radiothorium nucleus ( .™ BdTh)

possesses zero spin and even parity. The deductions

made are corroborated to some extent in certain cases

by the observed ratios of the Ktl> conversion co¬

efficients and by the observed ratios of the L sub-shell
conversion coefficients• These cases will be discussed

later, together with the early work of Thibaud^),
using the method of the "excited*1 photoeleetron spec¬

trum, which adds further support to the identification

of the types of $ -radiations made.
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TABLE 8.3.

CO

Ir> tfrnfiit-y
pA* loOdt'S-

in tagr* ti.fr nS.
«

Can-
VarScon

Shall.

(3>

Mean )(-niV|
energy.
(keV.)
C4).

Type of
radCatvon.

(S).

k - Conversion
Coefficient,

(after Rose efcai.)
transition
prohckbilitxj.

o>.

1
2
3
7
8

] ^eek
23.8
20.2
8.9
7.1

L,.,

N.

56.75 E2 - 6o?r

9
10 0.1

X>,,
L, 78.05 E2+M1 • -

14
15
16*

3.3

mm

I>„
L,„
M,

97.77 E2+-M1 - -

16*
17
181

mm L„
I'M
M,

113.0 E2*M1 - -

181 3.3
19
21$
22

2.3
mm

0.56

I'M
M,
N,

127.5 E2+M1 0.6 (E2) /v

(See tesct).

12
26

mm K

L,
179.0 E2+M1 - mm

13
27
28

4.7
1.0
0.3

K
L,
M,

184.2 Ml 4.0 7.25

21$
30

K

I-,
232.2 E2 +Ml mm mm

31
33

0.75
0.19

K

L,
336.0 E2fMl 0.S (Ml)

0.06 (E2)
1.95(Ml)
13.4ff(E2)

32 0.56 K 410.1 E2*M1 0.49 (Ml)
.044 (E2)

1.75(Ml)
13.35(B2)

34
35
36

0.75
0.38
0.19

K

L.
M,

457.6 E2*Ml 0.36 (Ml)
.035 (E2)

3.45(Ml)
22.8ff(E2)

37

39

0.56

0.19

K

L,
907.1 E3+M2 0.10 (M2)

.023 (E3)
6.45(M2)
25.15(E3)

38
41

0.28
0.19

K
964.5 E3+K2 .086 (M2)

.021 (E3)
3.75{M2)
13.85(E3)

40 - K 1035 El - -

42 - K 1095 E3 - -

43 0.09 K 1587 E3 .0075 125

44 0.09 K 1640 S2+M1 .014 (Ml)
.0036(E2)

6.55(M1)
25.15(E2)



A summary of the number of transitions

which exoite eaoh atate, together with the number

of de-exciting transitions* per 100 disintegrations

of ffioThg, la given in fable 8»4.
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TABLE 0.4

Excitation

antfgvj
of State.

(keV.)
<>»

Numbed of tifa.riStti.orvS e-xeiti-Yvg tkis
state.,

(per lOO disintegrations).
(i)

Number of transitions de-exciti-ng
this State,

(per loo disintegrations),
<5)

0 79$ + 1095 keV (E5)1 100$

57 MIN. 28$' + 1035 keV (Si)
MAX. 775c + 1035 keV (Elh

60$

184 MIN. 6.4%
MAX. 25$

13$

393 9$ + 232 keV
(E2+Ml)tf

MIN. 1.9%
MAX. 13$

515 7$ ♦ 113 keV
(E2+ia)2f

MIN. 3.4$
MAX. 23%

626 MIN. 3.7$
MAX, I4r>

113 k©V(E2+Ml)j
4- 232 keV(E2+Ml)y

1093 KIN. 55$

MAX. 66%

MIN. 6.4$ + 1035 key
j. InQc ww

MAX. 25$ + 1035 key
♦ 1095 key

;E!)
E3 '
[El);
!E3);

i
i

f
1497 98 key

(E2+M1)^
MIN. 1.7$
MAX. 13$

1593 8$ + 179 keV
(E2+M1)$

MIN. 16$ + 98 keV(E2+Ml)
MAX. 26$ + 98 keV(E2+MlJ1

1697 78 keT
(E2+Ml)tf

MIN. 6,5$
MAX. 25$

1772 13$ 78 keV(E2+J&)
+ 179 key(E2+Ml) !
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Any further information regarding the in-

tensities of the conversion lines, or any new and

more accurate theoretical values for the L-ahell conver¬

sion coefficients, may well lead to a revision of the

scheme suggested*
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j? 4. Further remarks on the individual 1 -radiations,
(i) The 57. 127 and 184 key radiations.

The predominant conversions of the 5? keV

radiation occur in the L,( and !«„, sub-shells, with
a relatively small L, conversion. The "relativistic,
but unscreened" 1 sub-shell conversion coefficients

of Gellman, Griffith and Stanley ^4) suggest that the

transition is not electric or magnetic dipole. The
teams C tilen occurs

$—ray is emitted in ~ 60$ of the disintegrations,
which, together with its relatively long half-life,

suggests that no other competing $ ~rs7 de-excites
the same energy state. It seems very probable there¬

fore that this radiation comes from the first excited

state of HdTh. The possibility of the transition

occurring in the MsThg nucleus cannot at first be
ruled out, but the various values for the energy of

each $ ~3^sy, derived from the energies of the various
conversion lines observed, are more widely scattered

when the electron extraction energies appropriate to

a nucleus with a charge number of 89, rather than SO,

are used. Moreover, recent study of the -particle

, activity of by Bunlavey and Seaboyg^-^ has
shewn the existence of an excited state of EdTh at

an energy of ~6G keV. It seems plausible to identify

this level with that at 57 keV shewn in the suggested

decay scheme•

To account for the relatively long lifetime
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of the state emitting the 51 he? $ -radiation,it la
suggested that the radiation is either electric or

magnetic quadnsp&Xf, or of still higher order* The

data presented in the review of isomeric transitions#

by Goldhaber and Sunyar^6), were used In studying

lifetimes of excited states *

Study of the 127 and 184 he? $ -radiations
imposes further restrictions on the classification of
the 57 keV transition. The relative intensities of

the conversions of the 127 ke? 2f-ray in the L sub-

shells suggest that this radiation is electric quad-

rupole« A Ksi ratio of li40 has been observed by

Brodle (private communication) and a comparison of
the & threshold conversion coefficients of Spinrad

and Keller<47> with the I» sub-shell coefficients of

Gellman et al* loads; to the best agreement with ob¬

servations, if this jf -ray is assumed to be pre¬

dominantly electric quadrupole•

With regard to the 184 ke? $ -radiation ,

the strong 1, conversion, with no J*u or L()( con¬
versions found, together with the short half-life,

suggest that the radiation is magnetic ipole, al¬

though the K*I» ratio of ill is rather low (cf.

goldhaber and Svnyar). Quantum emission of this

energy was detected by fhibaud, but since no intensity

is quoted for the photoelectron line excited in lead,

it seems probable that the line was too weak to be

measured. This agrees with the estimate of for



the quantum intensity, if this radiation is classified

as magnetic dipole•

Assuming that the 184 keV $ -radiation is

magnetic dipole, and that 'this radiation is a cross¬

over for the 12? and 57 ke? ^ -rays in cascade, the
57 keV transition must then he classed as electric

quadrupole (if the 127 k®V $ -ray transition gives a

mixture of magnetic dipole and electric quadrupol®

radiations) or as magnetic octupole (if the 127 ksV

$ -radiation is mainly electric quadrupol®). Al¬
though, in the former case, it is difficult to apprec¬

iate the reason for the 127 keV radiationshoing pre¬

dominantly electric quadrupcle, in view of the theore¬

tical predictions of Austern and Sachs(43)t w&0 claim

that in such cases magnetic dipole radiation should

predominate, it is thought it is more likely that the

57 keV radiation is electric quadrupola than magnetic

octupole• The statistical evidence is strongly in

favour of the first excited state of an even-even

nucleus having a spin of 2 and tyen parity, and more¬

over the lifetime of magnetic octupole radiation of

this energy would probably be sufficiently long to be

detected by ordinary decay methods.

(ii) The 336, 410* 458. 907 and 965 keV radiations.

These radiations hove all been observed by

Thlbaud) using the method of the "excited" photo-

electron spectrum# The intensities of the photo-
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electron lines, observed with a source of MsThq in
equilibrium with, its decay products, are referred to

the Intensity of the strong line excited "by the 532
keV M 2f -**y of ThC" -* Pb, which is given the arbi¬

trary value of 100, In order to estimate, very

roughly, the absolute quantum intensities of the 2f~
rays of the HsThg — EdKi transition, use was made of
the absolute measurement of the quantum intensity of

the 532 keV energy $ -ray, observed by Martin and

Richardson(49)f The number of $ -rays of this

energy emitted per 100 disintegrations of ThCM is

quoted as 65, which, on allowing for the branching at

ThC, gives a value of 22 $ -rays of energy 582 3se?

per 100 disintegrations of MsTh^. By assuming that
a phetoolectron line, of Intensity 100, corresponds
to an absolute quantum intensity cf 22£, the absolute

quantum intensities of the $ -rays belonging to the
RdTh nucleus were deduced. Column 4 of Table 8,5

summarizes the results of this comparison..

TABLE 8,5

Nucleus.

0)
<KcV.)

<*>

ftelect vvc
t*\b cnSLt^.

CTk q bo>. ud).
(*)

Absolute cjuontum
CntenSCt^ pee lOO
AiSlnttq-rofccoaS of

MsTh ,

<*)

Pb 562 100 22
RdTh 183 4m —

«

« 410
40
15

8,8
3.3

« 458 20 4.4
it 907 80 17.S
t# 964 70 15.4
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2t is pointed out by Martin and Blchurdson

that the area under a photoelectron line is not

directly proportional to the quantum intensity of
the $ -radiation which ezcites the line, corrections

being required, dependent on the energy of the

radiation, for such effects as radiator thickness

etc* This will hare the effect of lowering the

estimate of the absolute quantum intensities of
those $ -rays of energies less than 582 kef, and
increasing the quantum intensities of the J -rays

more energetic than 582 Ice?# HO account has, how¬

ever, been taken of this effect, since no information

on the thicknesses of the source and the radiators

was given by Thibaud. The rough values obtained

for the quantum intensities shew reasonably good

agreement with the values obtained from the classi¬

fication of the -ray transitions, summarised in

Table 3,3#
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& 5, Farther remarks on the suggested level scheme

for RdTh.

An argument may now be developed to ©hew

that the 2*18 MeV ft -partial© transition does not
feed the ground ©tat# of the RdTh nucleus. The

argument depends entirely on the suggestion that the

2( ■'-ray transition of 336 keV energy occurs between
the levels fed by the partial spectra with end-points

at energies of 1,85 and 2.18 MeV, These modes of

|B -decay are clearly forbidden to the same degree
(vide Table 8.2), and should therefore excite states

of RdTh of identical spins and parities. If one of

these states is the ground state of R&Th, then both

states will have s»ro spins and even parities (since
RdTh is an even-even nucleus) ♦ In this oase quan¬

tum ©mission, for a transition between the two states

will be prohibited by selection rules, and since

Thibaud has detected such emission, then either the

336 key $ -radiation is incorrectly placed in the

level scheme suggested, or the 2,18 KeV 3 -transi¬
tion feeds an excited state of RdTh of non-zero spin.

The probabilities of 3 -particle disinte¬

grations feeding the four additional energy states,
introduced to account for the observed $ -ray®, may

be calculated, using values for log j-t , shewn in

column 5 of Table 8,6, derived from the classification

of Nordheim^*), The values for log J- , obtained
from the data of Feenberg and Trigg are shewn in
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column 6. Column 8 then shews the relative inten¬

sities of these modes of (3 -disintegration, which,in
most cases, are clearly many times too small to he
detectable*

TABLE 8*6,
M%»Canvm
•f ^clClUUj*
r*trl*o. (MtV.)

0).

4
(mcS
«

Change in Spin
and po<it^,

(»>.

th«^ree of
4o?bccLdLtnoftS5.

u>.

fstLmoted.

*■"9,0 !*•
«> Ck).

t

(sues).
C).

IntanSct-u
p*.r loo

dii9i+%tcaVft-tvcoS,
t«).

*540 2.070 2(Yes) 1st 8.5 1.3 1.6xl07 0.14

.740 2.450 2 (No) 2nd 13.5 1.8 5 xio" 0.4x10 S
1.611 4.151 3(Yes) 3rd -14 3.05 8 xlO'° 0.3x10"4
2.053 5.020 3(Yos) 3rd -14 3.5 3 xlO,e 0.7x10"4
2.237 5.378 4(Yes) 3rd -17 3.6 2.5x10* 10"7

The decay soheme proposed suggests the possi¬

bility of several $ -radiations not yet observed, and
examination of the spectrum with an instrument of very

high resolution would almost certainly reveal lines at

present undetected or unresolved.
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£ 6. The energy states of KsThg *

It has heen assumed that the six component

|3 -particle spectra of the disintegration of MsThg
de-excite directly a single energy state of that nu¬

cleus* The possibility of jS -disintegration from
more than on® energy state of MsThg will now he ex¬

amined, and the implications discussed*

Little is known of the |8 -disintegration of
MsThi, but there is evidence that the end-point

occurs at an energy of -18 keV^, and that only

low energy $ -radiations follow the |8 -transition*
The levels of the MsThg therefore appear to he closely
spaced, and in consequence the excitation energies

for the states of the RdTh nucleus will be little

affected, even if )8 -decay from sore than one energy
state of MsThg occurs. The suggested level scheme
for RdTh will, however, require considerable revision,

especially with regard to the spin values and to the

parities assigned to the various energy states, if

one or mora modes of the observed j8 -decay de-excite
directly a further energy state of MsThg, possessing
a spin or parity different from that identified*

Let such a mode of ft -decay be postulated,
and, to be precise, let the decay scheme for MsThg
be illustrated by Figure 8*2, in which ft -decay from
an excited state accounts for (108 - p)£ of the
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Ms Tha

disintegrations of MsThg# and the remaining pf» involve
a $ -ray transition before decaying by ft -emission
from a lower energy state. Let the decay constants

for the transitions shewn in the figure be X(J \ and\
Bather lengthy but elementary analysis shews

that the -particle activity, due to the decay of

MsTh2# at a time t after the removal of all daughter
activities from the parent MsTh^ is given by where

- \ + ^JL fc I J. " ^
a . Nr,. ex-^ c- >s,+x»-"\

In this expression N represents the number of disinte¬

grations of MsThj which occur per second, which is
presumed to be sensibly constant.

The growth of the number of jfi -disintegra¬
tions which de-excite both energy states of MsTh2
gives rise to the first exponential term of this ex¬

pression, whereas the second exponential term concerns

the growth of activity arising from the lower energy

state only.

The following three oases arise in which

the presence of branching may be difficult to detect

by ordinary decay methods.
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(1) X* + X\ » X^s
(2) X* ■+• X* « XxX5
(3) K a

In the first case, the first exponential term

of the expression for the activity will rapidly become

small compared with the seeond term, whereas in the
: i

second case, the second exponential term quickly assumes

negligible proportions compere* with the first term.

If either of these cases exist , then the initial

growth of MsThg in freshly separated MsTh^ will shew
(7)

departure from linearity, Lecoin, Perey and Riou* ,

who commenced observations 9 minutes after the chemical

Isolation of MsTh^, found the growth of activity due
to MsThg, to proceed linearly with time. Such branch¬
ing therefore appears to be unlikely, but cannot be

entirely ruled out until the time spent in the chemical

isolation of MsTh^ is made very small.
Insofar as the decay of isolated MsThg is

concerned, which applies to all the experiments of

these new observations, the activity dpe to -decay

from the higher energy state would have died out before

observations were commenced, which was usually ~3

hours after the initial separation of the parent body,

MsTh^, if the decay constants satisfy the first case
postulated.
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If the decay constants conform to the second

case, then the decay of activity from the lower energy

state of MsTh2 would be in transient equilibrium with
the $-activity)for \ and \ will be small compared
with X3 . If the fraction p is large, then it may be
assumed that the main component of the -activity

(which accounts for ~50# of the total disintegrations)

would de-excite directly this lower energy state of

MsThg. The transition would possess the smallest life¬
time if it were of the "allowed" form, and an estimate

of the half-life, based on assuming a value for logloft
of 5, is ~7 minutes. Additional competitive modes of

-decay from this lower state of MsThg would further
reduce the life-time of the state for |8 -emission and
the growth curves of Lecoin et al, may fail to shew the

existence of such branching. Reduction of the value

assumed for p implies that Xx becomes smaller, when com¬

pared with X,, and the term of the exponent inA,+ Ax

the expression for the growth of activity becomes

smaller. This in turn Implies that the contribution

of activity due to this exponential term takes longer to

die out making possible branching more easily detectable

by the study of the initial growth of activity.

For the third case mentioned, which seems

rather improbable, it may be possible to detect depart¬

ure fro9) a half-vaiUe period of 6.13 hours in the growth
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of activity in MsTh1# by using absorbers of various
thicknesses between the source and the detector. An

f i )
experiment of this type performed by Lecoin et al.

has failed to shew such an effect. Moreover, it seems
!

probable that in such a case the decay of the contin¬

uous p -particle spectrum of MsThg may proceed at
different rates according to the momentum interval

selected. Checks were made at many different energies,

and the decay was always found to proceed with a half-

value period of 6.13 hours.

It is therefore concluded that, whilst it

cannot definitely be claimed that j8-$ branching in the
MsThg nucleus does not exist, there is no evidence for
the existence of such a decay process to any appreciable

extent.

Turning now to the ft-decay of MsTh,, the low

value for the end-point limits the spin change which can

occur in the transition, Tentatively ; ccepting the

value of 18 keV for the end-point of the -spectrum,

a logtoj-fc value of ~ 5 is obtained, indicating that the

transition is allowed, with a spin change of unity and

no parity change. Presuming then that the even-even

MsTh^ nucleus decays by -emission from a state of
zero spin and even parity, the state of MsThg
excited by ^-decay of the parent body possesses a spin
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value of 1 and even parity. Now the state of the MsThg
nucleus de-excited by ^-emission has been tentatively
identified as one possessing a spin of 4 and odd parity.

It therefore seems probable that intense $ -activity
follows the |8 -decay of MsTh^, If a single $ "fay
were involved in the transition from the 1+ state to

the 4- state of MsThg, then the type of $ -radiation
would be electric octupole. No energetic $ -rays have

been observed to follow the |3 -decay of MsTh^, and
such a high order of multipolarity therefore implies

that the single d-transition postulated would

possess a relatively long half-life. This, in turn,

Implies that j8-decay from the 1+ state of MsThg may
be a serious competitor to such a $ -transition,
which has been shewn to be unlikely. It therefore

seems evident that a series of lower energy cascade

$ -ray transitions occurs each transition being of

much shorter lifetime than that of eleotric octupole

radiation.
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